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Preface
This issue is not devoted to a single subject, and includes papers on subjects belonging to
several distinct fields of communications and information technology:
– radio communications,
– optical networks,
– information technology, software and data processing, and
– postal services.
Papers related to radio technologies begin with the An Improved Downlink MC-CDMA Sys-
tem for Efficient Image Transmission by M. S. Bendelhoum, A. Djebbari, I. Boukli-Hacene
and A. Taleb-Ahmed. The authors attempt to optimize compression of images transmitted
over a multi-carrier radio link having a limited bandwidth and varying transmission quality
affected by noise. After extensive computer simulations, they have found that image com-
pression using the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) technique, in conjunction with the set
Partitioning in Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) coder gives the best results when the compressed
image is sent over a Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA) wireless
network with a limited signal-to-noise ratio, where selective degradation of one of parallel
data streams is frequently experienced. Monochrome photograph compression rates of up to
90% are possible.
The next two papers deal with different aspects of the beamforming technology being cur-
rently introduced in wireless networks.
The Multi-User Multiple Input Multiple Output (MU-MIMO) technology is very promising
for high capacity wireless networks, including Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs)
defined in the IEEE 802.11ac standard, and for the future 5G networks. However, the full
advantage of MU-MIMO can be experienced only with proper user selection and scheduling.
User scheduling is done after acquisition of Channel State Information (CSI) from all users,
and the number of CSI requests grows with number of active users, resulting in a rising CSI
overhead and in degradation of the overall network throughput. In the paper titled QoS-based
Joint User Selection and Scheduling for MU-MIMO WLANs, D. S. Rao, and V. B. Hency
present the Joint User Selection and Scheduling (JUSS) scheme, comparing its performance
to other Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols. It was found that JUSS enhances network
throughput and prevents contention during CSI feedback period, rendering it superior to
other protocols.
The next paper, Synthesis and Failure Correction of Flattop and Cosecant Squared Beam
Patterns in Linear Antenna Arrays by H. Patidar, G. K. Mahanti, and R. Muralidharan is
devoted to the synthesis of flat-top and cosecant squared beam patterns using the firefly
algorithm, and single-fault situations in antenna arrays, which distort the desired emission
pattern, and the ways to automatically correct it by re-setting operating parameters of other
working antennae to make the whole antenna system fault-tolerant. This “recovery” process
was simulated in Matlab, with emphasis on reduction of side lobe level, ripple and the
reflection coefficient. Simulations showed a successful application of the firefly algorithm
for this purpose. Such a recovery enables uninterrupted operation of complex antenna systems
with acceptable performance levels, without having to wait for repair or replacement of the
faulty component.
In their paper The Alive-in-Range Medium Access Control Protocol to Optimize Queue Perfor-
mance in Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks, V. Raina, M. K. Jha and P. P. Bhattacharya
present work on optimization of a radio system operating in a special, hostile environment:
an underwater wireless sensor network, composed of multiple fixed sensors and a mobile
“sink” (interrogator) device collecting data from them in a wireless manner. Seawater is
a loss-intensive medium, while both the sensors and the sink operate with severe power
limitations, being usually battery-powered. For this purpose, the Alive-in-Range Medium
Access Control (AR-MAC) protocol was adopted, with reduction in duty cycle, precise time
scheduling of active/sleep cycles of the sensors, and monitoring of the mobility of the sink
node, accompanied by selection of appropriate queues and schedulers to save power and
prevent loss of priority data.
The field of optical communications is represented in this issue by two papers devoted to
improving the reliability of communications over optical fibers and in a free space. In both
cases, the applications are in access networks and operating distances are relatively short.
While the Fiber To The Home (FTTH) technology, most often in the PON (Passive Optical
Network) variant, is generally considered as the best option for fixed broadband access in
terms of transmission performance, FTTH networks are not immune to outages caused by
cable cuts. In the paper Availability Analysis of Different PON Models, K. Radosˇ and
I. Radosˇ analyze the protection of feeder fiber paths in FTTH-PON access networks to
improve network resilience to cable cuts, which tend to be the main source of network failures
in the urban environment. However, while protection by adding a spare feeder fiber between
the central office (CO) and PON splitter, and including spare OLT active equipment at the CO
in some cases, can improve service availability for demanding customers, a significant extra
investment in spare fibers laid along separate routes is required. The authors compare the
effectiveness of PON protection schemes standardized by ITU-T in several network scenarios.
One conclusion is that protection of a short feeder fiber, say 300 m, common in dense urban
networks, does not significantly improve service availability, because cable failure rates are
proportional to their length.
Reliability of Free Space Optics (FSO) links, sometimes used for short-distance, line-of-sight
communications, can be seriously degraded by unfavorable weather conditions like rain, haze
and fog. The paper Relay-assisted WDM-FSO System: A Better Solution for Communication
under Rain and Haze Weather Conditions by N. Dayal, P. Singh, and P. Kaur includes an
analysis (relying on computer models) of how the availability of an FSO link can be improved
by inclusion of relays (repeaters or optical amplifiers) to compensate for additional attenuation
caused by fog, rain, etc. As in the case of the FTTH network described in the previous paper,
this improvement requires additional expenditures on equipment and installation work.
The next group of five papers covers diverse IT and software issues.
First, a novel variant of cloud computing, involving a cloud of smartphones and other mo-
bile devices instead of a set of stationary data centers, is proposed by L. Siwik, D. Kala,
M. Godzik, W. Turek, A. Byrski, and M. Kisiel-Dorohinicki in their paper Mobile Cloud for
Parallel and Distributed Green Computing. While mobile devices are definitely no match,
in terms of computing power and 24/7 availability, for dedicated servers and data centers
employed in more conventional cloud computing, they have certain advantages, such as lo-
cation awareness, potentially large number of devices comprising the cloud, some sensor
functionality and the ability of ad-hoc assembly to work on a local, time-critical problem.
An actual computing cluster was constructed using dedicated software and its scalability
and efficiency were measured. Whether the idea will catch on, nobody knows, but it is
definitely new.
Two subsequent papers are devoted to problem solving and optimization issues.
The Monte Carlo Tree Search Algorithm for the Euclidean Steiner Tree Problem by M. Bereta
presents a novel Monte Carlo Tree Search algorithm for solving the problem of minimal
Euclidean Steiner tree on a plane. The goal is to find connections between all the given
points (terminals) on a plane, such that the sum of the lengths of edges is as low as possible,
while an addition of extra points (Steiner points) is allowed. This is a very important
problem in the design and optimization of telecom cable networks, water, gas and electric
power distribution systems, etc., where the construction expenses, demand for materials,
failure rates, and maintenance costs are approximately proportional to the total length of
routes in a given network. The new algorithm combines Monte Carlo Tree Search with
proposed heuristics and works better than both the greedy heuristic and pure Monte Carlo
simulations. The results of numerical experiments for randomly generated and benchmark
library problems (from OR-Lib) are presented and discussed.
The main drawback of the Batch Back Propagation (BBP) algorithm, widely used in neu-
ral network training, is that training is slow and that several parameters must be adjusted
manually. The BBP algorithm also suffers from saturation training, finding a local minimum
instead of a global one. M. S. Al Duais and F. S. Mohamad in their paper Dynamically-
adaptive Weight in Batch Back Propagation Algorithm via Dynamic Training Rate for Speedup
and Accuracy Training present an attempt to improve the speed of training and avoid the
saturation effect. A Dynamic Batch Back Propagation (DBBPR) algorithm with a dynamic
training rate is introduced. Results of Matlab simulations show that the new algorithm is
much better than BBP in terms of training speed and accuracy.
Software testing is getting more and more complicated and time consuming with expansion
of the size and functionality of the programs assessed. One of the widely adopted methods
is the so called “mutant testing”, where small, random changes (mutations) are made to the
code which is later executed in parallel with the unmodified version, and their operation is
compared. This technique is analyzed by L. T. My Hanh, N. T. Binh, and K. T. Tung in the
paper titled Parallel Mutant Execution Techniques in Mutation Testing Process for Simulink
Models”. The authors propose three strategies for parallel execution of mutants on multicore
machines using the Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) with the Matlab Distributed Com-
puting Server, and demonstrate that the computationally intensive software testing schemes,
such as mutation, can be facilitated by employment of parallel processing.
The popularity of online services involving money and sensitive data: banking, commerce,
database access, remote work, system management, etc., brings with it the familiar and
dreadful issue of computer crime and password theft. Various methods of generating and
entering more secure passwords are being proposed and tested, including rather complicated
biometric techniques. However, there is a trade-off between security and complexity (and
error rate) of a given password scheme, so a relatively simple solution is being looked at as
well. One of them is entering a conventional password being a classic string of characters,
but with a variable (long and short) duration of breaks between them. The corresponding
password recognition process is time-sensitive, and stealing the character string alone (as
performed by existing spying software) is not enough for a successful login, and the attack
is immediately detected. This technique is presented by K. W. Mahmoud, K. Mansour
and A. Makableh in the paper Detecting Password File Theft using Predefined Time-Delays
between Certain Password Characters. However, currently this is only a proposal in need
of verification in a real environment, and one must state that writing a spyware capable of
recording relative time spacing between characters will be relatively simple.
While traditional postal services appear to be more and more outdated in the 21st century,
being steadily displaced by e-mail and other forms of electronic communications, they are
still in demand, in particular for some business and advertising applications. For business
customers, it is the quality of postal service which counts, and this quality needs to be
monitored using standardized methods. The last paper Evolution of Measurement of the
Single Piece Mail Transit Time by R. Kobus and F. Raudszus presents how the measurement
of the transit time (the main parameter of interest in judging the quality of domestic and
cross-border postal services) of priority mail for home and small business customers in the
E.U. has been performed and how it evolved since its introduction in 1994. The test is
performed with a set of letters, posted and received by an independent test panel, which
are addressed to multiple geographical segments. However, test details must be adjusted
in the case of small member states with limited volume of postal traffic and special local
conditions. Testing can be made cheaper and more accurate if the test letters are replaced
with monitoring of real mail in transit. Alas, mail processing is not completely automated
yet, making such a move premature.
Krzysztof Borzycki
Associate Editor
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Abstract—Image compression is an essential stage of the data
archiving and transmitting process, as it reduces the num-
ber of bits and the time required to complete the transmis-
sion. In this article, a study of image transmission over the
Multi-Carrier Code Division Multiple Access (MC-CDMA)
downlink system is presented. The solution proposed relies
on source coding combined with channel coding. The Dis-
crete Wavelet Transform (DWT) method is used in conjunc-
tion with the SPIHT coder to compress the image, then the
data generated is transmitted with the MC-CDMA technique
over a noisy channel. The results show that image transmis-
sions performed over MC-CDMA using the SPIHT model are
better than the traditional approach like MC-CDMA in the
AWGN channel.
Keywords—data compression, MC-CDMA, MSSIM, perfor-
mance evaluation, PSNR, SNR, SPIHT.
1. Introduction
One of the most important results of Shannon’s work [1]
was that source coding and channel coding can be treated
separately without sacrificing fidelity [2]. Traditionally, the
source and channel codes are designed separately and then
cascaded together [3].
Multi-carrier modulation such as Orthogonal Frequency Di-
vision Multiplexing (OFDM) has a promising future as
a new technology in next-generation wireless communi-
cation systems [4], [5]. Combining OFDM with Code
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) results in the Multi-
carrier CDMA system [6], [7]. This system has received
much attention among researchers. However, it suffers from
Multiple Access Interference (MAI) in a multi-user setting,
which decreases the overall Bit Error Rate (BER) perfor-
mance [5]. Multi-user Detection (MUD) techniques have
been introduced to mitigate MAI to improve the system
performance [8], [9].
Several studies in transmission of images and multimedia
using MC-CDMA technology are considered [5], [10], [11].
In [10], a study of real-time image traffic over a radio
link using the wavelet transform (WT) to compress im-
ages and a CDMA link to transfer these images over wire-
less communication networks was presented. Images com-
pressed with JPEG2000 are transmitted at low SNRs with
the MC-CDMA technique and are considered in [11]. An
efficient approach for transmitting images over MC-CDMA
systems was examined in [5]. Furthermore, several coding
techniques have been investigated for efficient transmission
of images with MC-CDMA over wireless channels [10],
[12], [13]. Despite the efficiency of these coding tech-
niques, they add much redundancy to the transmitted data,
which increases the bandwidth and reduces the channel uti-
lization [5].
This paper studies an unage transmission efficiency scheme
relying on the MC-CDMA system using discrete wavelet
transforms (DWT) and set partitioning in hierarchical trees
(SPIHT) coding in the Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN) channel. The results are compared with the tradi-
tional MC-CDMA technique. In the simulation conducted,
the images are issued with the use of both techniques, and
their reception is objectively evaluated by means of PSNR
and MSSIM parameters. The transmission of images is
done with a different SNR.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, a description of decomposition of the image using
DWT is presented. Section 3 exposes the SPIHT encoder.
The parameters used for judging the quality of images are
introduced in Section 4. In Section 5 the MC-CDMA
model used for transmission and reception is given. Sec-
tion 6 presents experimental and performance results. Fi-
nally, Section 7 offers conclusions and remarks.
2. Wavelet Transform
The emergence of wavelets has led to the convergence of
linear expansion methods used in signal processing and
applied mathematics. Subband coding methods and their
associated filters are closely related to the wavelet con-
cept [13].
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A wavelet is a foundation for representing images in various
degrees of resolution. Wavelet transform is a mathematical
function dividing an image into two various frequency com-
ponents matching the resolution. The wavelet transforma-
tion methodology has been used because of the disadvan-
tages of Fourier transformation [14]. Wavelet transforma-
tion has been classified, as mentioned earlier, as DWT and
continuous wavelet transforms (CWT). A wavelet is repre-
sented as a multi-resolution level, where each analysis is
implemented through high-pass and low-pass filters, where
each high-pass filter is based on wavelets and low-pass filter
is based on scaling functions. The wavelet transform func-
tion is based on the conversion of a one-dimensional func-
tion into two-dimensional spaces involving translation and
dilation parameters related to time and scale factors [15].
Fig. 1. Pyramidal structure of 3-level wavelet decomposition.
Wavelet analysis of an image can be viewed in the fre-
quency domain as partitioning it into a set of subbands,
where each partitioning step is obtained by applying the
2D wavelet transform. One level of 2D wavelet trans-
forms results in four sets of data (wavelet coefficients)
that correspond to four 2D frequency subbands. For these
four subbands, if the original image data is on the zero-
decomposition level (scale), we use the following notation
on the k-th decomposition level: HHk (high–high or diag-
onal details), HLk (high–low or horizontal details), LHk
(low–high or vertical details), LLk (low–low or approxima-
tion). The LLk subband is also referred to as image approx-
imation, as it represents the image on a lower scale, while
to other subbands are referred as to image details. Wavelet
decomposition is dyadic when only the LLk subband is
further transformed. It results in a new set of subbands:
HHk+1, HLk+1, LHk+1, LLk+1. Dyadic decomposition
used in image compression will thus generate a hierarchi-
cal pyramidal structure, as shown in Fig. 1. If the dyadic
decomposition of N levels is performed (low–low subband
transformation performed N times), the result will be 3 N+1
subbands [16].
3. SPIHT Coding Scheme
In 1996, Said and Pearlman introduced the SPIHT coding
scheme [17]. SPIHT is viewed as one of the most efficient
wavelet-based image compression algorithms available in
the literature [17], [18]. It can be a progressive transmission
and it may be relevant for the lossless compression area of
interest. It takes advantage of the spatial orientation of the
zerotree coding that was proposed by Shapiro [19] and has
been shown to provide better performance [20]. In addition,
SPIHT can compress images in a lossless manner, as well
as with a loss [21].
SPIHT [22] is one of the most advanced schemes avail-
able, even outperforming the state-of-the-art JPEG 2000 in
some situations. The basic principle is the same – progres-
sive coding is applied, processing the image respectively to
a lowering threshold. The difference is in the concept of
zerotree (spatial orientation trees in SPIHT).
This is an idea that takes into consideration relations be-
tween coefficients across subbands at different levels [17].
The first idea is always the same. If there is a coefficient
at the highest level of the transform in a particular sub-
band which is considered insignificant against a particular
threshold, it is very probable that its descendants in lower
levels will be insignificant too. Therefore, we can code
quite a large group of coefficients with one symbol.
Figure 2 shows how a spatial orientation tree is defined in
a pyramid constructed with recursive four subbands split-
ting. The coefficients are ordered hierarchically. According
to this relationship, the SPIHT algorithm saves many bits
that specify insignificant coefficients [23].
Fig. 2. Parent-child relationship.
The SPIHT flowchart is presented in Fig. 3. In the first step,
the original image is decomposed into subbands. Then, the
method finds the maximum and the iteration number. In the
second step, the method puts the wavelet coefficients into
a sorting pass that finds all significant values and encodes
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their sign. In the third step, the significant coefficients that
were found in the sorting pass are put into the refinement
pass that uses two bits to exactly reconstruct the value for
closing to the real value [24].
Fig. 3. Flowchart of SPIHT wavelet transform.
4. Quality Evaluation
The peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) is the most com-
monly used reconstruction quality measure in image com-
pression:
PSNR = 10 log
(Dynamics of image)2
MSE
. (1)
Mean square error (MSE) which requires two M×N gray
scale images I and Iˆ where one of the images is considered
as a compression of the
MSE2 =
1
M×N
N
∑
i=1
M
∑
j=1
(
I(i, j)− Iˆ(i, j))2 . (2)
Usually an image is encoded by 8 bits. It is represented by
256 gray levels, which vary between 0 and 255, with the
extent or dynamics of the image being 255.
The PSNR measurement gives a numerical value on the
damage, but it does not describe its type. Moreover, as is
often noted in [25], [26], it does not quite represent the
quality perceived by human observers. For different appli-
cations where images that are degraded must eventually be
examined by experts, traditional evaluation remains insuf-
ficient. For this reason, objective approaches are needed to
assess the image quality. Then, we evaluate a new paradigm
to estimate the quality of images, specifically the ones com-
pressed by wavelet transform based on the assumption that
the human visual system (HVS) is highly adapted to extract
structural information. The similarity compares the bright-
ness, contrast and structure between each pair of vectors,
where the structural similarity index (SSIM) between two
signals x and y is given by [27], [28]:
SSIM(x,y) = l(x,y)c(x,y)s(x,y) . (3)
Finally, the quality measurement can provide a spatial map
of the local image quality, which gives more information on
the image quality degradation. For application, we require
a single overall measurement of the whole image quality
that is given by the following formula:
MSSIM(I, Iˆ) =
1
M
M
∑
i=1
SSIM(I, Iˆ) , (4)
where I and Iˆ are respectively the reference and degraded
images respectively, Ii and Iˆi are the contents of images
at the i-th local window. M is the total number of local
windows in the image. The MSSIM values exhibit greater
consistency with the visual quality.
5. Model MC-CDMA System
In general, there are three types of hybrid schemes, e.g.
Multi-Carrier Direct Sequence CDMA (MC/DS-CDMA),
Multicarrier-CDMA (MC-CDMA) and Orthogonal Fre-
quency Code Division Multiplexing (OFCDM) [29]. The
basic MC-CDMA signal is generated by a serial concate-
nation of classical Direct-Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA)
and Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM).
Each chip of the direct sequence spread data symbol is
mapped to a different subcarrier. Thus, with MC-CDMA,
the chips of a spread data symbol are transmitted in paral-
lel on different sub-carriers, in contrast to serial transmis-
sion with DS-CDMA [5], [30]. The MC-CDMA system
model using for transmission data image is divided into four
stages, including the image data compression stage using
DWT and SPHIT, the BPSK modulation stage, the spread-
ing stage using the Walsh code, and the OFDM modulation
stage, as shown in Fig. 4.
At the transmitter, the bit stream generated after compres-
sion step b(k)i is modulated by BPSK B
(k)
i . The BPSK mod-
ulated information bits of each user k = 0, . . . , k− 1, are
spread by the corresponding spreading code, where Walsh-
Hadamard codes are applied. In the downlink system, the
spread data of all active users are added synchronously and
mapped on to the Lc sub-carriers [7]. The sequence, B
(k)
i
is applied to a serial-to-parallel converter and multiplied by
the k with the user specific spreading code of Walsh C(k)i
of length L [5], [7], In [31], [7] confirmed that the Walsh-
Hadamard codes are the best choice for the downlink, also
for the minimization of multiple access interference.
C(k)i =
(
C(k)0 , C
(k)
1 , . . . , C
(k)
L−1
)T
. (5)
The chip rate of the serial spreading code of Walsh C(k)i
before serial-to-parallel conversion is [7]:
1
Tc
=
L
TB
. (6)
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Fig. 4. The MC-CDMA system model for image transmission: (a) transmitter, (b) receiver.
The chip rate is L times higher than the data symbol rate
1
TB
. The complex valued sequence obtained after spreading
can be expressed in a vector notation as [7]:
s
(k)
i = B
(k)
i · C
(k)
i =
(
s
(k)
0 , s
(k)
1 , . . . , S
(k)
L−1
)T
. (7)
Then s
(k)
i is modulated by the OFDM modulator, the input
signal of the OFDM operation is statistically independent
[7]. The result is S(k)i . The advantage of the frequency do-
main channel model is that the IFFT and FFT operation for
OFDM and inverse OFDM can be avoided, and the fading
operation results in one complex-valued multiplication per
subcarrier [7]. The spectral containment of the channels
is better since they are not using cyclic prefix [32] and it
reduces the Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) effect.
Signal H is obtained by adding the S(k)i from K users:
H =
k
∑
1=0
S(k)i . (8)
The result H is applied to a parallel-to-serial converter. The
transmitted vector TX is given by:
TX(t) = Hc +n , (9)
where Hc is the data channel vector and n is the noise
AWGN vector.
The steps used to transmit data images using the MC-
CDMA model can be summarized as follows:
1. The data image is transformed by DWT in the same
dimension as the original image.
2. The result of the step 1 is associated with SPIHT
coding to generate the bits stream to be transmitted
also at a different bit rate of Rc.
3. It is assumed that all subchannels are identically mod-
ulated using binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) [33].
4. The most important characteristic of the sequence in
the MC-CDMA system is the zero-cross correlation
property. The most widely used orthogonal code is
the Walsh-Hadamard code [12], which is generated
by using the Hadamard transform defined as:
C0 = [0 ] , (10)
C2m =
[
Cm Cm
Cm Cm
]
. (11)
This transform gives matrix, Cm, for m = 2i matrix,
where i is an integer. For example, consider a case
of n = 4:
C4 =
[
C2m C2m
C2m C2m
]
=


0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
0 1 1 0

 . (12)
5. An OFDM modulation step is performed on the bi-
nary data.
6. At the receiver, after OFDM demodulation step. The
vector is multiplied by the C(k)i code Walsh for k-th
user, and we applied the SPIHT decoding method.
The inverse discrete wavelet transform (IDWT) is
used to receive the data image.
Finally, the decompressed image is given at the trans-
mitted bit rate of Rc.
6. Results and Discussion
After various applications intended to show the actual per-
formance of the method proposed, we will make a compar-
ison between the following, different types of wavelet trans-
Fig. 5. Typical test pictures: (a) Lena, (b) cameraman.
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forms: Daubechies (db5), symelets (sym9), Coiflets (coif5),
Bi-orthogonal (bior4.4) and Cohen-Daubechies-Feauveau
(CDF9/7). They are associated with an SPIHT coder in the
Subsection 6.1. The Lena and Cameraman images (Fig. 5)
with 128× 128 pixels (grayscale) are encoded (8 bits per
pixel) for each application. In the step compression step, we
vary the bitrate from 0.125 to 1 and transmit them via the
MC-CDMA model, at different SNRs – from 5 to 20 dB
– in 5 steps. The quality of the images transmitted and
received is evaluated objectively with PSNR and MSSIM
parameters for different bit rates Rc.
Subsection 6.3 gives the performance of the MC-CDMA
system in the AWGN channel with multiple users. The
simulation values are depicted in a graph/plot of BER vs.
Eb/N0 (in dB), which is the energy per bit per noise spectral
density [12], [13]. It defines the SNR per bit and it is an
important measurement to evaluate and compare different
digital communication systems.
The CDF9/7 wavelet is implemented with a SPIHT coder.
Tree 128×128 images are used: IRM1, IRM2 and IRM3.
The original image is compressed with different bit rates Rc
and transmitted at different SNRs for 10 to 17 dB in 1 dB
steps. The image transmitted and reconstructed at different
SNRs is estimated with PSNR and MSSIM factors.
In calculations and numerical simulations, the same im-
ages as those treated in [5] are used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the simulation model presented.
6.1. Wavelets Association with SPIHT in MC-CDMA
The average PSNR and MSSIM values for the Lena im-
age at different Rc are shown in Tables 1–5, enabling the
judgment of quality of the SPIHT compressed image af-
ter transmission, as compared to its quality before trans-
mission.
A plot of the variation of PSNR and MSSIM for the Lena
image with different SNRs at Rc constant is shown in
Figs. 6–7.
Table 1
PSNR and MSSIM values for the Lena image at different
Rc and SNR with bior4.4 and SPIHT
Parameter
Rc
Before Transmission with SNR
of
[bpp]
trans- [dB]
evaluation mission 5 10 15 20
PSNR [dB]
0.125
30.54 27.56 27.70 30.47 30.54
MSSIM 0.662 0.076 0.164 0.661 0.662
PSNR [dB]
0.25
31.19 27.51 28.59 29.03 31.19
MSSIM 0.749 0.066 0.117 0.405 0.749
PSNR [dB]
0.5
32.53 28.01 27.70 29.83 32.53
MSSIM 0.840 0.081 0.138 0.557 0.840
PSNR [dB]
0.75
34.35 27.36 28.03 29.65 34.35
MSSIM 0.899 0.059 0.214 0.537 0.899
PSNR [dB]
1
35.76 28.91 27.76 29.09 35.76
MSSIM 0.927 0.028 0.177 0.415 0.927
Table 2
PSNR and MSSIM values for the Lena image
at different Rc and SNR with coif2 and SPIHT
Parameter
Rc
Before Transmission with SNR
of
[bpp]
trans- [dB]
evaluation mission 5 10 15 20
PSNR [dB]
0.125
30.48 28.76 29.04 30.27 30.48
MSSIM 0.663 0.095 0.114 0.646 0.663
PSNR [dB]
0.25
31.32 29.19 30.70 31.17 31.32
MSSIM 0.753 0.070 0.126 0.746 0.753
PSNR [dB]
0.5
32.63 29.11 29.24 31.40 32.63
MSSIM 0.849 0.120 0.121 0.743 0.849
PSNR [dB]
0.75
34.44 29.15 29.55 31.68 34.44
MSSIM 0.902 0.133 0.138 0.520 0.902
PSNR [dB]
1
35.90 29.16 29.60 32.55 35.90
MSSIM 0.928 0.135 0.135 0.827 0.928
Table 3
PSNR and MSSIM values for the Lena image
at different Rc and SNR with with sym9 and SPIHT
Parameter
Rc
Before Transmission with SNR
of
[bpp]
trans- [dB]
evaluation mission 5 10 15 20
PSNR [dB]
0.125
30.34 28.30 28.48 28.94 30.34
MSSIM 0.655 0.030 0.149 0.408 0.655
PSNR [dB]
0.25
31.25 28.40 28.52 30.16 31.25
MSSIM 0.750 0.039 0.152 0.635 0.750
PSNR [dB]
0.5
32.69 28.48 28.59 29.52 32.69
MSSIM 0.847 0.053 0.138 0.501 0.847
PSNR [dB]
0.75
34.56 28.05 28.10 28.82 34.56
MSSIM 0.903 0.054 0.142 0.327 0.903
PSNR [dB]
1
36.02 28.58 29.00 31.22 36.02
MSSIM 0.938 0.079 0.143 0.761 0.938
Table 4
PSNR and MSSIM values for the Lena image
at different Rc and SNR with bior4.4 and SPIHT
Parameter
Rc
Before Transmission with SNR
of
[bpp]
trans- [dB]
evaluation mission 5 10 15 20
PSNR [dB]
0.125
30.54 27.56 28.38 29.54 30.54
MSSIM 0.672 0.076 0.185 0.661 0.672
PSNR [dB]
0.25
31.35 28.16 29.27 30.52 31.35
MSSIM 0.766 0.037 0.120 0.690 0.766
PSNR [dB]
0.5
32.85 28.69 27.87 30.77 32.85
MSSIM 0.858 0.050 0.206 0.695 0.858
PSNR [dB]
0.75
34.74 27.25 29.73 30.54 34.74
MSSIM 0.911 0.042 0.087 0.650 0.911
PSNR [dB]
1
36.37 27.87 28.37 30.29 36.37
MSSIM 0.939 0.040 0.134 0.664 0.939
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Table 5
PSNR and MSSIM values for Lena image
at different Rc and SNR with CDF9/7 and SPIHT
Parameter
Rc
Before Transmission with SNR
of
[bpp]
trans- [dB]
evaluation mission 5 10 15 20
PSNR [dB]
0.125
30.44 28.12 28.98 30.29 30.44
MSSIM 0.680 0.032 0.063 0.655 0.680
PSNR [dB]
0.25
31.59 27.52 27.94 31.10 31.59
MSSIM 0.783 0.072 0.108 0.764 0.783
PSNR [dB]
0.5
32.96 27.14 28.25 30.14 32.96
MSSIM 0.870 0.047 0.081 0.631 0.870
PSNR [dB]
0.75
35.19 27.44 27.81 31.29 35.19
MSSIM 0.917 0.073 0.093 0.738 0.917
PSNR [dB]
1
36.92 27.85 29.27 29.51 36.92
MSSIM 0.944 0.050 0.073 0.480 0.944
For all figures the variations of PSNR and MSSIM, in-
creases proportionally with the SNR. For the lower SNR
(10 dB) the images that are received are of very poor qual-
ity (low MSSIM). In the case of SNR greater than 10 dB,
the quality of images that are received increases until they
reach the maximum value obtained without a transmission
(SNR = 20 dB).
As far as the association of different types of wavelets
(db5, coif2, sym9, bior4.4 and CDF9/7) with the SPHIT
encoder at different bit rates (Rc) is concerned, let’s say
that the CDF9/7 wavelet provides the most important PSNR
and MSSIM values compared to those obtained by other
wavelets for a SNR = 20 dB [20] (except for Rc = 0.125 bpp,
where PSNR = 30.44 dB).
The CDF9/7 wavelet will be subsequently retained for var-
ious images with different Rc transmission in a telecommu-
nications MC-CDMA system. The received images will be
evaluated objectively by PSNR and MSSIM.
6.2. Analysis of MC-CDMA Performance in a Wireless
Channel
Figure 8 shows the BER performance comparison for multi-
user cases in the AWGN channel with the MC-CDMA
model used and traditional MC-CDMA. In theory, BER
lowers with increasing Eb/N0. It is observed that BER per-
formance decreases as Eb/N0 increases. This is because
Fig. 6. Variation of PSNR and MSSIM for the Lena image with 0.125 and 0.25 bpp. (See color pictures online at www.nit.eu/
publications/journal-jtit)
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Fig. 7. Variation of PSNR and MSSIM for the Lena image with 0.5 and 0.75 bpp.
a lower AWGN noise level can be obtained with a higher
Eb/N0. This is due to the fact that BER performance is
only affected by AWGN noise [12], [13].
In the case of a low SNR, the two transmission systems
show the same performance. As SNR increases, as it is clear
than this transmission scheme offers better performance in
terms of BER terminology. The BER results show that the
proposed transmission scheme is based on the SPHIT coder
coupled to MC-CDMA, and is superior to that obtained
from the traditional MC-CDMA.
In the MC-CDMA model proposed the SNR increases to
15 dB, in comparison with the traditional MC-CDMA tech-
nique, where the SNR reaches 22 dB, which means a gain
of about 7 dB.
6.3. Performance Analysis of CDF9/7 with SPIHT coder
MC-CDMA System
Several experiments were performed to test the perfor-
mance and the robustness of the medical images trans-
mitted through the MC-CDMA system using the CDF9/7
and SPHIT coder. The results of the simulation are pre-
sented in Tables 6–8 for all image users (IRM1, IRM2
and IRM3).
The IRM1 image transmission via a wireless MC-CDMA
system with the image compressed at 0.125 bpp needs the
SNR = 15 dB to achieve the maximum PSNR and MSSIM
values before the transmission. On the other hand, for the
Rc = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 bpp we need the SNR = 16 dB
for a perfect transmission in our MC-CDMA system. The
same remarks are noted in the case of IRM3 images.
For the transmission of the IRM2 image with Rc =
0.125 bpp and 0.25, the SNR = 15 dB is necessary, but
for Rc bpp greater than 0.25 all results show that the
SNR = 16 dB can perfectly transmit all images.
Examples of the received images are shown in Figs. 9–11 –
for SNR = 14, 15 and 16 dB.
Using human eyesight only, we can see that the images re-
covered are not identical with the originals, once the SNR
is lowered to 14 dB. One can observe that the best quality
is obtained at SNR = 16 dB, in this case the MC-CDMA
model is considered as a reliable wireless communications
system. The PSNR of the received images are exceeds
30 dB, which means that we can also transmit an image us-
ing Rc = 0.75 bpp and obtain a good level of visual quality
(MSSIM ≥ 0.8) of the received image.
All results obtained by transmitting the images over the
MC-CDMA model are better than those relying on the tra-
ditional MC-CDMA technique.
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Fig. 8. BER vs. Eb/N0 for multi-user environment in AWGN channel with Lena and Cameraman image coded at: (a) 0.125 bpp,
(b) 0.25 bpp, (c) 0.5 bpp, (d) 0.75 bpp, (e) 1 bpp (MC-CDMA proposed), and a single user in traditional MC-CDMA [30].
Fig. 9. The received IRM1 images with MC-CDMA using Rc = 0.75 bpp over AWGN channel: (a) original image, (b) PSNR =
28.77 dB, (c) PSNR = 29.81 dB, (d) PSNR = 32.67 dB.
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Fig. 10. The received IRM2 images with MC-CDMA using Rc = 0.75 bpp over AWGN channel: (a) original image, (b) PSNR =
28.61 dB, (c) PSNR = 29.35 dB, (d) PSNR = 32.43 dB.
Fig. 11. The received IRM3 images with MC-CDMA using Rc = 0.75 bpp over AWGN channel: (a) original image, (b) PSNR =
29.88 dB, (c) PSNR = 31.87 dB, (d) PSNR = 32.52 dB.
Table 6
Performance results of PSNR and MSSIM values for the IRM1 image at different Rc and SNR
Parameter
Rc [bpp]
Before Transmission with SNR [dB]
of evaluation transmission 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
PSNR [dB]
0.125
29.86 27.48 27.93 28.15 28.48 29.54 29.86 29.86 29.86
MSSIM 0.545 0.130 0.137 0.172 0.258 0.491 0.545 0.545 0.545
PSNR [dB]
0.25
30.42 27.58 28.41 28.66 28.69 28.85 30.10 30.42 30.42
MSSIM 0.669 0.133 0.143 0.196 0.274 0.342 0.621 0.669 0.669
PSNR [dB]
0.5
31.64 26.96 27.88 28.22 28.73 28.89 29.79 31.64 31.64
MSSIM 0.783 0.126 0.139 0.164 0.872 0.315 0.555 0.783 0.783
PSNR [dB]
0.75
32.67 27.77 27.91 28.02 28.52 28.77 29.81 32.67 32.67
MSSIM 0.852 0.143 0.149 0.153 0.199 0.300 0.571 0.852 0.852
PSNR [dB]
1
33.83 27.72 28.87 28.91 29.11 29.22 29.87 33.83 33.83
MSSIM 0.890 0.110 0.155 0.202 0.228 0.444 0.627 0.890 0.890
7. Conclusions
In this paper, an efficient image transmission system
using the downlink MC-CDMA model is presented.
The solution proposed transmits images over wireless
AWGN channels using DWT associated with the SPIHT
coder. According to Shannon’s theorem [1], the com-
bination of the optimum source coder and optimum
channel coder can create an optimum system, therefore
joint design of source coder and channel coder is nec-
essary to optimize communication systems [10]. There-
fore, the CDF9/7 wavelet is used with the SPIHT coder to
optimize data image compression. We can also transmit im-
ages with Rc = 0.75 bpp, which equals to the compression
rate 90.63% of the original image.
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Table 7
Performance results of PSNR and MSSIM values for the IRM2 image at different Rc and SNR
Parameter
Rc [bpp]
Before Transmission with SNR [dB]
of evaluation transmission 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
PSNR [dB]
0.125
29.48 27.62 27.71 27.68 28.73 29.14 29.48 29.48 29.48
MSSIM 0.546 0.111 0.121 0.167 0.352 0.420 0.546 0.546 0.546
PSNR [dB]
0.25
30.02 27.41 28.20 28.43 28.81 29.90 30.02 30.02 30.02
MSSIM 0.695 0.102 0.122 0.145 0.201 0.667 0.695 0.695 0.695
PSNR [dB]
0.5
31.41 27.58 28.01 28.23 28.84 29.22 30.08 31.41 31.41
MSSIM 0.822 0.078 0.114 0.120 0.290 0.336 0.716 0.822 0.822
PSNR [dB]
0.75
32.43 27.47 27.82 27.96 28.45 28.61 29.35 32.43 32.43
MSSIM 0.877 0.087 0.115 0.145 0.259 0.406 0.607 0.877 0.877
PSNR [dB]
1
33.59 27.54 27.66 28.57 29.07 29.60 30.49 33.45 33.59
MSSIM 0.912 0.093 0.110 0.136 0.220 0.306 0.753 0.906 0.912
Table 8
Performance results of PSNR and MSSIM values for the IRM3 image at different Rc and SNR
Parameter
Rc [bpp]
Before Transmission with SNR [dB]
of evaluation transmission 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
PSNR [dB]
0.125
30.13 27.75 28.41 29.56 28.48 29.80 30.13 30.13 30.13
MSSIM 0.527 0.148 0.169 0.320 0.258 0.464 0.527 0.527 0.527
PSNR [dB]
0.25
30.59 27.39 27.87 28.35 28.69 28.61 28.87 30.59 30.59
MSSIM 0.630 0.142 0.167 0.208 0.274 0.231 0.343 0.630 0.630
PSNR [dB]
0.5
31.64 27.86 28.12 28.72 28.73 29.95 30.24 31.64 31.64
MSSIM 0.746 0.153 0.181 0.301 0.872 0.537 0.622 0.746 0.746
PSNR [dB]
0.75
32.52 27.59 27.81 28.96 28.52 29.88 31.87 32.52 32.52
MSSIM 0.829 0.123 0.181 0.391 0.199 0.531 0.795 0.829 0.829
PSNR [dB]
1
34.29 27.21 27.57 29.20 29.11 29.51 30.17 34.29 34.29
MSSIM 0.881 0.140 0.177 0.233 0.228 0.263 0.443 0.881 0.881
For a perfect reception of the image, we need the SNR =
17 dB (for natural images). On the other hand, for medical
images, the SNR = 16 dB is necessary. This enables to use
an optimized wireless communications system.
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Abstract— The shift in Multi-User Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MU-MIMO) has gained attention due to its wide
support in very high throughput Wireless Local Area Net-
works (WLANs) such as the 802.11ac. However, the full ad-
vantage of MU-MIMO can be utilized only with proper user
selection and scheduling. Also, providing Quality of Service
(QoS) support is a major challenge for these wireless net-
works. Generally, user scheduling is done with the acquisi-
tion of Channel State Information (CSI) from all the users.
In MU-MIMO based WLANs, the number of CSI request in-
creases with the number of users. This results in an increased
CSI overhead and in degradation of the overall throughput.
Most of the proposals in the literature have not addressed the
contention in the CSI feedback clearly. Hence, in this paper
a Joint User Selection and Scheduling (JUSS) scheme is dis-
cussed and its performance is evaluated in terms of through-
put, delay, packet loss and fairness. In the performance com-
parison some wellknown Medium Access Control (MAC) pro-
tocols are considered. The proposed scheme not only enhances
throughput, but also avoids contention during CSI feedback
period.
Keywords— 802.11ac, CSI, delay, MMSE, throughput.
1. Introduction
Downlink (DL) MU-MIMO [1] in 802.11ac enables simul-
taneous transmissions from Access Points (APs) to the user
stations (STAs) with the aid of parallel streams. The cur-
rent WLAN supports up to eight spatial streams [2] at the
transmitter side and allows multiple users to communicate
simultaneously. Hence, there is a large increase in data
rates compared to legacy 802.11 WLANs. MU-MIMO uses
beamforming (BF) to direct information towards the desired
users. MU-MIMO is the key revolutionary technology for
all next generation WLANs [3] and cellular networks [4].
The performance of these networks depends mainly on
proper user selection and scheduling. The scheduling is
usually performed with the help of Channel State Infor-
mation (CSI) feedback obtained from the selected users.
However, obtaining CSI from all the users incurs a large
overhead, and increases linearly with the channel sounding
frequency and the number of user stations. Hence, there is
an extensive requirement to reduce the CSI overhead.
To fully realize the benefit of MU-MIMO and guarantee
the required QoS [5], it is important to acquire updated CSI
from all the users. Hence, there exists a trade-off between
efficiency of the scheduler and the CSI overhead. Generally,
the Access Point (AP) limits the number of users based on
CSI feedback. The best user CSI and suitable channels need
to be obtained before the user is scheduled. In 802.11ac [6]
user selection is performed randomly. However, selecting
the best user group requires CSI feedback from all the users.
In thr MU-MIMO scenario, the AP has to process multi-
ple user requests simultaneously and has to schedule them
in a parallel manner to maximize the overall throughput.
Determining the possible user set is a problem, however,
and it depends on the precoding method adopted at the
AP. Although Zero-Forcing (ZF) receiver [1] is a simple
technique that mitigates the multiuser inference, it has the
disadvantage of noise enhancement. Hence, to avoid noise
enhancement, the minimum mean square error beamform-
ing (MMSE BF) can be used instead. Here, the MMSE-
BF precoder is used to maximize throughput and minimize
multi-user interference.
In this paper, a joint user selection and scheduling (JUSS)
strategy is proposed for MU-MIMO networks to maxi-
mize downlink capacity and improve the overall through-
put of the system. JUSS follows the same mechanism as
802.11ac [6], the AP involves user stations in the in polling
process to procure CSI feedback. Here, scheduling is per-
formed in parallel with active user identification and selec-
tion. Also, the contention during the CSI feedback phase
will be reduced. Specifically, JUSS provides a practical so-
lution for user scheduling. First, the AP polls the users
randomly and obtains the CSI from one of the users. By us-
ing this information, the AP prepares a channel trace and
broadcasts it to the users along with the polling frame.
Upon receiving this frame, users can determine their indi-
vidual channel gains. Then, the users respond with individ-
ual gains in the form of user response packets. By using this
information, the AP prepares an ordered subset of users for
obtaining CSI reports. The first user with the chosen subset
is allowed to be scheduled for the MU-MIMO transmission.
This process will be repeated until the AP receives all CSI
reports. In the proposed JUSS, multiple stations are allowed
to transmit the response packets at the AP to identify the
user set to be scheduled. To avoid contention during CSI
feedback, the AP identifies the user group to be sched-
uled based on response packets. In addition, the proposed
scheme is extended onto some well-known fair scheduling
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algorithms, such as round robin (RR) and proportional fair
(PF), to attain fairness among the users.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows. First, some well-known user selection schemes like
semi-orthogonal user selection (SUS), random user selec-
tion (RUS), and random beamforming are reviewed. Sec-
ond, the design of the proposed joint user selection and
scheduling protocol is discussed. Then, the concepts to re-
alize the protocol are briefly explained. Lastly, the perfor-
mance of JUSS is evaluated using Matlab. The simulation
results show that the JUSS scheme obtains better through-
put, and improved fairness over the 802.11ac MAC proto-
col. Also, the delay and packet loss comparison are made
with the existing protocols.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the background and related work concerning the problem
are presented. Section 3 gives the details about the pro-
posed scheme. The concepts discussed include CSI feed-
back, scheduling mechanism, and MU-MIMO transmission
cycle of the protocol. Then, Section 4 evaluates the per-
formance of the scheme with various parameters applied.
Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Background and Related Work
2.1. CSI Feedback Mechanism
The MU-MIMO technique is widely adopted in current
802.11 WLANs [3] because of its several dominant fea-
tures. It offers high data rates [2] to the users at high signal-
to-noise ratios. The AP is able to communicate simultane-
ously with multiple users providing spatial multiplexing. In
addition, it offers considerable capacity gains [1] compared
to the wireless communications system. The fundamental
requirement for MU-MIMO based WLANs is to obtain
CSI feedback before transmission. Generally, CSI acqui-
sition [7] is performed by estimating a training sequence
known by both the transmitter and the receiver In the up-
link MU-MIMO system, the AP usually extracts the uplink
CSI from the PHY preambles of the frames received. In the
case of the downlink transmission, in turn, the acquisition
of CSI cannot be performed directly.
CSI feedback schemes are classified depending on the com-
putation of CSI at the two ends [8]. The first one involves
implicit feedback, where the AP computes the CSI by es-
timating training sequences sent from the stations, while
the other one – explicit feedback – means that stations
calculate the CSI by estimating the training sequence sent
from the AP, and then STAs feedback the calibrated CSI to
the AP. Implicit feedback experiences less overhead com-
pared to the explicit variety. However, in a practical wire-
less LAN system, channel variations and interference seen
at the user stations is quite different from what is seen at
the AP. Hence, the antennas at the AP are to be calibrated
to eliminate the distortion if the implicit feedback scheme
is used. On the other hand, the explicit feedback scheme
provides higher CSI resolution at the cost of an increased
overhead.
In literature, MAC control frames are usually extended to
support CSI feedback, while an Explicit Compressed Feed-
back (ECFB) scheme [6] is implemented in IEEE 802.11ac
to schedule and compress the amount of CSI feedback. The
basic transmission cycle of a 802.11ac WLAN is shown in
Fig. 1. It does not matter which CSI feedback scheme is ap-
plied. Both in the case of implicit and explicit schemes, the
number of CSI requests in an MU-MIMO system increases
with a growing number of users. This, in turn, affects the
performance of the system.
Fig. 1. 802.11ac MU-MIMO transmission cycle.
As evidenced by the discussion presented above, the major
problem with CSI acquisition consists in a channel sound-
ing interval and overhead due to feedback from one or
more stations. Most publications have discussed the feed-
back overhead reduction using compression techniques [9].
However, compression leads to a loss of throughput in MU-
MIMO transmissions. The quantization of feedback infor-
mation is already adopted by Long Term Evolution (LTE)
and MU-MIMO based Wi-Fi systems. Though extensive
work [9], [10] has been done with regard to quantizing
bits, there is still some room to optimize the feedback con-
tent. In addition to compression and quantization, sending
the feedback information to the AP in an adaptive manner
is another alternative enabling to reduce overload rates.
One such possible solution is provided in [11], where users
with signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) above a certain thresh-
old value need to report the CSI to the AP. However, these
techniques may not result in higher channel gains, as they
ignore the relation between the user subchannels. Sub-
channels refer to the group of sub-carriers in orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). In [12], the au-
thor presented a subchannel access approach, where the
subchannels are allocated to users with the highest SNR to
maximize the transmission rate and to keep the throughput
of each user as high as possible. Since the scheduler works
based on the SNR measurements received from the phys-
ical layer, most of the time is spent on the identification
of the best user with the largest SNR. The size of the sub-
channel allocation table increases with the number of users
and adds complexity to the scheduler.
Another challenge faced by MU-MIMO wireless LANs in-
volves the frequency of CSI requests. The accuracy of the
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system will be high if the feedback period is shorter than
the coherence time. But, at the same time, this leads to
a huge overhead at the AP. Hence, the frequency of CSI
requests should be optimized. The authors in [13] and [14]
have shown the impact of the channel sounding interval on
the performance of the system. The key objective of the
papers discussed above is to reduce the CSI feedback over-
head with the increase in the number of users. It can be
achieved with the help of adaptive CSI feedback mecha-
nisms.
2.2. User Selection/Grouping Process
Nowadays, Wi-Fi systems are being deployed in crowded
scenarios like airports, stadiums and buildings, where the
number of concurrent users to be served is sufficiently large.
In such situations, identifying, selecting and grouping the
active users is a major task. In the MU-MIMO environment
an AP with M antennas may be able to select a subset of
M users out of all K users in a network. The problem
of selecting users depends on the MAC scheduler and on
the information provided by the PHY layer. User selection
requires CSI estimates from all user stations. But even with
the availability of full CSI knowledge at the AP, it is still
difficult to determine the optimal user set that maximizes
the transmission rate, specifically when the number of K
users is large. Hence, an efficient user selection/grouping
algorithm has to be devised to identify and select the user
STAs to be co-scheduled.
In [15], the author discussed a Semi-orthogonal User Selec-
tion (SUS) algorithm, which achieves the maximum sum-
rate with low complexity. The threshold is set to satisfy
orthogonality and the users with the highest channel qual-
ity are selected.
Another popular algorithm, Orthogonality Probing based
User Selection (OPUS) [16] has presented a user selection
algorithm that is scalable and enables the user to evaluate
its orthogonality with existing users. The author also dis-
cussed the distributed contention mechanism that singles
out the best user to feedback its CSI. It outperforms con-
ventional user selection schemes in terms of throughput and
fairness.
In 802.11ac each user is selected randomly [6] with equal
probability and requires M CSI feedbacks. Most publica-
tions have considered sounding all users before the trans-
mission, whereas in [14] the author provided the flexibility
to choose the subset of users that were sounded most re-
cently. This exploited another direction and recently in [17]
the author coupled the sounding, selecting and scheduling
of users to maintain throughput and fairness performance.
In 18], the author proposed a novel orthogonality evaluation
mechanism that enables each user to obtain its own CSI.
This algorithm is known as signpost. Signpost also realizes
a 2D prioritized contention mechanism to choose the best
user efficiently by using both time and frequency domain
resources. Signpost is a scalable user selection algorithm
that is suited for uplink MU-MIMO WLAN transmissions.
In this protocol, for each contention round, arbitrary prob-
ing directions are transmitted as channel hint to the user
stations. The user stations check the orthogonality using
these arbitrary directions and contend for the channel with-
out sending the feedback to the access point. Hence, with
zero CSI overhead the user competes for the resources.
Another recent uplink MU-MIMO WLAN protocol, known
as optimal user selection (OUS) is proposed in [19]. OUS
takes throughput and fairness into consideration and formu-
lates the complex scheduling problem. OUS also considers
the correlation among the users and provides throughput
fairness solution to the user selection problem. It stud-
ies the impact of grouping the users based on throughput
and fairness. To gain a better understanding of the above
schemes, a summary of various state-of-art user selection
and scheduling schemes with consideration of key design
issues is provided in Table 1.
Table 1
Performance metrics of CSI feedback schemes
Design issues considered
Scheme/
algorithm
Through-
put
Fair-
ness
Over-
head
Com-
plex-
ity
SUS [15] X X High Low
OPUS [16] X X Low High
802.11ac+ [17] X X Low High
Signpost [18] X X Low High
OUS [19] X X − Low
2.3. User Scheduling Schemes
When there are users contending for the same resource,
their throughput may be improved by scheduling the users
with fair channel quality. So, the increase in performance
is obtained by exploring multi user diversity among the
users. Due to this, the throughput of low rate users will be
affected. System performance must be maximized without
compromising fairness among the users. In user scheduling,
the most challenging task is to determine the optimal user
set because of the large search space. Hence, determining
the optimal user set and scheduling them based on the QoS
requirements improves the overall throughput.
With the introduction of MU-MIMO, most of the research
regarding WLANs is now focusing on solving the issues af-
fecting MU-MIMO based WLANs. In this way, multi user
scheduling has gained attention. In [20], the author pre-
sented a novel MAC design with opportunistic MU-MIMO
scheduling based on channel sounding feedback. Here, the
packets being selected are based on transmission duration
and the type of traffic. In [21], an efficient and heuristic
MU-MIMO transmission method was proposed and com-
pared to the beamforming based approach. The authors
of [22] investigated the MU-MIMO transmission in WLAN
by extending the MAC protocol with training functional-
ities to support efficient multi-user transmission. In [23]
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the author verified the combined effect of packet aggrega-
tion with scheduling and has shown improved throughput
performance at the cost of higher delay. In [24] the au-
thor presented a distributed multi-user scheduling scheme,
which enhances the total throughput under many situations,
compared with both contention-less and contention-based
schemes. In all the publications discussed above, fairness
among the user flows is not considered. Fairness issues
were studied in [25], where a multi-user proportional fair
scheduling scheme was proposed to schedule multi-user
transmissions while providing a high degree of fairness.
3. JUSS Design
3.1. System Model
In this section, we consider the proposed MU-MIMO sys-
tem with MMSE [26] as the precoder. The AP consists of
M antennas and K-single antenna user stations that com-
municate with each other as shown in Fig. 2. The data
symbols are transmitted through M antennas, and assume
the MIMO channel satisfies the Rayleigh fading conditions:
hk are zero mean unit variance complex Gaussian channel
vector. wk is the beamforming weight corresponding to the
linear precoder. MMSE precoder eliminates multi-user in-
terference and provides better noise immunity compared to
conventional ZFBF receiver.
Fig. 2. MU-MIMO DL system model.
In MMSE precoding, since independent information is
transmitted through different antennas the symbols are un-
correlated which means the precoding vector of one user
is orthogonal to other users. Let S be the group of selected
users, then the precoding matrix W(S) is given by:
W(S) = Pd[PdH(S)∗H(S)+σ 2n I]−1H(S)∗ , (1)
where Pd represents the power of the transmitted data sym-
bols, σ 2n is the noise variance, H(S) and H(S)∗ the channel
matrix, conjugate transpose matrix respectively.
3.2. Design Overview
In the proposed scheme, the CSI feedback and scheduling
stages are considered jointly. The main idea is illustrated in
Fig. 3. At the start of a transmission, the AP polls the first
user (user 1 in the diagram) and it responds with its CSI.
Then, the AP immediately puts user 1 in the scheduled user
set S. User 1 is selected based on the AP queuing policy.
Based on the first user CSI, the AP prepares a channel
trace which is transmitted to all users. The channel trace
typically contains the effective channel gain and the channel
probe direction. This is termed as dual alignment metric.
This information will be sent as the help of this information,
the users can know contend for resources by transmitting
the contention announcement (CA) frame. Then, the user
with the best alignment metric will be announced as the
winner in the contention round. In the example shown,
user 2 is declared as the winner of that round. This step
will be repeated until the AP successfully receives all M
CSI reports or the feedback timeout is notified. In order
to gain better understanding, the step-by-step procedure for
the MU-MIMO downlink transmission is explained below:
1. Consider an AP with M antennas and K single an-
tenna user stations. Assume that the channel is Gaus-
sian with zero mean and unit variance (i.e. hk satis-
fies i.i.d.).
2. The AP computes the precoding matrix (W(S) =
H(S)∗) the pseudo-inverse, where S is the group of
selected users. Now, AP starts polling the users.
3. At the beginning, AP polls the user 1 and it replies
with its CSI, by making use of this information the
AP prepares a channel trace.
4. Then, AP broadcasts the channel trace to the remain-
ing users.
5. Upon receiving the channel trace from the AP, each
user calculates individual gains and the user with the
effective gain and the lowest correlation (i.e. better
orthogonality) will be added to the set (may be user 2
in the example).
6. Repeat the steps 3–5 until the AP acquires all M CSI
reports.
Fig. 3. MU-MIMO CSI feedback mechanism for JUSS.
The key idea behind the proposed scheme is that instead of
entailing the AP to obtain the CSI from all the users, JUSS
runs a distributed user selection and scheduling algorithm,
where users participate in scheduling decisions to improve
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the downlink capacity. As a result, the AP undergoes lim-
ited CSI feedback exchanges.
3.3. DL Feedback Mechanism
The user scheduling in the proposed scheme utilizes the
channel gain obtained from the individual user stations dur-
ing the feedback stage. Based on the information obtained
from the user station, the AP prepares a channel trace that
is basically composed of two preference metrics. This is
termed as dual alignment metric. The first one gives the
channel gain magnitude of the user station, and the other
metric gives the probe direction of the desired user station.
We shall look into the concept of these metrics in detail.
For each user k, compute vk the component of hk orthogo-
nal to the subspace spanned by
{
v(1),v(2), . . . ,v(|S|)
}
:
vk = hk −
|S|
∑
j=1
hkv∗( j)
‖v( j)‖
2 v( j) = hk
(
I−
|S|
∑
j=1
v∗( j)v( j)
‖v( j)‖
2
)
. (2)
The effective channel gain of user k is denoted as vk, it
is seen that
{
v( j),1 ≤ j ≤ |S|
}
is a set of orthogonal vec-
tors in C1×M, S is the set of users. The largest projection
component is generally selected as the best user in this al-
gorithm. Another important metric that is required to single
out the best user is channel direction. After obtaining the
channel state vector from the first user, the AP computes
the possible directions to probe the signal space, which is
orthogonal to selected users. The MU-MIMO MMSE sys-
tem precodes the data symbols towards the desired users
by suppressing the noise and interference. Let M be the
number of transmit antennas on the access point and N be
the number of client users. There will be a maximum of
M rounds to feedback CSI. Each client user computes the
alignment metric between the channel state vector hk and
the i-th probe vector pi:
gk =
‖hk pi‖2
‖hk‖2
. (3)
The orthogonality requirement for pi is given by:
hk · pi = 0, k ∈ S
P = NullHn−1
}
, (4)
where P is the probe vector and n is the number of con-
tending rounds. Using the above metrics, the active users
contend for the channel during the MU-MIMO transmis-
sion. The key advantage of this scheme is that the next
best user will be decided among the users with the help
of the dual alignment metric in a distributed manner. The
objective of the scheme is to select the best user set with or-
thogonality and minimize the contention using an efficient
feedback mechanism.
3.4. Contention Mechanism
Although the dual alignment metric computed in the above
section is meant to single out a preferred set of users, con-
tention will take place if more than one user contends for
the channel at the same time. This is called feedback con-
tention. Hence, to avoid feedback contention and to mini-
mize the collision, an efficient feedback contention mecha-
nism is required. For a MU-MIMO network with M antenna
Access Point and N client users the contention mechanism
works as follows. Recall each user can locally compute the
dual alignment metric such that the user with strong orthog-
onality is selected. To avoid the contention among the users
the AP selects the users by allowing them to transmit in slot
durations. So, the users contend during different contention
times. The users who might think their metric is best will
contend for resource at different slots by transmitting CA
packet. Upon receiving the request from the users, the AP
singles out the best user and puts includes them in the se-
lected user set. If any user hears contention announcement
on a time slot, it stops transmitting and waits for a ran-
dom amount of time for the next slot. For each round one
user will be announced as contention winner and there will
be maximum of M contention rounds. In JUSS, the num-
ber of contending users will be lower, because each user
has to contend for the channel based on their individual
alignment metric. So, each user actively participates in the
scheduling process and, hence, the AP avoids the need to
acquire CSI from all users. The fundamental difference be-
tween JUSS and 802.11ac is that the former uses a fixed
CA duration for each CSI feedback and the AP modifies
the polling frame by transmitting channel trace along with
probing data. Also, to extend the fairness among the users,
round robin and proportional fair scheduling algorithms are
adopted in JUSS. These issues, along with throughput, de-
lay and packet loss analysis, are discussed in the following
section.
4. Performance Evaluation
For comparison purposes, we considered some well-known
algorithms, namely 802.11ac, SUS with different α val-
ues [14] and the recent 802.11ac+ [16]. All simulations
are performed using Matlab. The simulation parameters are
shown in Table 2. The number of AP antennas is set to 4
and the number of serving users can equal up to 25. The
OFDM PHY is specified to operate in the 5.2 GHz oper-
ating band. Each trace contains subcarrier (52 subcarriers)
and transmission power ranges from 23 to 25 dBm. The
total channel bandwidth is 160 MHz (two 80 MHz chan-
nels). The data traffic is generated in terms of packets from
the AP and users. The proposed MAC is implemented by
considering M transmit antennas (M = 2, 4) and K user
stations (K varies up to 25).
4.1. Throughput Performance
To illustrate the throughput gain of user selection/schedul-
ing over 802.11ac, Figure 4 shows the throughput of the
proposed MMSE beamforming scheme for M = 2, 4 access
point antennas. It is clearly seen that throughput of the
downlink system degrades as the number of polls increases.
It also affects the overall throughput.
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Table 2
Simulation parameters
Parameters Values
Carrier frequency 5.2 GHz
Channel bandwidth 160 MHz
Number of subcarriers 52
Modulation scheme 16 QAM
Payload length 512-1472 bytes
Tx power 23 dBm
MAC protocol Extended CSMA/CA
Fig. 4. Throughput gain of user selection/scheduling over
802.11ac. (See color pictures online at
www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
The performance of any scheduling scheme is generally
affected by an increase in the number of users. Although
the increase in the number of scheduled users will benefit
user diversity, the CSI feedback overhead may ultimately
limit the gain. The impact of the user rate on the downlink
throughput is shown in Fig. 5. The downlink and system
throughputs of the three protocols are obtained. It is shown
that the JUSS scheme performs well when compared to
802.11ac and SUS. It achieves a high throughput gain over
802.11ac and SUS respectively.
4.2. Throughput-Fairness Performance
The system throughput of 802.11ac+ and JUSS protocols
is compared based on the round robin and proportional
fairness criteria. It is shown in Fig. 6 that the system
throughput of round robin and proportional fair JUSS is
much higher than 802.11ac and better than RR-802.11ac+,
PF-802.11ac+. JUSS and its fair approaches show similar
performance, although they adopt different user selection
criteria. Particularly, the system throughput of JUSS is far
above that of 802.11ac. In Fig. 7. the downlink throughput
attained by each user is plotted. From the plot, it is clear
that the JUSS scheme achieves throughput that is higher
than in 802.11ac and 802.11ac+.
The proposed scheme shows also that users with low SNRs
achieve good throughput as well. This is possible because
of MMSE precoding in the user selection process. The pro-
posed scheme also achieves fair throughput over all users.
It can be seen in the graph that 802.11ac does not show fair
performance in the case of all users, hence the users with
high SNRs will benefit the most. However, in the proposed
scheme, the user grouping is done based on the alignment
metric available at the AP.
Fig. 5. System and downlink throughput with respect to the
number of users.
Fig. 6. System throughput comparison with respect to the number
of polls.
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Fig. 7. Downlink throughout comparison of 802.11ac,
802.11ac+ and JUSS.
4.3. Delay Performance
Figure 8 gives the packet delay with respect to the num-
ber of interfering users. It is clearly shown that the per-
centage of packets lost for JUSS is low compared to ZF
beamforming. The proposed feedback contention mecha-
nism reduces packet loss due to collisions. In Fig. 9, the
delay performance for ZF beamforming and MMSE beam-
forming scheduling schemes are provided. It indicates that
the proposed scheme incurs less delay compared to the ZF
beamforming method.
Some important conclusions about the results are given
below.
• at M = 4 transmit antennas, our proposed scheduling
scheme achieves better throughput gain over conven-
tional ZF beamforming schedulers,
• the throughput comparison with 802.11ac, SUS and
802.11ac+ shows that, JUSS outperforms the exist-
ing schemes,
• it also provides fairness among the users along with
throughput performance,
• in addition, it is also shown that the proposed scheme
gives less delay and reduced packet loss compared to
the ZF beamforming method.
5. Conclusions
In this work, an MMSE based MU-MIMO DL protocol
for WLANs is proposed. The proposed JUSS scheme uses
a dual alignment metric to select the preferred user set
and schedule the MU-MIMO transmission collectively. The
main advantage of this scheme consists in the fact that
it eliminates the need to collect CSI from all users and
reduces the feedback overhead. MMSE not only reduces
Fig. 8. Packet delay vs. number of interfering users
Fig. 9. Packet loss vs. number of interfering users.
interference, but also suppresses the noise present in the
information. For performance comparison protocols like
802.1lac, SUS and recent 802.11ac+ are considered. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme through-
put, fairness, delay and packet loss metrics are considered
in this paper. The results obtained show that JUSS gives
a better throughput performance compared to 802.11ac,
SUS and 802.11ac+ protocols. Also, JUSS provides good
results in terms of QoS performance measures like fairness,
delay and packet loss.
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Abstract—This paper deals with the synthesis of flattop and
cosecant squared beam patterns using the firefly algorithm
which is based on metaheuristics. This synthesis is followed
by the correction of the radiation patterns when unfortunate
malfunctioning of the individual elements in the array occurs.
The necessary attention is given to the recovery process, with
due emphasis on reduction of side lobe level, ripple and the
reflection coefficient. Simulation in Matlab shows a success-
ful employment of the firefly algorithm in producing voltage
excitations of the good elements necessary for the recovered
patterns. The performance of the firefly algorithm in failure
correction is validated by duly comparing it with a standard
benchmark.
Keywords—cosecant squared pattern, failure correction, firefly
algorithm, flattop beam pattern, linear array, side lobe level.
1. Introduction
Past decades depict the importance of various shaped beam
patterns, like the flattop pattern or the cosecant squared
pattern, in a variety of applications relating to telecom-
munications. Many methods are being developed for the
generation of these kinds of patterns and, in addition, im-
portance is also attached to the various parameters that have
evolved out of the radiation patterns. The most significant
parameter is the side lobe level (SLL) referring to the ratio
of the peak of the main lobe to the peak of the side lobe
in the antenna array radiation pattern [1]. It is also the
most important factor in the optimization of antenna array
patterns. The higher SLL level, the bigger deterioration in
the pattern that will cause failures in one or more of the
antenna elements. These failures are represented by the
zero excitations elements. These failures affect not only
the SLL, but also many other parameters, like beam width
or reflection coefficient. The reflection coefficient (RC) de-
scribes how much of an electromagnetic wave is reflected
by an impedance discontinuity or a mismatch in the com-
munication medium. The RC value equals the ratio of the
amplitude of the reflected wave to the incident wave. Fail-
ures disturb the signal and force a correction to the patterns,
irrespective of the beams shape.
The best correction method is to replace hardware, if the
antenna array is easy to reach. This leads to a further in-
crease in cost and difficulty. On the other hand, there are
solutions relying on digital beam forming, using evolution-
ary algorithms, where – by modifying the excitations of
good (unfailed) elements – the failures can be corrected in
such a way that the recovered radiation pattern resembles
that of the original pattern in terms of radiation pattern
parameters as well as other parameters.
Literature review reveals many algorithms used in the past
that proved to be helpful. Depending on their concepts and
characteristics, each is proving to be better than the other.
Rodriguez and Ares [2] recovered the original pattern by
changing the amplitude and phase distributions separately
for both the sum and shaped beam patterns, successfully
using the simulated annealing technique. Yeo and Lu in [3]
presented numerous examples of single and multiple ele-
ment failure corrections using beam forming weights, rep-
resenting them directly by a vector of complex numbers.
Lozano et al. [4] synthesized the patterns by finding the
optimal configuration of the array factor roots, using the
simulated annealing technique in both sum and flat-topped
beam patterns. Rodriguez et al. applied the genetic algo-
rithm [5] in restoring the array pattern with three fail-
ures, by changing the amplitude distribution of less than
a third of the unfailed array elements. Yeo and Lu in [6]
utilized particle swarm optimization for the radiation pat-
terns correction during the failure of a few elements in the
array.
Active impedance [7] affects the patterns and its corre-
sponding parameters in terms of mutual impedance and
self-impedance. Synthesis of antenna arrays with a shade
of mutual coupling have been reported in [8]–[10]. To
quote a few works in the past concerned with shaped beam
patterns, Zhou et al. in [11] realized a 10-element flat-
top beam shaped linear antenna array, which gave a well-
proportioned power distribution in the required zone using
the genetic algorithm. Lei et al. [12] ] presented a cose-
cant squared beam pattern in a wide band integrated linear
printed array using a modified least square method by ma-
trix inversion, which can be directly used in surveillance
radar applications.
This paper proposes a synthesis of the flat top beam pattern
and the cosecant squared beam pattern, using amplitude and
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phase excitations, with a two-bit phase shifter for the flat
top beam and continuous phase for the cosecant squared
beam.
One of the recent evolutionary firefly algorithms (FA)
[13]–[15] has been used here to generate excitations, due to
its successful past usage in the field of antenna arrays [15].
The novelty of the approach presented in this paper consists
in the fact that the failure correction process is performed
for different shaped beam patterns, and active impedance
is duly taken into consideration during the processing of
both far-field patterns. The proposed algorithm is compared
with the well-known Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
algorithm [16]–[17].
2. Problem Formulation
The far field pattern in x-y plane for the linear antenna array
constructed of parallel half wavelength (λ ) dipoles equally
spaced at a distance d = 0.48 λ is given by:
FFP(φ) =
[
N
∑
n=1
Cne j(n−1)kd cosφ
]
·ElementP(φ) , (1)
where n represents the element number, N is the total num-
ber of array elements, φ is the angle measured from the x
axis to the far-field point, k is the wave number and Cn is
the excitation current of n-th element.
The element pattern of each dipole ElementP is assumed
to be omnidirectional within the plane taken into consid-
eration, and is substituted by a value equal to unity. The
expression for the self and mutual impedances are taken
from [7]. A sum pattern is produced in the broadside di-
rection using the current excitations obtained with the help
of the mutual coupling impedance matrix.
Fig. 1. Geometry of a linear antenna array with elements in the
x axis and placed parallel to z axis.
Considering the characteristic impedance Z0 of the feed
network to be 50 Ω, the reflection coefficient RC (in dB)
at the input of the a-th dipole antenna is given by:
RC = 20log
|ZAa |−Z0
|ZAa |+ z0
, (2)
where ZAa is the active impedance of the elements. From
among all the elements in the array, the maximum of the
RC value is obtained. The active impedance of any failed
element is considered to be zero. The problem is to obtain
a new set of voltage excitations of the remaining non-failed
elements such that the corrected pattern resembles similar
to that of the original pattern in terms of the expected ra-
diation pattern parameters, i.e. SLL, ripple in the flat top
portion of the pattern, and RC. Similarly, for the restora-
tion of the cosecant squared pattern, a new set of voltage
and phase excitations for the remaining good elements is
generated in such a way that the corrected restored pattern
using the newly generated excitations resembles the original
pattern in terms of radiation pattern parameters.
The fitness function for generation of the original and the
corrected flattop beam pattern is:
Fitness = wt1F21 +wt2F22 +wt3F23 , (3)
where:
F1 =
{
SLLo−SLLd if SLLo > SLLd
0 if SLLo ≤ SLLd
,
F2 =
{
|rippleomax|−ripple
d
max if |ripple
o
max|> ripple
d
max
0 if |rippleomax| ≤ ripple
d
max
,
F3 =
{
RComax if RC
o
max > RC
d
max
0 if RComax ≤ RCdmax
.
In Eq. (3), ripple refers to the difference between the max-
imum and the minimum value of the far-field pattern in the
desired flat top sector pattern. The “o” prefix stands for the
obtained values and “d” refers to the desired values with
the “max” suffix referring to the maximum obtained value.
The fitness function for generation of the original and the
corrected cosecant squared pattern is:
Fitness = wt1F21 +wt2F22 +wt3F23 +wt4F24 , (4)
where:
F1 =
{
SLLo−SLLd if SLLo > SLLd
0 if SLLo ≤ SLLd
,
F2 =
{
|rplomax|−rpl
d
max if |rpl
o
max| > rpl
d
max
0 if |rplomax| ≤ rpl
d
max
,
F3 =
{
RComax−RC
d
max if RC
o
max > RC
d
max
0 if RComax ≤ RC
d
max
,
F4 =
{
|rpcomax|− rpc
d
max if |rpc
o
max| > rpc
d
max
0 if |rpcomax| ≤ rpc
d
max
.
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In Eq. (4), rpl and rpc refers to the difference between the
maximum and the minimum value of the far-field pattern
in the desired flat portion (90 to 100◦) and the cosecant
squared beam portion (100 to 145◦) in the pattern.
3. Firefly Algorithm
The firefly algorithm [13]–[14] is based on the social be-
havior of fireflies or lightning bugs living in tropical and
moderate regions and known for their conspicuous usage of
bioluminescence during twilight to attract their correspond-
ing mates or prey. Only three rules related with fireflies
are used here. All the fireflies are attracted to each other
irrespective of their gender. The degree of attractiveness
is proportional to their brightness. The darker ones will
move towards the brighter ones. However, the apparent
brightness decreases as their mutual distance increases. If
no fireflies are available whose brightness would be higher
than a given value, the other fireflies will start moving ran-
domly.
The steps involved in this algorithm are given as below.
Initialization. The algorithm starts with the initialization
of the location of M fireflies in D dimensional search space,
with the searching boundary given by:
xmd(0) = randmd(0, 1)(x
upper
md − x
lower
md )+ x
lower
md , (5)
where m = 1, 2, . . . , M and d = 1, 2, . . . , D. The xuppermd and
xlowermd are the corresponding upper limit and lower limits of
the d-th variable in the overall population with rand being
the uniformly distributed random value.
Light intensity. The next step is to determine the light
intensity (brightness) of each firefly at the current iteration
using the fitness function for optimization. This intensity
is inversely proportionate to the fitness function for every
firefly.
Updating of the locations. Each firefly moves towards
a brighter firefly and updates its position for the next it-
eration. The attractiveness factor β is relative and is also
judged by other fireflies. In other words, it will vary with
the distance between two fireflies. In addition, light inten-
sity decreases with the distance from its source, and light
is also absorbed by the medium. Thus, it is obvious to say
that the light intensity varies according to the inverse square
law. For a given medium with a constant light absorption
coefficient, the light intensity I varies with the distance r,
I = I0e−γr, where I0 is the original light intensity level. To
use the combined influence of absorption as well as the in-
verse square law, the light intensity is approximated using
the Gaussian form as I = I0e−γr
2
.
As the attractiveness of a firefly is proportionate to the
light intensity observed by other fireflies, the firefly attrac-
tiveness β is β = β0e−γr2 , where β0 is the attractiveness at
r = 0. The attractiveness between the fireflies is:
xm = xm +β0 e−γr2mp(xm − xp)+αεm , (6)
where γ is the light absorption coefficient whose value
depends on the characteristic features of the medium but
is fixed in a given medium, α is the randomization
parameter varying between 0 and 1, εm is a vector of ran-
dom numbers drawn from an uniform of Gaussian distribu-
tion, and the attractiveness between the two fireflies m and
p is given by the product of β0 and e−γr2mp terms.
The Cartesian distance between two m and p fireflies is
given at xm and xp by:
rmp =‖ xm − xp ‖=
√
D
∑
d=1
(xm,d − xp,d)2 . (7)
The algorithm states that the brightest firefly cannot move
in any direction, whereas the remaining fireflies modify
their location accordingly at current generation. This pro-
cess is used to obtain the overall best result at the end
of the final specified number of iterations. The brightness
of the brightest firefly is regarded as the final best fitness
value.
The firefly algorithm parameters are as follows: random-
ness = 1, minimum value of β =0.2 and absorption coef-
ficient = 1. The settings for PSO are: inertial weight =
time-varying inertia weight changing randomly between U
(0.4, 0.9) with iterations, time-varying acceleration coeffi-
cients c1 (t) and c2 (t) to be 1.495 over the full range of
the search.
4. Simulated Results
4.1. Flat Top Beam Pattern
A linear antenna array containing 24 elements with spacing
of 0.48 λ along the x axis and situated parallel to z axis
is taken into account for simulation purposes. The voltage
excitation ranges from 0 to 1 with the binary phase shifter
generating only 0 and 180◦ phases. Moreover, the choice
of the initial population is random and the population size
is 48. The original pattern is obtained using FA and is
scheduled for 10 runs with 1000 iterations. For the gen-
eration of the original pattern, the values of wt1, wt2 and
wt3 are kept at 5, 15 and 1 respectively. The corrected pat-
tern is run 20 times with 1500 iterations each. And for the
corrected pattern, the values they are kept at 1, 3 and 3.
The choice of these values denotes the importance of the
concerned designed parameter associated therewith. Seven
elements out of 24 (29%) are taken as failed: V(3) = 0,
V(6) = 0, V(11) = 0, V(14) = 0, V(17) = 0, V(20) = 0, and
V(22) = 0. The choice of defective elements is random.
Table 1 shows that the original pattern without any failures
is generated by using the firefly algorithm as per the desired
ones. A random choice of 7 element failures deteriorates
the pattern resulting in a very poor SLL, as well as rip-
ples and RC. The two algorithms are made to engage in
generating the necessary amplitude and the binary phases
of the remaining unfailed elements and the results obtained
through the algorithms shows that the FA has flared far
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Table 1
Desired and obtained values of parameters for the flattop beam pattern
Parameters Desired values
Patterns
Original FA Damaged
Corrected Corrected
using FA using PSO
SLL [dB] –25 –25.278 –5.5891 –24.9873 –23.8248
Maximum ripple (70 to 110◦) [dB] ±0.5 0.40283 4.3745 0.54535 1.529
Maximum reflection coefficient 0.25 0.24786 4.3745 0.25793 0.53846
Mean – – – 32.12 175.83
Standard deviation – – – 11.82 62.72
Computation time [s] – 5661 – 16854 17032
Fig. 2. Original, damaged and corrected normalized power pat-
tern versus φ for flattop pattern using FA.
Fig. 3. Original, damaged and corrected normalized power pat-
tern versus φ for flattop pattern using PSO.
Fig. 4. Amplitude excitations vs. number of elements.
better than the PSO algorithm. Even though FA could not
fully meet the needs, it resulted in producing parameters
that are very close to the desired values. A magnitude
deficit of 0.0127 dB in SLL, 0.0454 dB in maximum rip-
ple and 0.00793 in RC is definitely a very low value and
this shows a good agreement between the desired and cor-
rected values obtained by using FA. A comparison with
PSO also reveals that FA has flared far better than PSO in
terms of all parameter values. This is sufficient enough to
prove that the former algorithm is better than PSO. The
patterns are shown in graphical form in Figs. 2 and 3.
Figure 4 shows the corresponding amplitude distributions.
A negative value in amplitude distribution represents a 180◦
phase.
Table 2
Desired and obtained values of parameters for the cosecant squared beam pattern
Parameters Desired values
Patterns
Original FA Damaged
Corrected Corrected
using FA using PSO
SLL [dB] –20 –21.2463 –6.3317 –19.691 –19.3237
Maximum ripple (90 to 100◦) [dB] ±0.5 0.2024 3.0963 0.53363 1.6616
Maximum reflection coefficient 0.25 0.25698 0.34199 0.27632 0.36964
Maximum ripple (100 to 145◦) [dB] 1 0.99394 5.1404 1.3294 1.8336
Mean – – – 81.64 129.42
Standard deviation – – – 68.47 79.83
Computation time [s] – 4200 – 25578 26428
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4.2. Cosecant Squared Beam Pattern
A linear antenna array of 18 elements along the x axis and
situated parallel to the z axis is taken into account for simu-
lation purposes. The element spacing is 0.48 λ . The origi-
nal pattern is run 10 times with 1000 iterations each and the
population size is 36. The corrected pattern is run 20 times
with 1500 iterations each and the population size is 72.
For the generation of both the patterns using FA, the
values of wt1, wt2, wt3 and wt4 are kept uniform. Five
elements out of 18 are taken as failed: V(3) = 0, V(5) = 0,
Fig. 5. Original, damaged and corrected normalized power pat-
tern versus φ for cosecant squared pattern using FA.
Fig. 6. Original, damaged and corrected normalized power pat-
tern versus φ for cosecant squared pattern using PSO.
Fig. 7. Amplitude distribution vs. number of elements.
V(8) = 0, V(13) = 0, V(17) = 0. The choice of the defec-
tive element is random. The voltage excitation ranges from
0 to 1 and phase ranges from –180 to 180◦.
Fig. 8. Phase distribution vs. number of elements.
The original pattern is successfully generated by the FA
algorithm. Both algorithms are made to engage in the re-
covery process and Table 2 shows that FA has once again
flared better than PSO. A magnitude deficit of 0.309 dB
in SLL, 0.03363 dB in ripple (flat), 0.02632 in RC and
0.3294 dB in ripple (shaped beam) is quite an acceptable
one and this also shows that there is a good agreement with
the desired and corrected values in the event of a failure.
Table 2 also shows that FA has flared far better than PSO
in the recovery process. The patterns are shown in Figs. 5
and 6. Figures 7 and 8 show amplitude and phase distri-
butions.
5. Conclusion
The simulation performed with the use of Matlab proves
successful usage of FA in most of the cases, and it edges
better over the benchmark algorithm in restoring the radi-
ation pattern and its associated antenna parameters. This
work can be extended in the future to failure correction
of shaped beam patterns in other geometries of antenna
arrays.
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Abstract—Time synchronization between sensor nodes to re-
duce the end-to-end delay for critical and real time data mon-
itoring can be achieved by cautiously monitoring the mobil-
ity of the mobile sink node in underwater wireless sensor
networks. The Alive-in-Range Medium Access Control (AR-
MAC) protocol monitors the delay of sensitive, critical and
real-time data. The idea evolves as it involves reduction in
duty cycle, precise time scheduling of active/sleep cycles of the
sensors, monitoring the mobility of the sink node with the se-
lection of appropriate queues and schedulers. The model for
the path loss due to attenuation of electromagnetic wave prop-
agation in the sea water is explained. The three-path reflection
model evaluating reflection loss from the air-water and water-
sand interfaces as a function of distance between sensors and
water depth is introduced. The algorithms for effective path
determination and optimum throughput path determination
are elaborated. The results verify that implementation of the
Alive-in-Range MAC protocol has reduced the total number
of packets dropped, the average queue length, the longest time
in queue, the peak queue length and the average time in queue
significantly, making it relevant for critical and real-time data
monitoring.
Keywords—Alive-in-Range MAC, effective path determination,
mobile sink, optimum throughput path determination, under-
water wireless sensor network.
1. Introduction
Unmanned underwater explorations have recently gained in
popularity and are relied upon in monitoring aquatic en-
vironments (comprising ponds, lakes, rivers, oceans and
reservoirs, etc.) for commercial utilization, scientific in-
vestigation and disaster prevention. An exemplary system
for such a type of extensive monitoring is a network com-
prising hundreds of tiny autonomous, wireless sensors and
vehicles distributed underwater, communicating with each
other and performing collaborative tasks. They are known
as underwater wireless sensor networks (UWSNs).
They augment our ability to observe and predict the aque-
ous environments by enabling many applications, such as
tactical surveillance, assisted navigation, disaster preven-
tion, oceanographic data collection, pollution monitoring
and offshore exploration [1]. Although in the specific ap-
plications involving critical and real-time data monitoring
performed for limited time periods, such as rescue and mil-
itary operations, parameters like throughput, end-to-end de-
lay, jitter and packets dropped are highly influential. The
battery power available in the sensor nodes already de-
ployed cannot be increased, but the battery power of sensor
nodes intentionally deployed for the operation, as well as
the amount of petrol/electricity in the autonomous under-
water vehicles (AUVs) can be adjusted according to the
tentative duration of the operations planned.
The low and distance-dependent bandwidth, high latency,
floating node mobility, sparse deployment, high error
probability, frequency dependent transmission range, 3-di-
mensional space and poor channel conditions lead to larger
power consumption during transmissions, and thus multi-
hop transmissions are not always attractive in underwater
communication [1]. Therefore, the proposed AR-MAC pro-
tocol is capable of continuous monitoring of critical under-
water events in a very cost-effective manner, as it utilizes
relatively cheap, reduced function devices (RFDs) within
the network only, avoiding multi-hop transmissions.
2. Related Work
Akyildiz et al. [1], [2] recognize the research challenges,
mainly focusing on protocol issues, hardware issues and
a cross-layer design approach for UWSNs. The elemental
technology used in the physical layer of underwater acoustic
sensor networks is acoustic communication, because opti-
cal signals and electromagnetic signals are unsuited due to
high absorption, scattering and attenuation, respectively,
in the aqueous environments. They are different from ter-
restrial sensor networks in many attitudes: 3-dimensional
space, frequency dependent transmission range, floating
node mobility, longer delay, low and distance dependent
bandwidth, and many more. The propagation velocity of
the acoustic waves underwater is approximately 1500 m/s
and the available bandwidth over a distance of a few kilo-
meters is up to 10 kHz [2].
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Liang et al. [3] proposed a controlled mobile sink approach
in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to prolong the network
lifetime. The least amount of time at each sojourn location
of the mobile sink is calculated to minimize the packet loss
and the problem is formulated as a mixed integer linear
programming (MILP). The results showed the enhancement
in network lifetimes, provided by various algorithms by
varying the value of the total distance travel per tour.
Kartha et al. [4] have compared analytical models for de-
lay performance to observe that the polling model is more
effective in modeling the mobility-assisted data collection
framework for UWSNs. The analytical models imple-
mented are validated with an experimental setup developed
using the NS-2 based AquaSim simulator. The outcomes
illustrate that the proposed framework reveals superior per-
formance in terms of energy efficiency, network lifetime
and packet delivery ratio at the cost of increased message
latency.
Sendra et al. [5] have performed a set of measurements
of electromagnetic (EM) waves at 2.4 GHz in underwa-
ter environments. The water conditions are fixed and the
behavior of EM waves as a function of several network pa-
rameters, such as the working frequency, data transfer rates
and modulations, are analyzed. The output data rates are
calculated at different frequencies and distances.
Elrashidi et al. [6] presented a comprehensive study of
underwater propagation of EM waves for the WSN of
2.4 GHz. A model for the path loss due to attenuation
of electromagnetic waves in sea and pure water is intro-
duced. A bow tie antenna is used to compensate for the
path loss. A reflection model is introduced to illustrate the
impact of air-water and water-sand interfaces as a function
of distance between sensors and water depth. The path loss
is evaluated and compared as a function of resonance fre-
quency at different distances between the sensors for pure
and sea water.
Letre et al. [7] performed an analysis of throughput and
delay of unslotted IEEE 802.15.4, offering high levels of
reliability of a low power and low data rate protocol. The
maximum throughput and minimum delay of the unslot-
ted version of the protocol is analyzed at 2.4 GHz. The
maximum throughput and minimum delay are calculated at
different operating frequencies and at various address sizes.
Finally, the comparison of bandwidth efficiency for 2.4 GHz
and 868/915 MHz is performed and the minimum delay –
as a function of payload size at 2.4 GHz – is evaluated.
Yu et al. [8] introduced a low jitter scheduling technique
clarifying the dependence of TDMA scheduling for sen-
sors, and point out the correlations between scheduling de-
lays, overall quality control and focus on reducing jitter in
scheduling. The values of normalized jitter at starting and
ending time slots are evaluated.
Aoun et al. [9] consider the problem of modeling the trans-
mission of real-time data from a single node of a WSN to
the next hop or access point. A thresholding policy sup-
ported by an analytical model is introduced, and it is re-
sponsible for deciding whether to transmit a data packet
or drop it and transmit the next one. A sensor system
model, packet delivery ratio calculation and probability of
an empty system are introduced. The packet delivery ratio
gain with respect to the packet arrival rate is evaluated.
Liu et al. [10] have introduced a Doppler-assisted time syn-
chronization scheme, where the mobile Doppler scaling fac-
tor is estimated to gather relative movement velocities of
sensor nodes. A model is developed to establish the rela-
tionship between the joint and individual Doppler effects
caused by sensor mobility and clock skew. The synchro-
nization, data collection, velocity estimation, propagation
delay estimation and linear regression phases are analyzed.
The propagation delay with respect to velocity and clock
skew is estimated. An evaluation is performed.
Yang et al. [11] exploit mobility of the sink node to transmit
non-delay-sensitive data and avoid multi-hop transmissions.
An area partitioning algorithm, a transmission mechanism
based on superposition coding and a MAC protocol has
been proposed. The simulation results produce optimum
values of the minimum distance algorithm and the maxi-
mum throughput algorithm with respect to travel distance,
transmission throughput, time spent in each group and en-
ergy consumption of the group at the different numbers of
sensor nodes.
Tuan Le et al. [12] have approximated queuing analysis for
IEEE 802.15.4 sensor networks. The objective is to opti-
mize the number of nodes deployed with a QoS guarantee.
A deployment optimization model has been proposed for
the beaconless mode of operation, using the M/M/1 queu-
ing model. Such parameters as total packet loss rate and
end-to-end delay at different arrival rates and at various
numbers of sinks with different data rates have been eval-
uated and compared between the NS-2 simulation model
and the M/M/1 queuing model.
Paphitis et al. [13] have utilized a fluid dynamic model to
estimate the queue formation rate in WSN. The precise es-
timation of the rate with which buffers of the nodes fill-up,
can contribute to congestion control. Performance can be
improved by developing a mechanism based on the esti-
mate, to control congestion and overload. The traffic flow
model, queue formation rate model and congestion trigger-
ing mechanism have been introduced. The results, such as
the average received packets ratio, total energy consump-
tion and average hop-by-hop delay at different data rates
are evaluated and compared.
Mao et al. [14] have presented how the queueing theory is
applied to evaluate the performance of WSN using queu-
ing network models. The performance analysis has consid-
ered both kinds of data and routing packets. The proposed
M/M/1/K analytical model has elaborated the coverage of
signal transmission, open and closed queueing networks.
The mean number of packets, mean response time and mean
throughput at each sensor node for both data information
and routing information networks has been evaluated.
Fan Ke et al. [15] have presented a method to determine
the trade-off between packet transmission speed and bat-
tery life in WSNs. The important data packets have been
assigned to high priority queues. A network lifetime pro-
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longation approach, founded on the Priority Queue N strat-
egy, has been proposed. The variation of probability levels
in different states for different service rates with different
probability of packet collision, at different queue thresholds
has been evaluated. Finally, the N threshold value for the
lowest power consumption value has been determined.
Vanithamani et al. [16] have analyzed the performance of
queue-based scheduling schemes in WSNs. In the Dynamic
Multilevel Priority scheduling scheme, in which each node
has three levels of priority, queue and non-real time packets
are assigned to the two other queues based on priority.
Such parameters as end-to-end delay, average task waiting
time, fairness, energy consumption and network lifetime
have been evaluated as well.
Byun et al. [17] have proposed a control-based approach
to duty cycle adaptation for WSNs. High performance has
been achieved under variable traffic rates by using adap-
tive duty cycle control through queue management. The
average queue length, delay, and power consumption, at
different number of hops for the proposed algorithm, have
been evaluated and compared.
Peters et al. [18] have examined the influence of the
scheduling policy on feedback control over networks based
on a hybrid communication protocol, which incorporates
both contention-free and contention-based medium access.
A number of scheduler-controller co-design algorithms
have been compared that take both the contention-based
and guaranteed parts of the protocol into account using an
approximation to an infinite horizon linear quadratic cost
function.
Pati et al. [19] have proposed a conflict-free query schedul-
ing approach in WSNs, as conflict-free real-time query
scheduling is one of the most difficult tasks. The results,
such as response time for different scheduling algorithms
with fixed deadlines and varying query rates, have been
evaluated and compared.
Zhang et al. [20] have proposed scheduling with pre-
dictable link reliability for wireless networked control.
Such a solution is required for wireless networked con-
trol, yet co-channel interference remains a major source
of uncertainty in wireless link reliability. The Physical-
ratio-k (PRK) model and PRK-S algorithm required to im-
plement it have been introduced. The results ensured that
PRK-S reduces the communication delay and increases the
throughput more effectively than existing scheduling proto-
cols. Such parameters as packet delivery reliability, settling
time, median latency and throughput have been evaluated
and compared for different algorithms.
Pati et al. [21] have proposed an Advanced Real-Time
Query scheduling approach for WSNs. It works with three
new schedulers: Advanced Non-Preemptive Query Sched-
uler, Advanced Preemptive Query Scheduler and Advanced
Query Scheduler. The response time with fixed deadlines
and varying query rates have been evaluated.
Peters et al. [22] have investigated the co-design of a sched-
uler and controller for feedback control over wireless in-
dustrial hybrid protocol networks. The possibilities and
limitations of feedback control over hybrid networks that
are based on IEEE 802.15.4 protocol are considered. The
results illustrated that careful co-design of the scheduler-
controller results in significant performance gains compared
to round robin heuristics.
Shahid et al. [23] have used an improved low power sched-
uler for OSS-7 by implementing the open source DASH
7 stack. It has improved the performance up to 75%, on
average, in terms of execution time, thus leading to reduced
dynamic power consumption.
Chovance et al. [24] have presented a real-time scheduler
in an operating system running on the ARM Cortex (M0,
M3, M4) processors used in small mobile robotics, with
the kernel response of around 1 ms. It can be used for
WSNs due to its strong modularity, advanced sleep modes
and event-driven programming capability.
Jhamshed et al. [25] have proposed a node-level optimal
real-time priority based dynamic scheduling algorithm that
schedules tasks according to their priorities, by changing
the frequency with the use of dynamic voltage frequency
scaling, and hence makes more efficient use of energy and
helps in achieving QoS for delay sensitive traffic.
In this paper, a queuing model has been developed with
a mechanism which utilizes the sink node velocity, the most
suitable path with controlled mobility, low duty cycle, ap-
propriate number of queues having optimum queue length,
proper schedulers and, finally, the AR-MAC protocol has
been implemented to improve network performance.
The rest of the paper is organized in the manner described
below. Section 2 explains the related work. Section 3 illus-
trates the proposed AR-MAC protocol. Section 4 presents
the preliminaries. Mathematical models are explained in
Section 5. Section 6 contains an explanation of the simu-
lation scenarios and algorithms. Sections 7 and 8 illustrate
simulation results and contain their analysis. Section 9 con-
cludes the paper and presents the future work.
3. The Alive-in-Range MAC Protocol
In AR-MAC as the sink node is continually mobile without
sojourns. A centralized duty-cycle based MAC protocol is
used to schedule the transmissions from the sensors. Nor-
mally, all sensor nodes are in the sleep state. As the sink
traverses the most effective path, sensors coming into the
range of the sink node become active and start transmis-
sions. The maximum data transmission range equals 20 m.
It is determined with respect to the effective power received
at the sink node. In the example shown in Fig. 1, when the
mobile sink node is at location 1, sensor nodes A and B are
within range. After the sink moves into the range, sensor
nodes A and B become active after sensing the beacons. At
locations 2 and 3, sensors A, B, C and D are within range
and become active. At position 4, sensor nodes A and B are
out of range and enter the sleep mode, but nodes C and D
are still active. The centralized approach to schedule active
cycles eliminates collisions and reduces the synchronization
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Fig. 1. Simulation architecture of the AR-MAC protocol.
Fig. 2. The timing diagram of active and sleep scheduling in
AR-MAC.
Fig. 3. The timing diagram of data transmission and reception
in AR-MAC.
requirements among the sensors. Figure 2 presents the tim-
ing diagram of active/sleep scheduling. The process of data
transmission and data reception of the proposed AR-MAC
protocol with two sensors is shown in Fig. 3. It illustrates
that, after the sink moves to the data collection position,
it polls each sensor sequentially. A sensor with data to
transmit does so immediately after it is polled, and, in the
absence of data, sends a small packet to just acknowledge
the receipt of the poll. Then the sink estimates the propaga-
tion delay for each sensor based on the measurement of the
round-trip time. A sensor may be re-polled immediately if
its data is not received correctly. Also, if no response is
obtained in response to a poll, the sink may repeat polls
subject to the limited number of retransmissions. After the
uplink transmissions, the sink transmits the control mes-
sages to the sensors. The messages sent by the sink also
contain the schedule according to which the sensors send
back their acknowledgement packets (ACK).
In this paper an attempt has been made to optimize the
queue performance by avoiding the use of relay nodes/full
function devices (FFDs) to forward the data from sensor
nodes acting as Reduced Function Devices (RFDs). It is
achieved by using sensor nodes only for the deployment of
UWSNs and by adjusting the speed of the mobile sink, so
that it will collect data from all sensor nodes without the
requirement of any sojourn. Moreover, the duty cycle of
the sensor nodes is minimized as they become active only
when the sink node is located within their transmission
range. Otherwise, they are in sleep mode, which reduces
energy consumption, minimizes collisions, diminishes the
number of packets dropped and eliminates the formation of
bottlenecks at the sink nodes.
In recent research, there are several bottleneck constraints
affecting the mobility of a sink for the enhancement
of network performance. These constrictions include the
maximum distance between two consecutive movements,
the maximum number of sojourn locations and the mini-
mum sojourn time at each sojourn location. The distance-
constrained mobile sink problem is dulled by controlling
the mobility and by finding the most suitable path for the
sink node to traverse the sensor network. The mobility
of a sink node is beneficial for better balancing of energy
consumption among the sensors.
4. Preliminaries
The preliminaries are as follows:
• an underwater wireless sensor network U(S,E) is de-
ployed comprising of n static sensors and a mobile
sink, where S is the set of sensors and E is the set
of radio links,
• there is no link between two static sensors as all the
immobile sensors are RFDs,
• the sink and the sensor node are able to communicate
if they are within the communication range of each
other,
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• the energy consumed by all communication opera-
tions is considered,
• it is assumed that by using radio positioning tech-
niques, the sink is aware of the location of the sen-
sors,
• all sensors have the same data generation rate r,
• the mobile sink offers a limited amount of energy
which is sufficient for the completion of the moni-
toring operation, compared to the energy capacity of
sensors,
• there is no sojourn location of the mobile sink, as it
is moving continuously.
5. Network Models and Assumptions
5.1. Underwater Electromagnetic Wave Propagation
Conductivity, density and permittivity of water are different
from and higher than those of air [17], [18]. Water differs
from the air, as it has higher conductivity, higher density
and higher permittivity. The value of relative permittivity
of pure water is εr = 79, density is 1000 kg/m3 and tangent
loss is εt = 0.924 at 2.4 GHz. In the case of sea water
εr = 80.4, density is 1033 kg/m3 and εt = 1.527 at 2.4 GHz.
The concentration of salt in the sea water determines the
value of relative permittivity, which is normally 3%. In this
paper the simulations are carried out for sea water only.
Electromagnetic waves experience a very high path loss
in underwater propagation. The Friis equation introducing
the value of power received, in terms of transmitter and
receiver antenna gains, transmitted power and path loss at
the receiver, is expressed by the following formula:
Ψr = Ψi +Gi +Gr−Θpath , (1)
where the gain of the transmitter and receiver antennas
is denoted as Gt and Gr, the received power is Ψr, the
transmitted power is Psit and the underwater path loss
is Θpath. All units are dBm. The expression for path loss
(in dB) is:
Θpath = Θ0 +Θm +Θa . (2)
The path loss in the air is denoted as Θ0 and formulated
as:
Θ0 = 20log
4pid f
c
, (3)
where c the speed of light in the air (m/s), the distance
between transmitter and receiver in meters is denoted by d,
the operating frequency is symbolized as f .
The path loss due to change in propagation medium Θm is:
Θm = 20log
λ0
λ , (4)
where the wavelength of the signal in the air is signified as
λ0 and calculated as λ0 =
c
f , the wave factor λ is calculated
as λ = 2piβ and the phase shifting constant is denoted as β .
Its value can be expressed as:
β = ω
√
µε
2
(√
1+
( σ
ωε
)2)
+1 , (5)
where ω is the angular frequency (rad/s), σ is conductivity
in (S/m) and µ is permeability (H/m). The path loss due
to attenuation in medium Θa is (in dB):
Θa = 10loge−2αd , (6)
where the attenuation constant is denoted by α . Its value
can be calculated from:
α = ω
√
µε
2
(√
1+
( σ
ωε
)2)
−1 . (7)
The parameters like propagation speed of EM waves v and
the absorption coefficient ϑ are:
v ≈
1√
(1+ χe)×8.85×10−12×µr×4pi×10−7
, (8)
ϑ = σ
2
×
√
µr ×4pi×10−7
(1+ χe)×8.85×10−12
, (9)
where ε0 and µ0 are the permittivity and permeability of
free space. The relative permittivity and permeability of
sea water are denoted by εr and µr respectively.
5.2. Calculation of Reflection Loss of Water Boundaries
The reflection is caused by the boundaries of water bodies
such as water-air and water-sand interfaces [18], as shown
in Fig. 4. The value of the reflection coefficient, Γ can be
expressed as:
Γ =
ρ2v2−ρ1v1
ρ2v2 +ρ1v1
, (10)
where the density of water is denoted as ρ1 and of the other
medium is signified as ρ2. The wave velocity in water is
denoted as v1 and in another medium as v2. The reflection
Fig. 4. Diagram representing the three-path reflection model.
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loss from the surface and from the bottom is Θre f expres-
sed as:
Θre f =−V =−10logV , (11)
where V (in dB) is calculated as:
V 2=1+
(
|Γ|e−α∆(r)
)2
−2|Γ|e−α∆(r) cos
(
pi−
(φ−2piλ ∆(r)
))
,
(12)
where ∆(r) is the difference between r and d (in meters),
|Γ| and φ are the amplitude and phase of the reflection
coefficient respectively and r is the reflected path length
(in meters). The expression to calculate r is:
r = 2
√
H2 +
(d
2
)2
. (13)
5.3. Calculation of Throughput and Delay
The maximum throughput value is directly proportional to
the payload bytes and inversely proportional to the delay ex-
perienced by each data packet [19]. The superframe struc-
ture of IEEE 802.15.4. is shown in Fig. 5. The precise
Fig. 5. Structure of the superframe in IEEE 802.15.4.
calculation of the delay and the determination of the num-
ber of payload bytes are very important to exactly calculate
the maximum throughput. The total delay comprises of the
Fig. 6. The sequence of the IEEE 802.15.4 frames.
delay in data reception and the delay due to various frame
sequences as shown in Fig. 6. Subsequently, the throughput
ρ can be formulated as:
ρ = 8 ·ϕδ (ϕ) , (14)
where ϕ denotes the payload bytes received from the net-
work layer as shown in Fig. 7. The delay δ (ϕ) experienced
by each packet can be expressed as:
δ (ϕ) = τBO + τ frame(ϕ)+ τTA + τACK + τIFS(ϕ) , (15)
Fig. 7. Structure of the IEEE 802.15.4 frames.
where: τBO – back off period in s, τ f rame(ϕ) – transmission
time for a payload of ϕ bytes in s, τTA – turnaround time
in s, τACK – transmission time for an ACK in s, τIFS(ϕ) –
interframe sequence time in s, κ – payload size in bytes.
If the size of the MAC Protocol Data Unit (MPDU)
is 18 bytes or less, then short interframe space (SIFS)
is used for the interframe space (IFS). Otherwise, a long in-
terframe space (LIFS) is used. The expression of the MAC
Protocol Data Unit (λ ) is given by:
λ = φ + µ +κ . (16)
To calculate the total delay, it is important to calculate the
time duration of its all components. The expression on the
back off period is:
τBO = α ·β , (17)
where α is the number of back off slots and β is the time
for a back off slot.
The range of back off slots lies in the interval (0, 2BE−1),
where BE means the back off exponent having a minimum
value of 3. As, the communication channel is assumed as
perfect the value of BE will remain the same. Therefore,
the mean of the interval gives the number of back off slots
which are: 2
BE−1
1 or 3.5.
The total duration of the frame (in seconds) is:
τ frame(ϕ) =
ψ +φ +Φ+ϕ + µ
ω
, (18)
where: ψ – length of the PHY header (6 bytes), φ – length
of the MAC header (3 bytes), Φ – length of the information
field of the MAC address (in bytes), µ – length of the MAC
footer (2 bytes), ω – raw data rate (in b/s).
Equation (19) formulates the duration of an acknowledge-
ment:
τACK(ϕ) = 8
ψ +φ + µ
ω
. (19)
The values of acknowledgement and turnaround times are
0, if acknowledgements are not used.
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Finally, the throughput ρ (in b/s) and delay δ (ϕ) (in sec-
onds) are expressed:
ρ 8 ·ϕ
m ·ϕ +n , (20)
δ (ϕ) = m ·ϕ +n . (21)
In the Eqs. (20)–(21), the values of m and n are influenced
by the operating frequency of the channel, the length of
data bytes in the payload (LISF or SIFS) and the length
of the address. The values of parameters m and n are
determined by using the curve fitting method considering
the principle of least squares and by solving the respective
normal equations to get the line of best fit.
5.4. Calculation of Jitter
To calculate jitter [20], let us assume the UWSN as a set
M consists of n nodes, M = {M1, M2, M3, . . . , Mn}. Since
each node periodically sends its status to the personal area
network (PAN) coordinator or receives commands from it,
we consider the set Γ′ composed of n periodic tasks. Every
task Γ′ j = (R j, D j, Tj)∈ Γ′ is characterized by the required
number of timeslots R j, a relative deadline D j and the inter
arrival time Tj. Effective tasks scheduling using adaptive
active/sleep cycles is very important to reduce jitter. To
avoid missing deadlines and to improve schedulability, the
tasks are prioritized by various schedulers. When a task
Γ′j is scheduled at time slot s, the priority of this task Pj is
calculated as:
Pj = D j − s−Tj . (22)
5.5. Calculation of Packets Dropped
In this paper, the Poisson process is implemented for the
generation of packets at each sensor with parameter λ [21].
The exponentially distributed service time with parameter
µ depends on the conduct of MAC protocols, and the influ-
ence of channel contention from other sensors. For the suc-
cessful packet transmission, it should get completed within
d time units after its arrival at the queue. For example, if
a packet reaches at time t, it must get transmitted before its
universal deadline t + d, where d is a fixed relative dead-
line. The probability of a successful packet transmission
of the system is denoted as PD(θ ) and its value is com-
puted, where the packet dropping threshold, expressed in
seconds, is denoted by θ . The number of packets present in
the system, including the packets present in the transmitter
immediately before a packet arrival is denoted by X . There
are three states of the system experienced by a packet arriv-
ing in the system. These are empty, busy transmitter and
full. The meaning of these states is explained as follows:
• Empty (X = 0) – the transmitter is available, and the
buffer is empty as well;
• Busy Transmitter (X = 1) – the transmission of
a packet is in progress but the buffer is empty;
• Full (X = 2) – the transmission is in progress and the
buffer is full as well. In that case the reaching packet
overwrites the packet already buffered.
The value of PD(θ ) can be calculated depending on
whether the packet arrives at an empty state or not. The
service time experienced by the arriving packet is denoted
by Q. The expression of PD(θ ) is:
PD(θ ) = Π(X = 0)Π(Q ≤ d)+
+
(
1−Π(X = 0)
) d−θ∫
0
µ eµt Π(Q ≤ d− t)e−λ tdt . (23)
The transmission of an arbitrary packet Π, which ar-
rives at an empty system, can be successful only if the
required time Q is less than d. This explains the term
Π(X = 0)Π(Q ≤ d). If Π arrives when the system is
busy in transmitting a packet (X = 1 or 2), the beginning
of its transmission depends on the remaining transmission
time t of the packet that is presently being transmitted. The
density of the remaining service time is exponentially dis-
tributed as µe−µt . It is important to understand that these
three conditions must be satisfied for the timely service
of Π. First, the deadline duration is larger than θ when the
remaining service ends, i.e. d − t ≥ θ . Second, it is ex-
plained by the factor Π(Q ≤ d− t), which means that the
service time is less than t − d. Third, the term e−λ t ex-
plains it as there were no other arrivals during t time units.
The representation of data packet arrivals and servicing is
shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8. The schematic representation of a queue.
5.6. Model of AR-MAC Protocol
Describing f (t) as the transmitted signal sent from sensor
node g to h, the expression of the transmitted signal is [22]:
f (t) = f (t +T0) , (24)
where T0 denotes the time duration of the signal. The
received signal at sensor node h is defined as [22]:
z(t) = e− j2pi
ϕ
1+ϕ fcT0 z
(
t +
T0
1+ϕ
)
, (25)
where ϕ is the Doppler scaling factor based on relative
velocity between sensor nodes and the mobile sink, and the
clock skew is denoted as δ . The summation of the signals
that arrived along multiple physical paths is the received
signal at the sink node and can be formulated as [22]:
Qhg(t) =
Nk
∑
k=1
Ak fgh
[
(1+ϕm)t − τk)
]
, (26)
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where fgh(t) is the message transmitted from sensor node
g to h, with node g as the reference node. τk and Ak de-
note the delay and amplitude of the k-th path respectively.
Nk signifies the number of paths. The joint Doppler scaling
factor induced by the node mobility is thus ϕm ∼= vσ , where
σ is the speed of electromagnetic waves in water and v is
the relative velocity. The relative velocity of the two sensor
nodes based on the joint Doppler scaling factor ϕm can be
directly obtained from [22]:
v ∼= ϕmσ =
(
(1+ϕgh)φ −1
)
σ , (27)
the φ signifies clock skew and ϕgh is Doppler scaling factor
for sensors g and h. Finally, the propagation delay is [22]:
τ =
δσ −φ tr(σ +ϑ )−µ
2φσ , (28)
where ϑ is the velocity of the mobile sink (in m/s), tr =
t3− t2 and δ = t4− t1 as t1, t2, t3 and t4 are different time
instants, µ = 12αt2r as α denotes acceleration of the mobile
sink node.
Let v be the velocity of the mobile sink. Di j is the path
length in meters from location i to j during, which the
sensor nodes from Si to S j are active and is expressed as:
Di j = v(τ j − τi) ∀i, j . (29)
The sensors are having different on/off time periods de-
pending on the location and velocity of the mobile sink.
The sensor number Si active during the i-th time slot τi is
expressed as:
i+3
∑
i
Si = τi, where i = 1 , (30)
j+3
∑
j
S j = τ j , where j = i+3 . (31)
The expression for the n-th number of sensor is:
n+3
∑
n
Sn = τn, where n = j +3 . (32)
The total simulation time Tsim is 670 s for 100 nodes and
1395 s for the 200 nodes:
Tsim =
τ1
T1
0
+
t2
T2
τ1+1
+ . . .+
tn
Tn
τn−1
. (33)
The duty cycle of each sensor node (RFD) is adjusted by
varying the on/off time. In the proposed scenario a sensor
node is active for 28 s, which means that for a 100 node
network, with the total simulation time of 670 s, the duty
cycle is about 4.1%.
Likewise, for a network of 200 nodes, having the total sim-
ulation time of 1395 s, the duty cycle is about 2%. The
aim of the proposed AR-MAC is to minimize the average
end-to-end delay, minimize jitter, and to improve other per-
formance metrics. The aim to achieve a minimum average
end-to-end delay is:
Aim = minδ (ϕ) . (34)
5.7. Analysis of the Proposed Queuing Model
The proposed queueing model uses the slotted CSMA-CA
channel access mechanism in a beaconed mode of opera-
tion. In order to transmit data, the device needs a guar-
anteed time slot during the contention-free period (CPF).
If the channel is busy, during the contention access period
the device waits for a random number of unit back-off pe-
riods (∑) with the range of (0, 2BE−1) before performing
the clear channel assessment (λ ). The transmission takes
place if the channel is at idle. Otherwise it has to wait for
another random period before trying to access the channel
again. The initial value of the back off exponent BE is
equal to macMinBE.
Assuming that the channel is free and that the default
macMinBE value is 3, the worst-case channel access time
can be calculated as:∫
CSMA-CA
= ς +λ ⇒ (23−1)∑+λ ⇒ 2.368 ms . (35)
The duration of one symbol period is 16 µs, aUnitBackoff-
Period is equal to 20 symbol periods and the clear chan-
nel assessment detection time is equal to the duration of
8 symbol periods. The data frame transfer time denoted as∫
Data of a channel having the data rate of (C) 250 kb/s is
expressed in Eq. (36), where ℘ is the MaxPHYPacketSize.∫
Data
=
℘8
C
, (36)
∫
Data
= 4.064 ms .
The size of an acknowledgement frame is 11 bytes. At the
fundamental data rate of 250 kb/s, its transmission takes
0.352 ms. The transmission of acknowledgement uses the
CSMA-CA mechanism. The transmission of an acknowl-
edgement frame commences aTurnaroundTime symbols af-
ter the reception of the data frame, where aTurnaroundTime
is 192 µs. This allows the device enough time to switch
between transmitting and receiving modes. The maximum
data payload is 127 bytes. The expression for effective ser-
vice time using a stop-and-wait Automatic Repeat Request
(ARQ) protocol can be calculated as:∫
0
=
∫
CSMA-CA
+
∫
Data
+
∫
Turnaround
+
∫
Ack
+
∫
Prop
, (37)
where
∫
Prop is the propagation time between the sensor node
and the sink. The value of
∫
Prop is negligible and can be
ignored in the calculation, and
∫
Ack is the acknowledgement
transmission time.
In this model, the sensors relay the sensed data directly
to the sink node using single hop. The transmission time
through the single-hop can be calculated as:∫
s hop
=
∫
single hop
+∆ , (38)
where
∫
single hop is the transmission time taken to transmit
one data frame through one hop. In this case,
∫
single hop =∫
0, ∆ is the processing time for routing.
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The overall packet loss rate denoted as ℜTotalloss, may con-
stitutes of packet loss due to dropping from the queue with
the rate of overflow (ReOver f low), or due to channel errors.
The packet error rate at physical layer is denoted as ℜPhy.
The rate of packet loss over the wireless channel, after
U times of packet retransmissions, will be:
ℜPhyloss = ℜU+1Phy . (39)
Consequently, the overall packet loss rate will be:
ℜTotalloss = ℜOver f low +(1−ROver f low)ℜPhyloss . (40)
Neglecting the value of ROver f low ×ℜPhyloss as it is negli-
gible; the total packet loss rate can be approximated as:
ℜTotalloss = ℜOver f low +RPhyloss . (41)
In this paper, the M/M/1 queuing model with the Poisson
distribution arrival rate λ and the exponential service time
µ is implemented. The probability density function (PDF)
denoted as g(t) of service time is:
g(t) = µe−µt . (42)
In the retransmission model, the PDF of the service time
due to the packet transmission can be calculated as:
g(t) =
U
∑
w=0
g
( t
w
)
P(w) , (43)
where the probability of attempting w retransmissions of
a single packet to succeed or to reach the retry-limit U is
denoted as P(w) and g( tw ) denotes the service time con-
ditional PDF, given w retransmissions of a single packet.
The P(w) is:
P(w) = (1−ℜPhy)ℜwphy . (44)
The service time at the w-th retransmission is formulated
as:
µ = µ0 (w+1) , (45)
where µ0 is the service time of system without an error in
the wireless channel. The µ is 6.976 ms.
So, the service time conditional PDF, given that w retrans-
missions of a single packet, is:
g
( t
w
)
= µ e−µwt (46)
from Eqs. (42)–(45), the service time due to the packet
retransmission can be written as:
g(t)= µ0 e−µ0t+µ0
U
∑
w=1
ℜwPhy
(
1
w+1
e
−u0
w+1 t −
1
w
e
−µ0
w t
)
. (47)
The mean value for service time E
(
g(t)
)
is defined as:
E
(
g(t)
)
= µ = µ0
1−ℜPhy
1−ℜU+1Phy
. (48)
In this model every sensor node has a finite queue length
denoted as Q. Therefore, the packet overflow drop rate is
equal to the probability that a packet cannot find available
room for storage, and is hence dropped.
With one packet under service, the overflow rate can be
formulated as:
ℜOver f low =
∞
∑
i=Q+1
(1−ρ)ρ i = ρQ+1 . (49)
The total packet loss for the M/M/1 queuing model can be
written as:
ℜTotalloss =
(λ0
µ0
1−ℜU+1Phy
1−ℜPhy
)Q+1
+ℜU+1Phy . (50)
The average number of packets in the system is:
ℑ =
ρ
1−ρ =
λ
µ −λ . (51)
The average time spent in the system is:
∆ =
ℑ
λ
ρ
1−ρ
1
λ =
1
µ −λ , (52)
where ρ = λµ . The average spending time will be:
∆ =
1
µ0 ·
1−Pphy
1−PU+1Phy
−λ
. (53)
6. Simulation Scenario and Algorithms
Figure 9 shows the general scenario of UWSNs consist-
ing of different types of sensor nodes and autonomous un-
derwater vehicles used for collaborative monitoring. The
Fig. 9. General scenario of UWSN.
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underwater sensors are linked with each other via mi-
crowave links. Further, the surface sink nodes are connected
to the control center via RF links. The architectures are ap-
plication dependent, either of the 3D or 2D variety. The
ordinary sensor nodes sense and relay data using a direct
link, or through a multi-hop path. The mobility of sen-
sor nodes, as well as of sink nodes can be classified as
controlled mobility and uncontrolled mobility. This paper
implements radio links for both underwater and free space
communication. The sensed data are transmitted through
direct radio links and the mobility of the sink node is con-
trolled.
The lawn mower trajectory of the mobile sink, as shown
in Fig. 10, is considered after extensive simulations to re-
duce the requirement of multi-hop data transmissions. The
network constitutes of RFDs, except for the mobile sink, to
avoid multi-hop data transmissions and to reduce the deple-
tion of battery power. This trajectory is most suitable, as
the sink node is available for all sensors within their trans-
mission range after the regular interval of times, but at the
cost of an increased path length. The deteriorating effect
of the increased path length is reduced by implementing an
effective path determination (EPD) algorithm. The velocity
of the sink node is selected so that each sensor node gets
sufficient time to synchronize and to transmit the sensed
data without the requirement of any sojourns.
Fig. 10. Representation of the mobile sink’s Lawn-mower tra-
jectory.
The expression of transmission data rate r of data sent to
sensor q denoted by rq [23] can be written as:
rq = B log2

1+
pqgq(x∗,y∗)
n
∑
m=q+1
Pmhq(x∗,y∗)+N0

 = lqK∗r , (54)
where B is the available bandwidth, Pq is the power assigned
to transmission to sensor q, gq(x∗,y∗) is the channel gain
as a function of the distance, K∗r is the ratio of rate of
transmissions to the message length, lq is the length of the
message sent to sensor q, and N0 is the expected ambient
noise. To attain the transmission power Pi in the terms of
x∗,y∗ and K∗r , Eq. (54) can be recursively solved to:
Pi(x∗,y∗,k∗r ) = (2LqK
∗
r−1)
N0 +
n
∑
m=q+1
Pm(x∗,y∗,K∗r )hq(x∗,y∗)
hq(x∗,y∗)
.
(55)
Equation (55) illustrates the influence of all prime param-
eters on the power allotted to the transmission to sensor i.
To determine the effective path length and the optimum
throughput path, the sink needs to evaluate the maximum
Kr possible over the entire network and then select the po-
sition with the highest Kr.
Algorithm 1 is proposed to find out the effective path
length and Algorithm 2 to determine the maximum
throughput path for the mobile sink. It is assumed that
the sensors are properly anchored to limit their movement
due to waves within the permissible limits to follow these
algorithms.
The network scenario presented in this paper has imple-
mented different queue types as FIFO, random early de-
tection (RED), random early detection with I/O bit and
weighted random early detection. Each of them is im-
plemented with different queue sizes in bytes such as
20,000, 22,000, 25,000, 26,000, 27,000, 30,000, 50,000,
150,000, 200,000, 250,000, 500,000 and 1,000,000. The
schedulers employed are differentiated as services weighted
fair, round robin and self-clocked fair. The intent is to ef-
fectively schedule the transmission and reception of data
packets.
Algorithm 1: Effective path length determination
State 1: The initial position of the mobile sink.
The initial position be P on the water surface.
Let the desired position is P .
while P 6= P do
P = P
State 2: Connections using radio channel
Initialize the maximum range = rmax.
The location of the sensor k is Lk.
The total number of sensors in the network is N.
The point of the present position of the sensor k is Lmk
while sink and sensor node k distance is Dk,m.
Dk,m =‖ Lmk −P ‖,∀L
m
k ∈ P.
if Dk,m ≤ rmax then
Path found; break.
end if
State 3: Revaluate effective path and reallocate sensors
Find P that minimizes max ‖ Lmk −P ‖ ∀P ∈ L
m
k .
if P = P and Dk,m > rmax for any m then
No path found; break
end if
end while
State 4: Location modification
Solve the Eq. (55) to attain the optimal location to
achieve the maximum Kr for the sink node.
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Algorithm 2: Optimum throughput path determination
Initialize: number of segments S = 1;
iteration time q = N, set segment (k) = 1∀ k
Generate n×n distance matrix X and calculate through-
put h¯.
while q > 0 do
Find the reference throughput h¯ at distance rmax =
20 m.
if h¯new ≥ h¯ then
Optimum throughput path found. Delete entries in
X corresponding to k.
S = S+1; q = q+1
end if
end while
State: Recalculate optimum throughput path
while q > 0 do
if h¯new < h¯ then
Optimum throughput path not found.
end if
end while
Solve the Eq. (55) to attain the optimal location to
achieve the maximum Kr for the sink node.
7. Simulations Results and Analysis
The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. The sim-
ulations are performed using the Qualnet 6.1 software. Ten
Table 1
Simulation parameters
No. Parameter Value
1 Total number on nodes 101, 201
2 Number of PAN coordinators 1, 1
3 Number of RFDs 100, 200
Communication protocols
4 RFDs to PAN coordinator IEEE 802.15.4
PAN to RFDs IEEE 802.15.4
5 Operating frequency 2.4 [GHz]
6 Packet size 38 [bytes]
7 Packet interval 1 [s]
8 Simulation times 670, 1395 [s]
9 Battery 1200 [mAh]
10 Transmission range 20 [m]
11
Node connectivity
Protocol, frequency
[GHz]
RFDs to PAN ZigBee, 2.4
PAN to RFDs ZigBee, 2.4
12 Terrain area
110×20×110 m
210×20×110 m
13 Energy model Mica-motes
14 Battery model Linear
15 Optimum queue size 26,000 [bytes]
16 Queue type FIFO
17 Scheduler type DSWF
18 Application Traffic generator
19 Speed of PAN 0.7164 [m/s]
simulation rounds are performed and their average value is
considered to obtain more accurate results. The flowchart
demonstrating steps followed in the simulation process is
shown in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11. Flowchart of the proposed model.
To validate the influence of queue size, queue type and
scheduler type, performance parameter is calculated first to
find out the most suitable queue size, as shown in Fig. 12,
and to find out the most appropriate combination of types of
queues and schedulers with the most efficient queue size, as
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Fig. 12. Performance evaluation at different queue sizes.
shown in Fig. 13. The throughput at different queue lengths
shown in Fig. 12 and the throughput for various combina-
tions of queue types and scheduler types at the queue length
of 26,000 bytes is considered as the performance parame-
ter. It is observed that the maximum throughput is achieved
at the queue size of 26,000 bytes, using a round robin
scheduler with a random early detection queue. A more
precise analysis of individual parameters, such as packets
de-queued, packets dropped, packets queued, average queue
length, longest time in queue, peak queue length, average
time in queue and total number of packets dropped, is still
required to finalize the selection of most the suitable queue
and scheduler types.
Fig. 13. Performance evaluation using different schedulers and
queues of 26,000 bytes.
An extensive analysis of results, presented in Figs. 14 to 20,
indicates that differentiated service-weighted fair sched-
ulers, paired with the FIFO queue, at the queue size of
26,000 bytes, are chosen for the final simulation.
The number of packets de-queued at different queue sizes
is presented in Fig. 14. The number of de-queued packets
is the lowest at the queue size of 20,000 bytes. With the
further increase in queue size it also decreases at the size
of 26,000 bytes. Finally, above the queue size of 200,000
bytes, it becomes stable at the same value that is achieved
at the size of 26,000 bytes.
The number of packets dropped at different queue sizes
is shown in Fig. 15. It can be seen that at a low queue
size the number of packets dropped is higher and decreases
with the increase in queue size. At the size of 500,000 and
1,000,000 bytes, its value becomes almost negligible.
Fig. 14. Number of packets de-queued.
Fig. 15. Number of packets dropped.
The number of packets queued is directly proportional to
the queue size (Fig. 16). With an increase in queue size,
the capacity to queue the data packets also increases, which
prevents the packets from being dropped.
Fig. 16. Number of packets queued.
The average queue length for different combinations of dif-
ferent types of queues and schedulers at the queue size of
26,000 bytes is shown in Fig. 17. It is largest for the FIFO
and smallest for the RED queue.
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Fig. 17. The average queue length. The x axis legend is from
Fig. 13.
The longest time spent by the data packets in the queues is
presented in Fig. 18. The longest time taken is in the FIFO
queue, and the shortest time is in the RED queue.
Fig. 18. The longest time in queue. The x axis legend is from
Fig. 13.
Fig. 19. The peak queue length – see legend box in Fig. 13.
Fig. 20. The average time in queue – see legend box in Fig. 13.
The peak queue length is evaluated and compared in
Fig. 19. The highest value is for the FIFO, which gets
reduced for WRED, reduced even further for the RIO, and
the minimum value is achieved for the RED queue.
The average time in the queue is evaluated and presented
in Fig. 20. The longest time in the queue is for the FIFO,
and the shortest time is for the RED queue.
Fig. 21. The number of total packets dropped – to decipher x axis
values, see legend box in Fig. 13.
The number of total packets dropped in the combination of
different queues and schedulers is analyzed in Fig. 21. The
results show that the combination of different schedulers
with the FIFO queue has the lowest number of packets
dropped, equaling to 22,200 packets.
8. The Comparison of IEEE 802.15.4
and AR-MAC
The evaluation and analysis of different parameters, such as
packets queued, packets de-queued, average queue length,
longest time in a queue, peak queue length and average time
in a queue, results in the determination of the most appro-
priate combination. Implementation of the Differentiated
Service Weighted Fair scheduler with the FIFO queue at
the queue size of 26,000 bytes is considered for the simu-
lations with the proposed queuing model and the AR-MAC
protocol.
Evaluation and comparison of the total number of packets
dropped for IEEE 802.15.4 and AR-MAC protocol is shown
Fig. 22. The comparison of total number of packets dropped.
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in Fig. 22. The result shows a significant reduction in the
packets dropped when using the AR-MAC protocol in the
networks of 100 and 200 nodes.
The average queue length is calculated and compared in
Fig. 23. Utilization of the AR-MAC protocol significantly
reduces the average queue length for the networks of 100
and 200 nodes. It will decrease the end-to-end delay, as the
waiting time of the data packets is significantly reduced.
Fig. 23. The comparison of average queue length.
Fig. 24. The comparison of longest time in queue.
Fig. 25. The comparison of peak queue length.
The longest time in the queue is evaluated and compared in
Fig. 24. The performance of AR-MAC is still better than
that of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol for the networks of 100
and 200 nodes.
The peak queue length for IEEE 802.15.4 and AR-MAC for
the networks of 100 and 200 nodes is compared in Fig. 25.
It is negligible for the AR-MAC protocol.
Fig. 26. The comparison of average time in queue.
The average time in the queue, which contributes to the
end-to-end delay, is negligible for the AR-MAC protocol,
as shown in Fig. 26. It has been verified that the AR-
MAC protocol is appropriate to optimize the performance
of schedulers and queues in the sink and sensor nodes.
9. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have implemented the AR-MAC protocol
with effective path and optimum throughput path determi-
nation algorithms after the determination of queue size,
queue type and scheduler type. The aim of optimizing
the performance of queues has been successfully achieved
along with the improvement in other performance metrics.
Simulation results validate the proposed protocol under var-
ious application requirements and network conditions. Im-
plementation of efficient scheduling algorithms to enhance
the output of the network layer, which leads to optimized
performance of the MAC layer, is a very effective technique.
The aim is to prevent the overflow of queues – resulting in
congestion and formation of bottlenecks – to eliminate the
loss of data packets carrying important information.
In the future, we intend to develop a queuing model for the
static sink UWSNs.
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Abstract—Due to the increasing demands of individual users,
Passive Optical Networks (PON) are a promising technology
for future broadband access networks. Reliable access to net-
work services is a very important feature, so the availability
of the connection is becoming one of the most important re-
quirements. Failure of the optical fiber occurring between the
Optical Line Terminal (OLT) and the passive optical splitter
can cause the services becoming unavailable for a large num-
ber of users, so it is necessary to prevent such an occurrence
by providing backup resources – in this case a spare optical
fiber. When constructing the spare path (protection fiber), it
is important to keep in mind that, if possible, the working
and the spare fiber should not be positioned within the same
cable. Failure of the optical fiber between the passive splitter
and the individual user also means a loss of service for that
user. In that case, protection may be offered by adding spare
fibers. The question is, however, whether such a solution is
cost-effective, as it would lead to a significant cost increase in
the construction of the access network. This paper presents
the availability analysis conducted for different PON models.
Keywords—availability, failure, Passive Optical Network, protec-
tion fiber.
1. Introduction
The increasing number of Internet users and the growing
bandwidth required by new applications, such as online
games, telemedicine and distance learning, are factors that
force operators to turn to new architectures. Future access
networks must be capable of offering high bandwidth-per-
user rates, with their capital and operating costs remain-
ing at the lowest possible level. Therefore, optical access
technologies are proposed as the best solution, with the
Passive Optical Network (PON) being widely accepted as
a promising technology for future broadband optical access
networks that may be offered in various implementation
scenarios, such as Fiber To The Home (FTTH) and Fiber
To The Building (FTTB). One of the most important advan-
tages of the PON network is that the Optical Distribution
Network (ODN) consists of passive elements (optical fibers
and passive optical splitters) only, which completely elimi-
nates electromagnetic interference, improves reliability and
availability of the system, and reduces the cost of mainte-
nance [1]. In addition, the increasing importance of con-
stant access to the Internet for people in everyday life leads
to error management as an important challenge in future
optical access networks. Individual users, despite requiring
minimal interruptions, are unable to afford additional costs
to improve reliability. So, operators should try to continue
the provision of services in the case of a failures affect-
ing the network, which requires additional costs associated
with the deployment of various protection schemes.
Availability-related requirements may nevertheless depend
on the user’s profile. Business users are looking for com-
plete protection, covering end-to-end operations. Connec-
tion availability greater than 99.99% (4 nines) must be
guaranteed, for example, for some business users, while
most residential users may tolerate lower availability rates.
However, costs incurred in order to offer additional protec-
tion layers may be significant, as such deployment involves
doubling, resources such as fiber optics and optical line
terminals. It was shown that the availability of 4 nines or
more cannot be achieved without a protection path between
the Central Office (CO) and end user. So, PON networks
should be able to offer end-to-end support for some busi-
ness users, when it is required [2].
This paper focuses on the implementation of the PON
model, which will significantly improve the availability of
the connection between the Optical Line Terminal (OLT)
and end users. Of course, fiber protection extended from
the optical splitter to the end user is not of the same impor-
tance as fiber protection between the OLT and the optical
splitter, as an interruption between the OLT and the op-
tical splitter will lead to a disconnection to all users that
are connected to the OLT. At the same time, an interrup-
tion between the optical splitter and the Optical Network
Unit (ONU) leads to a disconnection for that specific user
only. Protection of any part of the network must be real-
ized within 50 ms, i.e. in accordance with the international
standard. The present paper shows also the impact of the
fiber length on the availability ratio.
The remaining parts of this paper are organized in the fol-
lowing manner. Section 2 describes the basic PON model.
The general PON protection schemes are shown in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 describes availability in general. Section
5 shows PON protection and availability models, and Sec-
tion 6 contains calculations and comments.
2. Basic Model of Passive Optical
Network
The basic PON model consists of the following elements:
OLT, optical splitter and ONU.
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Fig. 1. The basic model of a passive optical network.
Figure 1 shows the basic PON model. Data transfer is al-
ways performed between the OLT and different ONUs via
an optical splitter that performs multiplexing and demulti-
plexing of signals. OLT and ONU are active parts of the
PON network, because they perform the electro-optical and
opto-electrical signal conversion.
The OLT is located in the CO of the operator. It repre-
sents the interface between the public network and access
network and also controls bidirectional flow of information
via the ODN.
The OLT must be able to support transmissions over a dis-
tance of 20 km. The role of the OLT, in the downlink di-
rection (from OLT to users), is to transmit data, voice and
video form the public network, via a single-mode optical
fiber, to ONUs. The OLT performs also the electro-optical
conversion in the downlink direction [1], [2].
In the uplink direction (from users to OLT), in turn, the
OLT accepts, performs opto-electrical conversion and dis-
tributes traffic from the users. Simultaneous transmission
of specific types of services via the same optical fiber in
the ODN is enabled by using different wavelengths for each
direction. For downlink transmissions, PON uses the wave-
length of 1490 nm for a combined voice and data traffic,
and the wavelength of 1550 nm for video content. As far as
uplink is concerned, PON uses the wavelength of 1310 nm
for voice and data traffic. Video services are disabled in
the uplink direction, because there are no video services
which would send video data in this direction [2], [3].
The optical splitter is a passive bidirectional component
with one input and multiple outputs. At the entrance of
the splitter, the optical power of signals that are sent to
the end users is divided evenly at the ratio of 1:N (com-
monly 1:32), where N is the number of end users connected
to the optical splitter. Optical splitter requires no power
supply and is maintenance-free.
ONUs are located at the user’s premises and they serve as
an interface with the end users. ONUs are connected via to
the OLT via an optical splitter. The ONU performs opto-
electrical conversion in the downlink direction [3], elec-
tro-optical conversion in the uplink direction, and packet
filtering based on the destination address in the packet’s
header. The ODN consists of passive optical splitters and
optical fibers. ODN consists of passive optical splitters and
optical fibers.
3. General PON Protection Schemes
There are many different protection approaches, but they
are confined, in principle, to the protection of the optical
fiber (cable) and hardware used in optical access networks.
Four types of protection are described in [4] and are based
on the ITU-T Recommendation G.984.1, as shown in Fig.
2. Figure 2a shows the first type of protection in which
the protection (spare) fiber is installed between the OLT
and the optical splitter (type 1:N). No switching protocol
is required for the OLT/ONU in Fig. 2a, since switching is
only applied for optical fibers. The optical switch is located
over the working and the protection fiber connected to the
1:N optical splitter.
Under normal conditions, the optical switch is in the bar
state and traffic is carried over the working fiber. In case
of a failure affecting the working fiber, the optical switch
detects the loss of optical signal, passes into the cross state
and redirects the traffic onto the protection fiber.
The second type of protection is shown in Fig. 2b. In that
scenario, a spare OLT and a spare optical fiber are installed
(marked with a dashed, bold, red line). No switching pro-
tocol is required since switching is carried out in the OLT
only. The spare OLT is in the standby mode. In the case of
a failure affecting the working fiber, the optical switch redi-
rects traffic from the working OLT to the protection fiber.
If the optical switch detects a loss of signal from the work-
ing OLT, it performs switching and redirects traffic from
the spare OLT to the working fiber. Fiber interruption be-
tween the optical splitter and each ONU will not cause any
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Fig. 2. General protection schemes by ITU-T. (For color pictures, see www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
switch reaction on the OLT side, so the concerned ONU
affected by this kind of optical fiber interruption will not
be protected [4].
Figure 2c shows the third protection scheme in which the
OLT and ONU the are equipped with redundant modules.
For this type of protection, 1:N optical splitters are needed.
In this case the spare PON circuit that includes the OLT
and the ONU can be activated in the case of a failure on
the OLT or ONU side. To activate the spare PON circuit,
constant synchronization between working and spare mod-
ules is required. With this type of protection, the network
is able to survive all individual failures.
A network with complete redundancy, offering protection
of equipment and optical fibers, is shown in Fig. 2d. This
architecture also uses two 2:N passive optical splitters that
connect N users with the geographically separated optical
fibers. An additional optical switch with the controlling
module is embedded in each ONU. This architecture can
survive a failure of the OLT, the ONU’s receiver and the
passive splitter. It also can survive optical fiber failures
between the OLT and the passive splitter, as well as be-
tween the passive splitter and the individual ONUs. Being
the most reliable architecture, it is also the most expensive
variant that requires highly complex management.
4. Availability in General
Availability A is often used to describe the performance of
a system, and is defined as the probability of the system’s
proper operation at some point in time t, under condition
that system was working properly at time t = 0, that it can
enter fault states (maintenance or failure) which are always
fixed and followed by the system’s return to a working
state [5]. The availability of a system within a period of
time is also defined as the ratio between time in which the
system operates correctly, and the total time elapsed. If the
average time to failure (Mean Time To Failure – MTTF)
and the average time to repair (Mean Time To Repair –
MTTR) are known, availability can be calculated using the
following formula:
A =
MTTF
MTTF+MTTR
. (1)
Usually, MTTF is not known, so the term in the de-
nominator is defined as the average time between failures
(MTBF – Mean Time Between Failures) [5] and the avail-
ability can be written as:
A =
MTTF
MTTB
. (2)
Unavailability U is the probability that is complementary
to availability, i.e. U = 1−A [6], meaning that it is the
probability of the system’s failure to work properly at some
point in time:
U =
MTTR
MTTF+MTTR
∼= λ ×MTTR , (3)
where λ is the intensity of failure that is expressed in FIT,
1 FIT = 1 failure/109 h.
When reporting on system performance, unavailability is
often expressed as the average time of failure (Mean Down
Time – MDT) [6]:
MDT = 365×24×60×U [min/year] . (4)
4.1. Basic Structures of Availability
There are two basic structures of availability: serial (non-
redundant) and parallel (redundant) [7]. In the serial struc-
ture, the failure of any element of the system equals the
failure of the entire system (the system will work only if
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each element of the system is operating correctly). Serial
structure of a system is shown in Fig. 3.
In light of the above, a path which consists of N elements
is correct if each element is in the “correct” state, which
may be represented by the following logical equation:
Ps,N = x1∩x2∩ . . .∩xN , (5)
where Ps,N is the probability of the proper operation of a
serial structure of N elements, x1,x2, . . . ,xN is the proper
operation of each element. The path availability is ex-
pressed, in that case, by:
A(Ps,N) = p(x1∩x2∩ . . .∩xN) . (6)
If it is assumed that the failures of elements are indepen-
dent, i.e., the failure of one element does not cause the
failure of other elements, availability can be calculated in
the following manner:
A(Ps,N) = p(x1)× p(x2)×·· ·× p(xN) =
=Ax1 ×Ax2 ×·· ·×AxN .
(7)
Figure 4 shows the parallel system structure in which the
failure of any element does not mean an interruption in
communication (the system will work even if some of the
elements are defective).
In most cases the structure comprises two elements, so the
probability of proper operation of such a structure can be
represented by [7]:
Pp,2 = x1∪x2 . (8)
In that case, path availability is
A(Pp,2) = p(x1∪x2) . (9)
Assuming that the failures of elements are mutually inde-
pendent, availability can be calculated as follows:
A(Pp,2) = p(x1)+ p(x2)− p(x1)× p(x2) =
=Ax1 +Ax2 −Ax1 ×Ax2 .
(10)
5. PON Protection and Availability
Models
In this study the standard PON models (i.e., the basic model
and the protection model) defined by ITU-T are considered,
and serve as a basis for availability calculations [4], [8],
[10]. New models that are upgraded based on the ITU-T
models are described as well. Models defined by ITU-T
are shown in Figs. 5–8, and models worked out based on
the ITU-T models are presented in Figs. 9–10. Distance
Fig. 3. Appearance of the serial system structure.
Fig. 4. Appearance of the parallel system structure.
between the OLT and the ONU equals, in all models, 20
km.
Figure 5 shows the basic PON model without protection,
which consists of the OLT, FF (feeder fiber), the 1:N split-
ter, DF (distribution fiber) and the ONU.
Fig. 5. Basic PON model.
The PON model with feeder fiber protection (one FF block
is the working component and the other FF block the is
protection component) is shown in Fig. 6. The system will
function if there is at least one path that connects the start
to the end and does not pass through a failed component.
Fig. 6. Type 1 – based on scheme shown in Fig. 2a.
Figure 7 shows a redundant PON model which consists of
two parallel structures. The first structure is made of the
OLT, FF and the 1:2 splitter, and the other structure consists
of the 2:N splitter, DF, and the ONU.
Fig. 7. Type 2 – based on Fig. 2d.
The PON model with a redundant OLT, FF and 1:2 splitter
is shown in Fig. 8.
Based on previous 4 models, two new models that involve
optical fiber protection leading to individual users (DF),
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Fig. 8. Type 3 – based on Fig. 2b.
or ONU protection, are introduced. The reason for which
the new models have been developed is that they are still
concerned with the individual user, so the question remains
whether it is profitable to install the protection as shown
in type 2. The key components (OLT, FF, 1:2, 2:N) are
protected because the failure of any of them disables the
provision of the service to all users (ONUs). The model
shown in Fig. 9 consists of a parallel structure made up
of the OLT, FF and the 1:2 splitter, as well as a parallel
structure made of the 2:N splitter, DF, and the ONU.
Fig. 9. Type 4.
Fig. 10. Type 5.
Figure 10 shows the PON model in which the OLT, FF
and the 1:2 splitter make up a parallel structure. The 2:N
splitter and the ONU are redundant and separated.
6. Calculations and Comments
In this paper three FTTH deployment cases are ana-
lyzed [8]:
• Low customer density case for sparsely populated ar-
eas. In this case, FF is 15 km and DF is 5 km long;
• High customer density case for densely populated ar-
eas. FF is 18 km and DF is 2 km long;
• Extra high customer density case for very densely
populated areas (large apartment blocks, e.g. in
China, Russia, Poland, etc.). FF is 19.7 km and DF
is 0.3 km long.
Firstly, the low customer density case will be explained.
As already mentioned, FF is 15 km and DF is 5 km long
in this case. Table 2 shows low customer density case for
PON models. The parameters that are calculated for each
model include total unavailability, total availability and to-
tal MDT. Unavailability rates for each component in the
PON network are shown in Table 1 and are taken from [8],
where N represents the number of ONUs.
Table 1
Unavailability of the components
Component Unavailability
OLT (TDM PON) 5.12 ·10−7
ONU (TDM PON) 1.54 ·10−6
1:2 (2:2) splitter 3.00 ·10−7
1:N (2:N) splitter 7.20 ·10−7
Fiber [per km] 1.37 ·10−5
Switch 1.20 ·10−6
Before commenting on the results of calculations, it is im-
portant to say that the serial availability structure is calcu-
lated, for all models, according to Eqs. (7) and (10), where
Eq. (7) is related to the serial structure, and Eq. (10) is
related to the parallel structure.
Total unavailability for all models is obtained from the ex-
pression U = 1−A. Furthermore, total MDT is calculated
with the use of Eq. (4). The basic PON model is the ITU-T
model without protection and represents the serial availabil-
ity structure.
As shown in Table 2, total MDT for the basic model is
145.463 minutes per year. Model type 1 has FF protec-
tion which represents the parallel structure of availability
that is calculated according to Eq. (10). In the case of
failure of the working FF, all traffic is switched to the pro-
tection FF. Total MDT is better than in the case of the basic
model and equals 38.113 min/year.
In type 2, all components of the network are redundant
and it is a very well protected network, which MDT being
very low (0.024 min/year). As shown in Table 2, MDT for
type 2 is 5832 times lower than for the basic model, and
1528 times lower than for type 1.
Type 3 has three redundant components: the OLT, FF
and the 1:2 splitter. This network is unavailable for
37.213 min/year. Better availability would be achieved if
there was a redundant ONU, but ONU protection is not so
important because if interruption of the optical fiber occurs
between the OLT and the optical splitter, both the working
and the redundant ONU will be deprived of the signal.
All components in type 4 are redundant except ONU.
This model is very well protected with small MDT
(0.834 min/year).
Type 5 has all redundant components except for DF, and,
consequently, has a higher unavailability rate.
For the high customer density case, FF is 18 km and DF
is 2 km, as already mentioned. Table 3 shows the values
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Table 2
Low customer density case
Model Total availability Total unavailability Total MDT [min/year]
Basic PON 0.999723243 2.76 ·10−4 145.463
Type 1 0.999927486 7.25 ·10−5 38.113
Type 2 0.999999953 4.74 ·10−8 0.024
Type 3 0.999929198 7.08 ·10−5 37.213
Type 4 0.999998413 1.58 ·10−6 0.834
Type 5 0.999931457 6.85 ·10−5 36.025
Table 3
High customer density case for densely populated areas
Model Total availability Total unavailability Total MDT [min/year]
Basic PON 0.999723236 2.76 ·10−4 145.467
Type 1 0.999968567 3.14 ·10−5 16.521
Type 2 0.999999938 6.19 ·10−8 0.032
Type 3 0.999970279 2.97 ·10−5 15.621
Type 4 0.999998398 1.60 ·10−6 0.842
Type 5 0.999972539 2.74 ·10−5 14.433
Table 4
Extra high customer density case for very densely populated areas
Model Total availability Total unavailability Total MDT [min/year]
Basic PON 0.99972323 2.76 ·10−4 145.470
Type 1 0.999991845 8.15 ·10−6 4.286
Type 2 0.999999927 7.31 ·10−8 0.038
Type 3 0.999993557 6.44 ·10−6 3.386
Type 4 0.999998387 1.61 ·10−6 0.847
Type 5 0.999995817 4.18 ·10−6 2.198
of total availability, total unavailability and total MDT for
the high customer density case considered for each of the
models. As one can see, total MDT for the basic PON
is almost equal to that experienced in the low customer
density case (see Table 2).
Total MDT for type 1 is 2.3 times lower than in the low
customer density case (FF = 15 km), because the longer
fiber (FF = 18 km) is protected in the high customer den-
sity case. Total MDT decreases because the unprotected
distribution fiber is shorter and its unavailability is corre-
spondingly lower. In type 2, total MDT in the high cus-
tomer density case (DF = 2 km) is a little higher than in
the low customer density case (DF = 5 km), because the
shorter fiber is protected. Total MDT increases because the
unprotected distribution fiber is longer.
Type 3 has approximately the same availability as type 1.
For type 4 the same is valid as for type 2 (the protection of
the shorter fiber renders a higher total MDT, meaning that
the network has a higher unavailability rate per year). For
type 5 availability is approximately the same as for type 3.
Based on all the calculations presented above, one may con-
clude that type 2 is the best network model in both the low
customer density and the high customer density scenarios,
because all components are protected. Therefore, it has the
lowest MDT, meaning that the network is unavailable for
only 0.024 minutes per year in the low customer density
case. Despite the best availability ratio, type 2 is expensive
to construct and maintain, because all of its components
are redundant. Type 4 has very good availability, although
it is lower than in type 2. As far as cost-effectiveness is
concerned, type 4 is cheaper than type 2 because the ONU
is not redundant.
Compared to type 2 and type 4 models, type 5 has a worse
availability ratio, but it is the cheapest because no spare
fiber is necessary to protect the ONU.
As expected, basic PON model with serial structure has the
worst availability because there are no redundant compo-
nents.
Table 4 shows the values of total availability, total unavail-
ability and total MDT for the extra high customer density
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case of each model. In this case, results for basic PON,
type 2 and type 4, are roughly equal to those in the second
case (Table 3). Total MDT for type 1, type 3 and type 5 is
lower than in the second case because the fiber protected is
longer (FF = 19.7 km). In this case, DF protection makes
no sense because we are dealing with a very densely pop-
ulated area and relatively short distances (300 m), so the
probability of failures is rather low.
7. Conclusions
This paper analyzes the availability of different PON mod-
els. Two deployment cases are shown, and it can be con-
cluded, based on those cases, that type 2, with all redundant
components, is the model characterized by the best avail-
ability and the lowest MDT. This model is also the most
expensive scenario, as all its components are redundant.
As mentioned above, ONU protection is not so important,
because if interruption of the optical fiber occurs between
the OLT and the optical splitter, both the working and the
redundant ONU will be deprived of the signal. Type 4
does not have ONU protection but still offers very good
availability. Type 5, which is considerably cheaper than
models 2 and 4, offers availability that is satisfactory for
individual users and is also a promising solution for the
construction of PON networks.
It can be also concluded that a network in which the longer
fiber is protected offers better availability (see type 5 in
Tables 2 and 3). Therefore, one may state that if the length
of the fiber increases, MDT decreases and vice versa. It is
very difficult to obtain a model characterized by very good
availability and cost-effectiveness.
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Abstract— Among various conventional wireless communica-
tion systems, Free Space Optics (FSO) may be distinguished as
well, which provides a good level security, high data rates, an
enormous bandwidth and negligible susceptibility to electro-
magnetic interference. The main problem arises with unfavor-
able weather conditions, which affect the system’s parameters
and require an aversion to other paths. The weather condi-
tions discussed are rain and haze. Elimination of their adverse
effects is essential for establishing a better communication sys-
tem. The routing path is a major issue, as its decreased pa-
rameters lead to the diversion of the transmitted signal or to
its total loss. In this article, increased system path length and
proficiency levels are demonstrated by using relays, which are
assisted by Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM).
Keywords— Free Space Optics, Wavelength Division Multiplex-
ing.
1. Introduction
The boost in the communication field is observed in the
700–1800 nm range of the spectrum. These high frequency
waves are not only untraceable due to their narrow beam
footprint, but also offer sufficient bandwidth. The basic
communication system consists of a transmitter (LED or
laser), a communication medium (air or vacuum), and a re-
ceiver which can be a photodiode or a PIN diode. The nec-
essary condition for the Free Space Optics (FSO) system to
work is Line of Sight (LOS) between transceivers [1]–[3].
If LOS is available, FSO outperforms all other systems by
offering numerous benefits, including a lower bit error rate
and lower cost, a higher signal-to-noise ratio, greater se-
curity excessive bandwidth, a sufficient data rate of up to
tens of Gb/s, no interference with electromagnetic waves,
a minimum Doppler spread etc. The maximum informa-
tion capacity of any communication system is given by the
Shannon Hartley’s theorem.
C = B log2
(
1+
S
N
)
. (1)
It presents the relation between bandwidth B (in Hz) and
information capacity C in bits, where S is the average signal
power, with N being the average noise power.
One can notice that capacity is directly dependent on band-
width. Thus, it is correct to say that FSO operates as the
first and last mile access gateway to communication net-
works. Having such huge advantages, FSO has made its
way to all telecom-related fields and is used in a multi-
tude of applications, such as disaster recovery, when all the
connections are disrupted, as well as various defense op-
erations, aircraft links, ground-to-airplane links, backhaul
connectivity, and enterprise links. All of these applications
rely on FSO. In spite of offering all well-known benefits and
efficiency-related advantages, FSO is still suffering from
a lot of drawbacks [4]. Due to turbulence resulting from
a varying refractive index present in the different layers of
the atmosphere, there is a loss of signal strength during
propagation. These changes depend on the behavior of at-
mospheric molecules during any given weather situation.
Therefore, as weather conditions change, the effect on sig-
nal changes accordingly.
Signal attenuation during heavy rain, haze, fog, storm, etc.
is high compared to other conditions, so efforts should fo-
cus on making the system better. Such conditions cause
laser light to either deviate or reflect, depending on the
type of scattering effect offered by the molecules present
and the wavelength transmitted. The loss that occurs in the
path of the communication medium is due to many fac-
tors, such as scattering, absorption, pointing errors, scintil-
lation caused by temperature and pressure changes result-
ing from the packet heating the air molecules. 1550 nm
is referred to as the minimum absorption window. Perfor-
mance of the system is judged using the Bit Error Rate
Fig. 1. Example of WDM-FSO system.
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Fig. 2. An amplifier-assisted network shown along with the WDM system.
(BER) and the Q factor which depends on the transmitted
power of the laser. The attenuation of light, as per the
Beer-Lambert law, is:
T (R) =
P(D)
P(S)
= e−AR , (2)
where T (R) is the transmittance at a distance R, A is at-
mospheric attenuation, P(D) is the power received at the
receiver and P(S) is the power at the transmitter.
WDM is a technique (Fig. 1) which is used to enhance the
system’s capacity, as number of wavelengths are accommo-
dated within a single channel [5]–[6]. But due to the threat
of non-linearity it possesses, the use of WDM systems re-
quires different components, such as EDFA amplifiers, to
ensure a good transmission range and SNR. EDFAs boost
the signal and thus increase the SNR at the output [7]. The
typical configuration is shown in Fig. 2. It describes the
use of optical amplifiers at two positions, rather than using
one for each user before WDM, thus decreasing the number
of devices and ensuring good range and quality.
A new concept of relays has now been introduced to WDM-
FSO. This combination is a good step in the direction to
achieve optimum communication. The transmitter and the
receiver act as the source and destination of the FSO net-
work, while the air is the medium. It is there where relays
are incorporated, as shown in Fig. 3. A relay is different
than an optocoupler and behaves as a regenerator in the re-
ceiving circuit. Those devices which are activated by the in-
coming signal and are used to connect or disconnect a part
of the circuit within the system.
Fig. 3. Relay-assisted network.
Relays ensure complete isolation of the system from the ex-
ternal noise, increasing operation speed [8]–[9]. In optics,
this isolation is supplied with a modulated laser. Relays al-
low to setup a virtual system between the transmitter and
the receiver, so that the signal is received even if there is
no LOS. Thus, it is referred to as a cooperative diversity
system. Such a concept was first proposed by Acompora
and Krishnamurthy in 1999, showing that the area coverage
can be increased and outage probability can be minimized.
2. System Analysis
Rain is one of the most degrading factors disrupting FSO
communication. The disparity in a rain droplet leads to
multiple reflections and refractions. The specific attenu-
ation due to rain is α = aRb (dB/km), where a, b are
frequency dependent factors and R is the rainfall rate
(mm/h) [10]. Rain drops have the size exceeding the wave-
length of light signal, thus non-selective scattering pre-
dominates, but Mie scattering is still utilized to find the
attenuation values. The expression for rain attenuation is:
αspecific = 1.076R0.67 (dB/km).
The transmission of optical signal is also disrupted by at-
tenuation caused by CO2 and other gases present in the
atmosphere. The attenuation value is given by Kim and
Kruse:
σ =
3.91
V
( λ
550 nm
)−q
, (3)
where V is the visibility (km), λ is the wavelength (nm)
and q is the size of distribution of scattering particles (nm).
The attenuation in Eq. 3 is the function of visibility only,
which determines the defined particle size [11]. The values
to be used in the above equation are given in Table 1.
Table 1
Values to be used in Eq. 3
V [km] q [nm] Visibility type
Over 50 1.6 High
6 . . . 50 1.3 Average
1 . . . 6 0.16V +0.34 Haze
0.5 . . . 1 V −0.5 Mist
Below 0.5 0 Fog
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2.1. Proposed System
The proposed system uses three components: transmit-
ter, transmission medium and receiver. The transmitter has
a pseudo-random bit sequence generator, continuous wave
laser, NRZ pulse generator and Mach-Zehnder modulator.
The medium is air using the FSO channel, and the re-
ceiver has a PIN detector and a Gaussian low pass filter.
The relay nodes are placed in between the channel at the
reception side, to enhance the system characteristics. The
performance is measured using the BER analyzer and an
optical power meter. The noise figure is maintained at 4 dB
and the geometrical losses are considered. The system is
analyzed by Optisystem 11.0 to have the lowest BER at
1550 nm for the 2.5 Gb/s data rate.
Table 2
FSO link optimized parameters
Characteristics Values
Attenuation level
Haze, 2.37 dB/km
Light rain, 3 dB/km
Medium rain, 9 dB/km
Heavy rain, 20 dB/km
Amplifier gain 30 dB
Laser power 30 dBm
Data rate 2.5 Gb/s
Channel spacing 0.8 nm
Aperture size 20 cm
The system is studied as a three-channel WDM system (the
number of channels depends on the number of users, so it
can be extended accordingly), optimized for different val-
ues of amplifier gain and power transmitted by taking into
account the existing system, i.e. WDM with the use of
optical amplifiers [7]. The beam divergence of the system
is 2.5 mrad and the remaining optimized parameters are
shown in Table 2.
The system design is illustrated in Fig. 4. It employs an
optical detector to receive the incoming optical signal, a di-
rectly modulated laser which is used as a pump to boost
the signal level at a synchronized level which is based on
its extinction ratio, and an EDFA with 5 m length. Serial
relays are a far better choice than parallel ones, as the latter
solution is not good for longer path links. The noise also
adds up if synchronization is not performed properly [12].
3. Simulation Results of WDM-FSO
Amplifier System
The system studied not only decreases complexity of the
network but also that of its implementation. The simula-
tions show the performance of the proposed system using
relays. The range of more than 50 km is noticed for light
rain, 60 km for the haze condition, up to 20 km for medium
rain and to 8 km in heavy rain at the highest data rate of
2.5 Gb/s as provided in Table 3.
The results for heavy rain and haze from the BER analyzer
are shown in Fig. 5. The eye diagram for haze is given in
Fig. 6. The laser power is kept at 30 dBm, and the optical
amplifier gain is set to an optimized value. The output of
the BER analyzer shows that the eye opening is good in
the relay-assisted system, thus assuring better SNR at the
receiver.
Evaluation of the system shows that for light and medium
rain conditions the link distance extends up to the orders of
50 and 2 km respectively, with the BER value of 6.1033·
10−56 and 2.38721·10−55 for acceptable transmission.
Fig. 4. Relay-assisted network. (See color pictures online at www.nit.eu/publications/journal-jtit)
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Table 3
Comparison of WDM-FSO amplifier-assisted and relay-assisted system
Weather
condition
Amplifier-assisted WDM system Relay-assisted WDM system
Range
[km]
Minimum
BER
Q
factor
Range
[km]
Minimum
BER
Q
factor
Light rain 25 2.7534·10−21 9.39 50 6.1033·10−56 15.72
Medium rain 9.3 2.70299·10−20 9.14 20 2.38721·10−55 15.62
Heavy rain 4.5 3.51199·10−20 9.11 8 6.2028·10−56 15.71
Haze 23 7.99541·10−40 10.10 60 2.3769·10−54 15.69
Fig. 5. BER output in heavy rain at 7 km using: (a) amplifier-assisted WDM system, (b) relay-assisted WDM system.
Fig. 6. BER output in haze condition at 60 km using: (a) amplifier-assisted WDM system, (b) relay-assisted WDM system.
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Fig. 7. Performance analysis of two systems in: (a) haze and (b) heavy rain scenarios.
For haze, the distance extends to 60 km having BER
of 2.3769·10−54, with performance remaining at an op-
timum level. Figure 7 describes the performance of the
system’s variation with the Q factor and the link range
for an amplifier-assisted and a relay-assisted system. The
graph shows an increasing rate of efficiency for the relay-
assisted system with acceptable SNR, and a good transmis-
sion range.
3.1. Power optimization
In the next step of the research procedure an effort was
made to optimize the power level of the CW laser in order
to achieve enhanced performance (Table 4). Originally, the
Table 4
Values observed within the system in various
weather conditions at 2 dBm
Weather
condition
BER
Q
factor
Link
range
[km]
Bit
rate
[Gb/s]
Haze 2.6005·10−6 15.66 54 2.5
Light rain 5.7865·10−54 14.67 50 2.5
Medium
rain
1.5634·10−45 15.80 17 2.5
Heavy rain 6.6754·10−8 15.73 8 2.5
transmitted power used for the system equaled 30 dBm,
but after optimization the same system could offer better
performance at a low power level, also when compared to
the existing solutions. It has been observed that at lower
power, performance of the WDM relay-assisted system is
better, and that SNR achieved is optimum for an acceptable
transmission.
4. Conclusion
In this article, a simulation of a WDM FSO serial relay
assisted communication system is successfully performed.
It has been observed that the performance of the system is
affected, to a considerable degree, by haze and rain condi-
tions. The results of the study show that the behavior of the
system is outstanding in both types of weather conditions.
For example, during haze and for the data rate of 2.5 Gb/s,
the link range is 60 km with BER of 2.3769·10−54 and
an acceptable Q factor. However, the study shows that the
range of up to 50 km is achieved for light rain, 20 km for
medium rain and 8 km for heavy rain. Finally, the power
level has been optimized for the system, 2 dBm is consid-
ered as a better solution here. At this level the performance
achieved is better for any FSO system that is to be installed
with its cost minimized.
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Abstract—Mobile Computing and Mobile Cloud Computing
are the areas where intensive research is observed. The “mo-
bility” landscape (devices, technologies, apps, etc.) evolves
so fast that definitions and taxonomies do not catch up with
so dynamic changes and there is still an ambiguity in defini-
tions and common understanding of basic ideas and models.
This research focuses on Mobile Cloud understood as paral-
lel and distributed system consisting of a collection of inter-
connected (and virtualized) mobile devices dynamically provi-
sioned and presented as one unified computing resource. This
paper focuses on the mobile green computing cloud applied
for parallel and distributed computations and consisting of
outdated, abandoned or no longer needed smartphones being
able to set up a powerful computing cluster. Besides showing
the general idea and background, an actual computing clus-
ter is constructed and its scalability and efficiency is checked
versus the results obtained from the virtualized set of smart-
phones. All the experiments are performed using a dedicated
software framework constructed in order to leverage the no-
longer-needed smartphones, creating a computing cloud.
Keywords—distributed computing, green computing, mobile
cloud, mobile computing, parallel computing, pervasive com-
puting.
1. Introduction
The omnipresence of mobile devices, smartphones, tablets
and wearable devices calls for proposing new ways of lever-
aging their computing power especially that smartphones
or phablets with hexa- or octa-core CPUs on board are not
a rarity on the market. In fact, they are becoming the stan-
dard. Unfortunately, their immense computational power,
unbelievable for the users of the Desktop PC only a little
more than two decades ago, is utilized (wasted in fact) for
such primitive tasks as social network integration, multi-
media production, reality enhancement, etc.
Apparently, mobile gaming is a more demanding applica-
tion, (especially with 3D and VR processing) but similarly
to a situation where GP GPU devices or gaming consoles
have been adapted to solving computing tasks [1], the ques-
tion arises if the enormous computational power of mobile
devices can be applied for scientific applications such as
parallel and distributed computing. Obviously, there are
some restrictions and limitations (the most trivial is the
battery lifetime) and a singular mobile device is not so
powerful to be applied for scientific processing, but what if
we put hundreds or thousands of mobile devices together
to set up an (ad hoc) cluster of computing devices, in order
to perform certain computations? That is a very attractive
and interesting idea, especially taking into consideration
the number of available devices which together can poten-
tially provide a really significant computational power. Ad-
ditionally, mobile devices are “located in the environment”
and equipped with sensors so during computation additional
“observations” or measurements can be performed. What
is more, mobile devices are always in constant and direct
contact with the user, which significantly extends possible
applications of such computational unit(s).
This is how the, so-called Ubiquitous Computing [2], Mo-
bile Computing and Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) fields
of research came about and the latter two are also in the
limelight of our research.
MCC is a kind of combination of mobile devices, (cloud)
computing and (rich) communication. Recently, intensive
research in this area has been observed but there is still
ambiguity in definitions and common understanding, espe-
cially given that the market of mobile devices, technologies
and apps evolves so fast that definitions and taxonomies do
not catch up so dynamic changes.
In 2010 in [3] Mobile Computing was defined as “informa-
tion at fingertips anywhere, anytime”. We disagree, since
meeting only one single condition that the user is con-
stantly interconnected using his device and is able to open
a browser, social media app or any other communication
app to check out or to gain information about anything just
under their “fingertip” is not a mobile computing, it is just
Internet access “at fingertips”.
So, what is mobile (cloud) computing? Well, the proper
starting point for defining Mobile Cloud are Cloud and
Cloud Computing notions. According to [4], Cloud “is
a type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a col-
lection of interconnected and virtualized computers dynam-
ically provisioned and presented as one or more unified
computing resources based on service-level agreements es-
tablished through negotiation between the service provider
and consumers”.
Simultaneously, according to [5], Cloud Computing “is
a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with
minimal management”.
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On the basis of the above definitions in [6] Mobile Cloud
Computing is defined as “a rich mobile computing technol-
ogy that leverages unified elastic resources of varied clouds
and network technologies toward unrestricted functionality,
storage, and mobility to serve a multitude of mobile de-
vices anywhere, anytime through the channel of Ethernet
or Internet regardless of heterogeneous environments and
platforms based on the pay-as-you-use principle”.
The definition describing in the best way our research and
perspective is the one of Cloud presented in [4] but in our
case, it has to be adjusted taking the mobility into account.
So, following [4] we define Mobile Cloud as (a type of)
parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection
of interconnected (and virtualized) mobile devices dynam-
ically provisioned and presented as one unified computing
resource.
Obviously, this requires the addition of a section saying that
the resources are provisioned “according to the service-
level agreements established through negotiation between
the service provider and consumers” but since in our re-
search we leave these aspects aside and focus on volunteer
model, this part can be omitted in the definition.
Since, as mentioned above, intensive research in mobile
(cloud) computing area has recently been performed, dif-
ferent models and approaches have been proposed [7]–[9].
Utilization of mobile devices in computing usually assumes
that some of the computing tasks (or even most of them)
will be off-loaded to a dedicated computing infrastructure
connected wirelessly (see [10], [11]). An interesting con-
cept of bi-location in an agent-based mobile cloud is pre-
sented in [12]–[13], where the actual configuration of the
infrastructure may be perceived and efficiently mapped to
the control-layer utilizing the notion of agency. A similar
approach to make the computing application more portable
is based on embedding the computing tasks into so-called
weblets and deploying them in the mobile cloud [14]. An
interesting realization of the Map-Reduce programming
model on handheld devices is presented in [15]. A ded-
icated framework for supporting mobile-computing, using
REST was also discussed in [16].
As one may see, researchers address and focus on many dif-
ferent aspects of mobile computing i.e. integration of “tra-
ditional cloud” with mobile devices [17], [18], code oﬄoad-
ing [19], [20], energy wasting and battery lifetime [21],
integration of cloud computing model with Internet of
Things [22], frameworks for (mobile) distributed process-
ing [23], security and user privacy [24]–[26], sensor uti-
lization [27], heterogeneity [6], etc.
In this case, we focus on a green computing cloud [28]
applied for parallel and distributed computations consisting
of outdated, abandoned or no longer needed smartphones
being able to set up a powerful computing cluster.
One has to keep in mind that the predicted number of smart-
phones should rise to the immense figure of 6.1 billion
worldwide by 2020 [29], and producers will continue to
tempt users to constantly replace their devices with newer
versions, condemning the older ones, often still in a good
shape, to extinction. Thus, scavenging the remains of the
contemporary social civilization can lead to the construc-
tion of a truly renewable, easily configurable and powerful,
yet completely “green” computing hardware.
To visualize the scale of wasted computing power, let us
briefly analyze the issue. On the basis of our experiments,
the average mobile device, computational power can be
estimated as 0.37 GFlops. Assuming that the billion new
phones introduced into the market every year replace old
phones, we can conclude that at least 10 PFlops of poten-
tial computing hardware is wasted every year. This value
is comparable with supercomputers from the top of the
Top500 list [30].
In [31] a comprehensive study of leveraging the mobile de-
vices in order to set up a green-computing appliance is pre-
sented. We follow and extend this idea exploring scalability
and efficiency of both: a homogeneous and heterogeneous
mobile computing cloud.
In Section 2 the concept of the framework is presented,
followed by the development issues encountered during the
implementation process. Next, the experimental verifica-
tion of the appliance is shown, based on solving selected
benchmark problems in a distributed environment. Finally
the paper is concluded and future work is sketched.
2. Mobile Cloud Platform for Green
Computing
Mobile Cloud Platform (MCP) is a platform for perform-
ing parallel computations on strongly distributed, hetero-
geneous yet massively available and increasingly powerful
mobile devices used as a self-manageable computational
unit. The main goal and task of the platform is making it
possible to set up a cloud of mobile devices constituting
a heterogeneous volunteer computational environment. An
important assumptions is that when the (part) of compu-
tational task is realized on the device(s), it is possible to
use their sensor if it is required or helpful for completing
the task. Obviously, devices working on the same compu-
tational task can communicate with each other, distributing
some parts of the task, collecting (partial) results, requiring
some additional activities (using sensors), etc.
Two main conceptual assumptions of presented MCP are:
• self-manageability – understood here as the possi-
bility of setting up the cloud, defining a new task,
running tasks and collecting results without any ad-
ditional servers,
• cross-platforming – the cloud can be set up of any
mobile devices running any operating system (iOS,
Android, Windows Phone, etc.).
Bringing the big picture of our mobile cloud idea it is
assumed that the cloud that is set up takes the form of the
hierarchical tree where every single node has n branches
at most (see Fig. 1). The root node – in the center of the
graph – is connected with five nodes, that form five different
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branches of mobile devices. Some of them have further
branches attached, etc.
Fig. 1. Hierarchical structure of the mobile cloud.
Keeping the hierarchical structure in mind, the main oper-
ations on the cloud, i.e. joining the cloud and starting the
computational task, are realized as follows on the concep-
tual level:
• joining the cloud by the device – the device willing
to join the cloud sends a message to any of the de-
vices being already part of the cloud. The message
is being delegated to the device being the root of the
cloud’s tree. The root makes a decision where in the
cloud’s structure the new device should be joined.
The decision is made taking into account the num-
ber of devices located in all (sub)trees. When the
device has joined the cloud, the root device sends it
information about its direct root;
• starting a computational task on the cloud – the de-
vice willing to start a new computational task on the
cloud sends the message about the new task to all its
neighbors. Next the message about the new task is
(recursively) propagated among all the devices con-
stituting the cloud. The device which is not able to
send the message any further sends back the informa-
tion if it is going to become the computational node
for the new task or not. The message including the
list of all the devices going to take part in solving
the new task is being sent back to the devices that
originated the new task. Next the device originating
the new task sends the information to all the devices
going to work on the new task that they are part of
the virtual tree working on the new computational
job.
As one may notice, the aforementioned assumptions require
that the direct peer-to-peer communication among devices
is available, which requires that either the devices are work-
ing within the same LAN or that all devices are publicly
available (in the networking sense) so e.g. that they all uti-
lize IPv6 protocols and addressing. There are some restric-
tions in this context at the moment since most of devices
on the market utilize IPv4 protocols but for instance the
T-Mobile operator made the IPv6 configuration as the de-
fault configuration on the U.S. market for all new devices
with Android 4.3 or above from 2013. In December 2013,
the list of devices configured for IPv6 included among oth-
ers [32]: Samsung Galaxy Note 3, Galaxy Light, MetroPCS
Samsung Mega, and Google Nexus 5.
Now, the set of IPv6 pre-configured devices looks as fol-
lows [32] (hit by December, 12th, 2016): Samsung Galaxy
S5, HTC One M8, Samsung Note 3, Samsung Galaxy
Light, Google Nexus 5, MetroPCS Samsung Galaxy Mega,
Samsung Galaxy S4, Samsung Galaxy Note 2, Google
Nexus 4, Samsung Galaxy S3 (latest firmware only), Sam-
sung Galaxy S2 (with Android 4.0 update).
It means that the restrictions for mobile devices direct com-
munication are going to be gradually eliminated and more
and more devices available on the market will support the
peer-to-peer communication. It is also worth remember-
ing that more and more devices are constantly available in
Wi-Fi networks so the direct communication restriction is
also (at least partially) eliminated depending on the network
configuration.
3. Selected Realization and
Implementation Aspects
The easiest way to explain and show the most important
realization aspects will be to present how the two most im-
portant operations, i.e. joining the cloud by the new device
and starting new task, are realized.
3.1. Joining the Cloud by the New Device
When the new device wants to join the mobile cloud it first
has to send ConnectDeviceRequest message to any device
already being part of the cloud (see Fig. 2). ConnectDe-
viceRequest contains among others the IP address of the
accessing device.
Fig. 2. Connect device request.
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Next the device which received ConnectDeviceRequest
propagates the message up to device being the root of the
cloud at the moment.
Next, on the basis of the information about the number of
devices accessible through each of its direct children, the
root device propagates the ConnectDeviceRequest down to
the subtree with the lowest number of devices.
The device becoming the direct parent of accessing device
sends to the new device the SaveDeviceConnectionRequest
(see Fig. 3). SaveDeviceConnectionRequest message con-
tains among others the IP address of the parental device.
Fig. 3. Save device request.
Fig. 4. Update children count request.
Finally, the newly connected device sends up to the par-
ent (which is further propagated up to the root device) the
UpdateChildrenCountRequest message (see Fig. 4). Every
time, the message is sent up to the parental node, it con-
tains the total number of devices in all subtrees on a given
level. This way, whenever a new device attempts to access
the cloud the cloud knows where it should be connected at
the given cloud configuration to achieve a balanced number
of devices in all subtrees.
3.2. Starting a New Task on the Cloud
Starting a new task to be computed on the cloud is realized
as follows.
Firstly, the device willing to start the new task sends
StartTaskExecutionRequest message. The message contains
among the others: definition of the task to be run (the
source code or meta definition), requirements regarding
(geo)localization of the devices where the task should be
run, information about sensors required to run the task on
the single device etc.
Fig. 5. Start task execution request.
When the device being part of the cloud receives the
StartTaskExecutionRequest message, the unique UUID
task identifier is set up and the TaskExecutionScheduled-
Response message with the task identifier (see Fig. 5) is
sent back.
Fig. 6. Schedule task execution request.
Next, the device which has received the StartTaskExecu-
tionRequest message propagates the message about the new
computational task to all the neighbors as ScheduleTaskEx-
ecutionRequest message. ScheduleTaskExecutionRequest
message is propagated through the whole cloud (see Fig. 6).
During the ScheduleTaskExecutionRequest message prop-
agation, on the basis of the filters and required features
contained in the task definition (required geolocation, sen-
sors etc.) every single device makes a decision whether to
participate in the realization of the task or not.
Devices that are not able to propagate the message any fur-
ther (it is the leaf which did not initialize the propagation
process) send the RemoteTaskReadyRequest message back
to the device they received the ScheduleTaskExecutionRe-
quest from.
This part of communication allows for propagation of the
information about the devices which have accepted the new
task. Along with propagation of the RemoteTaskReadyRe-
quest through the cloud – in the message there are gradually
aggregated identifiers (IP addresses) of the devices which
decided to compute the new task (see Fig. 7).
The last part of starting and configuring the new task on
the cloud is propagating the information about the topology
of the devices participating in solving the new task.
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Fig. 7. Task ready request.
Fig. 8. Start task request.
It consists in creating a temporary, binary tree topology
containing all devices which accepted realization of the new
task. During this process, within aforementioned temporary
topology, the StartTaskRequest message is propagated. The
StartTaskRequest message contains an ordered collection of
IP addresses of all the devices taking part in the realization
of a new task (see Fig. 8). When the StartTaskRequest mes-
sage is received, the device has all the information about the
task definition and the configuration of the task realization
environment so it is ready to start and run the task.
4. Experimental Results
The platform has been implemented and tested to verify ex-
perimentally its capacity to fulfill functional requirements,
ability to perform distributed computations, and to assess
its computational power.
The experiments involved heterogeneous devices of differ-
ent brands, equipped with different hardware and controlled
by different operating systems. Therefore, we are not hop-
ing to get fully linear speedup of computations. However,
showing that a cloud of cheap devices consuming very little
energy can provide significant computational power seems
to be a valuable result.
4.1. Functional Verification
The first stage of experiments was the functional verifica-
tion, i.e. confirming that the platform, all its components,
communication patterns and protocols work properly.
This experiment was performed using virtual mobile de-
vices since it is easier to manage a set of virtual devices
of the same type than a set of heterogeneous real devices
and since using virtual rather than real devices does not
negatively interfere with functional verification.
The first step was setting up a sample cloud. It was done
using one of arbitrarily selected virtual devices running
a simple user interface, thus making the process easier.
Next, we gradually added next devices to the cloud one
by one. Devices can be joined to the cloud either by the
graphical user interface on one of the devices being avail-
able in the same network or by the device that wants to
join the cloud.
Next, the experiment of pi estimation by Monte Carlo
method with 3 · 109 evaluated points was repeated on the
cloud consisting of a growing number of the same virtual
Android mobile devices. The same experiment but with
3 · 1010 number of points was also conducted. The times
of computations in both cases are presented in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. Time of computations with a growing number of virtual
mobile devices.
Since there are no differences among hardware and software
specifications of the devices taking a part in computations,
the classic picture of shortening computation time along
with the growing number of computational units (i.e. virtual
android mobile devices) was observed.
Figures 10 and 11 presents the speedup S = T1TN and the effi-
ciency E = SN for estimating pi by the Monte Carlo method
with 3 · 109 and 3 · 1010 number of points. The first con-
clusion from presented results is that since devices are the
same, very typical characteristics of the speedup and the ef-
Fig. 10. Speedup as the function of the number of mobile devices
for pi value estimation by the Monte Carlo method with 3 ·109 and
3 ·1010 points.
Fig. 11. Efficiency as the function of the number of mobile
devices for pi value estimation by the Monte Carlo method with
3 ·109 and 3 ·1010 points.
ficiency can be observed. The second conclusion is that the
more difficult problem to be solved is, the higher the profit
from the parallelization can be observed since when the in-
stance of the problem is to small, communication overhead
consumes potential profits from the parallelization.
The task executed during above experiments is relatively
simple but at this point the goal was not to solve highly
sophisticated or difficult problem but to confirm that all
the components of the platforms work properly and that it
is possible to set up a mobile cloud and to run computa-
tional tasks over there. The general conclusions coming
from the experiments presented in this subsection is that
a proper functioning of the proposed idea and implementa-
tion of particular parts of the platform and communication
protocols could be observed and was confirmed. If so, the
next step was setting up the cloud consisting of real hetero-
geneous mobile devices and running some computational
tasks in it.
4.2. Experimental Verification on Real Mobile Devices
In order to perform the tests with real devices, we collected
several old and unused devices from our colleagues. We
managed to collect 14 devices, however 5 of these failed to
execute the client application of the platform or did not start
at all. This is the first among the important issues which
must be expected when building a system of this type. The
main aim, that is putting together of the computing system
out of trash, is an appealing idea. However, as it will be
made clear, some real drawbacks were spotted. Of course,
they were mostly caused by the technical condition of the
collected hardware.
The first set of tests aimed at estimating the computa-
tional capabilities of particular devices. Each device formed
a cloud composed of itself only. The task was again to de-
termine of the pi number by random selection of points
within a square and a circle (Monte Carlo method). The
number of points was 3 · 109. The tests were repeated
5 times. The results are presented in Fig. 12.
Significant differences in performance were expected to
be observed (again, because of the fact that these devices
were randomly collected). However, this simple experiment
shows another major issue related to utilization of this kind
of hardware. Six out of nine tested devices give repeatable
results, which makes it possible to predict their behavior.
The other 3 devices showed a very significant dispersion
between different test runs. This was probably caused by
the lack of stability of the operation systems loaded with
different software installed earlier by the user. For the next
experiments, we will thoroughly clean up the hardware and
make it homogeneous from the point of view of operating
system. This might be easily done using e.g. Cyanogen
Mod1 that removes all the unnecessary “bloat-ware” in-
stalled by the developer or the dealer. Moreover, this mod
spans over multiple hardware configurations, so installation
1CYNG, Company Industries Computer Software Palo Alto, CA,
https://cyngn.com
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Fig. 12. Evaluation of performance capabilities of the considered
devices.
of recent versions of Android systems can be realized even
if the version is not supported using the older hardware.
In order to verify that, the computing platform can pro-
vide a significant increase in performance, a set of tests
with a growing number of devices was performed. The
computational task was the same as previously (estimat-
ing the value of pi with the Monte Carlo method and with
the number of points set to 3 ·109). The parallelization was
achieved by assigning each device an equal subset of points
to verify, so the tasks were of the same size.
Fig. 13. Time of computations with a growing number of devices,
starting from the fastest one.
The first approach was to add new devices, starting from the
fastest one down to the slowest according to performance
results presented in Fig. 12 – the order was: 2, 9, 1, 6, 3,
4, 5, 8, 7. The results are presented in Fig. 13.
Clearly, adding the third and fourth device increased the
performance of the computing cloud. Adding the device
no. 3 – Samsung SM-N910F – results in a huge drop in
performance.
In the second set of tests, the devices were added in the
inverted order. The results are shown in Fig. 14.
Fig. 14. Time of computations with growing number of devices,
starting from the slowest.
Similarly, adding the second and the third device signifi-
cantly decreases computing time. Along with the growing
number of devices, a higher dispersion of results and a sig-
nificant drop in performance can be observed. This issue
can be addressed by extending filters in the task defini-
tion with minimal required computational power to be met
by each device going to be a part of the computational
task. This way modern devices with powerful CPUs would
perform computing operations, whereas old devices would
provide e.g. measurements and “observations” from avail-
able sensors.
Fig. 15. Speedup (T1/TN ) and efficiency (S/N) as the function
of the number of real mobile devices in the cloud.
Figure 15 shows the speedup S = T1TN and the efficiency
E = SN of the cloud set up from (obsolete) real devices.
This time, in contrast to speedup and efficiency for the ho-
mogeneous environment presented in Figs. 10 and 11, char-
acteristics are not so regular due to cooperation between
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the devices with completely different hardware and soft-
ware specifications so with totally different computational
power and time needed to complete the assigned (part of
the) task.
4.3. Estimating Mobile Cloud Computational Power
An important question one may ask regards the computa-
tional power of the cloud of cooperating mobile devices set
up according to the model presented in this paper.
To estimate the power, the algorithm for pi estimation was
developed in C++ with MPI. Next, pi estimation task was
run separately on a single PC station with Intel i7-3370K
CPU and on the cloud of the following twelve physical
devices: HTC Sensation Z710e, JSR Soul, TCT Alcatel
One Touch (x2), Samsung Galaxy Nexus, Samsung GT-
I9505, Samsung GT-I9300, Samsung GT-P5100, Samsung
GT P5313, LGE Nexus 4, Sony C6603, HTC Desire X.
During the experiments task duration on both environments
for the same problem sizes wasmeasured and used for fur-
ther estimations.
Fig. 16. Time of pi estimation with the Monte Carlo method
on mobile cloud and PC station with Intel i7-3370K @3.50 GHz
CPU.
The results obtained on the mobile cloud and the PC station
for 100, 200 i 300 million of points are presented in Fig. 16.
Taking the average values obtained on both computational
environments, it is possible to calculate coefficient M rep-
resenting the efficiency ratio between mobile cloud and PC
station.
M ≈ 1.75+3.60+5.353 ÷
(10.10+20.25+30.61)×12
3 ≈ 0.0146
Using IntelBurnTest v2.542 the computational power of In-
tel i7-3370K CPU was set as 25.47 GFlops. So, taking
both: the calculated computational power of the CPU used
in the experiment and the calculated value of M coefficient,
the computational power of a “theoretical” single mobile
device working in the presented mobile cloud can be esti-
mated at ∼0,37 GFlops.
2IntelBurnTest is a tool for measuring CPU efficiency. It is available
under: http://www.majorgeeks.com/files/details/intelburntest.html.
For comparison,
• to generate the same computational power as
Tianhe-2 supercomputer [33]3 (33.9 PFlops) a mo-
bile cloud consisting of 91.6 million mobile devices
would have to be set up,
• to generate the computational power comparable to
the power of the Bitcoin network c.a. 6.3 trillion mo-
bile devices would have to be used which would be
hardly possible,
• to generate the computational power comparable to
the power of the BONIC grid c.a. 158.4 million of
mobile devices would have to be used.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
Putting together a number of mobile devices, recovered for
instance “from trash”, makes it possible to set up easily
a computing cloud that may be used for solving many dif-
ferent computational tasks – although the hardware setup
and the operational system related issues may appear (and
they did, as it was presented in this paper). Keeping in mind
the rapidly growing computational power of single mobile
device(s), the possible applications of such an appliance
are indeed very broad. Devices with octa-core CPUs were
not rarity even in 2014 [35] and today they are rather the
standard [36].
The concept of collecting and connecting a large number
of such devices in order to provide significant computa-
tional power seems valuable. The cost of building such
a computing cluster is relatively low. Moreover, the cost
of computations is also low – the devices are designed to
consume as little energy as possible.
The most natural application of the proposed platform is
of course volunteer computing leveraging donors’ devices,
however in this case two fundamental questions may be
asked:
• what is the “business model” of the solution i.e. why
should people agree to utilizing their (personal) de-
vices for performing some external, “exotic” (compu-
tational) tasks, potentially blocking out sensors, con-
suming the battery power, consuming mobile data
bandwidth etc. Well, it is for sure an important ques-
tion but the same questions are valid in the case of
any volunteer computing platform and since the goal
of this paper is to present the concept, some real-
ization aspects and preliminary experimental verifi-
cation, it is out of its scope to discuss the business
model;
• what is the type of tasks that could be (or even should
be) efficiently run on a mobile cloud platform. Well,
the number of mobile devices available on the market
3World’s fastest supercomputer according to the TOP500 lists from June
2013 until November 2015. It was surpassed in June 2016 by the Sunway
TaihuLight [34].
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Fig. 17. The idea of cooperating mobile cloud and stationary computational environments.
is rapidly growing. Also, their computational power
is greater and greater (quad-, hexa-, octa-core CPUs).
Plus the same issues growing power regards mem-
ory, connectivity, battery, etc. So the answer can be
simply “any”. But the real advantage of the mobile
devices used as the computational units is their per-
sonalization (your phone is always with you, and it
is only yours) and localization in the real environ-
ment. So it seems that a particularly interesting task
to be run on a cloud of the mobile devices would
be a tasks related to environment sampling along
with complex computations in the background, such
as weather forecasting, air contamination monitoring
and forecasting, distributed intelligent car navigation,
and supporting public transportation system.
One of our further research and development directions is
enhancing the presented mobile cloud with possibility of
cooperating and spreading tasks to stationary computational
units as presented in Fig. 17.
In this model, devices will be able to make decisions which
tasks or which parts of particular tasks should be run on
stationary computational environments (on the supercom-
puting center) and which of them should be run on the
device. For instance, due to intensive cooperation with the
end user, sampling and monitoring of the environment or
intensive communication and cooperation among different
devices and/or users are required to complete the given
(part of) task.
Another very important issue is to work on the stability of
the whole software configuration, therefore homogeniza-
tion of the operating system will be considered (e.g. using
Cyanogen Mod), tests will be rerun and extended, both for
more hardware devices and for new problems.
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Abstract—This study is concerned with a novel Monte Carlo
Tree Search algorithm for the problem of minimal Euclidean
Steiner tree on a plane. Given p points (terminals) on a plane,
the goal is to find a connection between all the points, so that
the total sum of the lengths of edges is as low as possible,
while an addition of extra points (Steiner points) is allowed.
Finding the minimum Steiner tree is known to be np-hard.
While exact algorithms exist for this problem in 2D, their effi-
ciency decreases when the number of terminals grows. A novel
algorithm based on Upper Confidence Bound for Trees is pro-
posed. It is adapted to the specific characteristics of Steiner
trees. A simple heuristic for fast generation of feasible solu-
tions based on Fermat points is proposed together with a cor-
rection procedure. By combing Monte Carlo Tree Search and
the proposed heuristics, the proposed algorithm is shown to
work better than both the greedy heuristic and pure Monte
Carlo simulations. Results of numerical experiments for
randomly generated and benchmark library problems (from
OR-Lib) are presented and discussed.
Keywords—Euclidean Steiner tree problem, MCTS, Monte
Carlo Tree Search, UCT algorithm.
1. Introduction
One of the most recent achievements in the field of com-
putational intelligence was the victory of the AlphaGo pro-
gram in the game of Go against human champion Lee
Sedol. The game of Go had been a challenge for com-
puter scientists for many years. AlphaGo has been based on
the mixture of deep learning algorithms [1] and the Monte
Carlo tree search approach [2]. Monte Carlo tree search
(MCTS) has proved to be a promising new search tech-
nique. Although the most spectacular successes of MCTS
come from the field of playing agents, MCTS is a general
search technique, and attempts have already been made to
apply this technique to other problems, such as planning or
optimization.
In this work, MCTS is applied to the problem of finding the
minimal Steiner tree on the Euclidean plane (ESTP). ESTP
is formulated as follows. Given p points called terminals,
connect them so that the sum of lengths of edges is minimal.
Additional intermediate points called Steiner points can be
added. If adding Steiner points is not allowed, the problem
becomes the task of finding the minimum spanning tree
(MST) for the given set of terminals, which can be solved
efficiently by algorithms such as Prim [4]. However, ESTP
is np-hard [5]. Figure 1 shows a minimal spanning tree
and a Steiner tree for a sample set of points. The sum of
lengths of all edges is smaller for the Steiner tree than for
the minimal spanning tree.
Fig. 1. A minimal spanning tree (a) and a Steiner tree (b) for
a set of points; Steiner points are marked with ”+”.
Many practical problems require to solve a two-dimensional
ESTP on a plane, or other versions of Steiner tree. There-
fore, the issue evokes broad interest. Three-dimensional
problems are also of practical concern. Such problems
emerge in VLSI chip layout design, distribution network
planning [6], wireless and sensor networks [7], robotics
and molecular structure modeling [8]. A good review of
Steiner tree applications can be found in [7], robotics and
molecular structures modeling [8]. Another good review
of Steiner trees applications can be found in [5]. Although
exact algorithms exist that enable to solve ESTP on a plane,
such as those proposed by Melzak [9], [10], Trietsch and
Hwang [11] and Smith [12], they are time-consuming, and
there is a need for new algorithms. New heuristics are still
being proposed [13]. Evolutionary algorithms have also
been proposed for various types of Steiner problems, such
as [14]. The MCTS algorithm proposed for ESTP is, to the
best of the author’s knowledge, truly unique.
Motivations and contributions of this work are as follows.
Firstly, it is the first time the Upper Confidence bound
for Trees (UCT) algorithm has been applied to the Steiner
problem. Secondly, while exact algorithms related to the
Euclidean Steiner problem in 2D exist, the proposed algo-
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rithm can serve as a heuristic to provide fast preliminary
solutions.
Many Steiner problems, such as in higher dimensions, re-
main unsolved, and the proposed algorithm can be treated
as the first attempt to approach these problems with MCTS.
The rest of the paper is organized in the following manner.
In Section 2, MCTS is introduced as a general search al-
gorithm together with its more specific version, which uses
upper confidence bound (UCB) as a policy to guide the
search process. In Section 3, the most important properties
of Euclidean Steiner trees are described, which enable to
formulate a simple heuristic and a greedy search technique.
This heuristic is further combined with MCTS in Section
4 to propose a new algorithm for ESTP. Several possible
improvements are also discussed. In Section 5, the results
of numerical experiments are presented and analyzed. By
using proper statistical procedures, the results of the pro-
posed MCTS for ESTP are compared with the results of the
greedy search method and simple Monte Carlo simulation.
Additionally, the ability of the proposed algorithm to find
the correct solutions is tested on the benchmark problems
from OR-Lib [15], for which the exact solutions are known.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Monte Carlo Tree Search
In many instances, searching for a solution to a given prob-
lem can be represented as traversing the nodes of a tree. In
most cases it is impossible to visit all the nodes efficiently.
Therefore, heuristics are used to make a decision about the
most promising nodes that should be visited to maximize
the reward (e.g. the probability of winning the game). In
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations the approach is based on
randomly sampling the search space and averaging the re-
sults. It has proved to be successful in many problems. In
the game theory, it was proved that the process of MC sim-
ulation could accurately estimate the expected reward of an
action [16]. The idea of combining Monte Carlo simula-
tion with searching the tree was proposed for the first time
in 2006 by Coulom [17]. The core idea of the proposed
method is to take random samples in the search space of the
given problem domain, and to build the search tree based on
the results. The search tree itself is involved in the simula-
tion, and its structure is constantly expanded by deepening
those parts that seem to be more promising, based on MC
estimates available at a given time. The whole process of
MC tree search is usually described as consisting of four
phases, which are described below.
Selection. After starting a new simulation run in the root
of the tree, a child node is selected based on the so-called
tree policy, and the selected node becomes the current node.
This process is repeated until a leaf of the current tree is
reached. Tree policy dictates which child node should be
chosen for traversing next. It is crucial for the tree policy
to balance between the exploitation of the most promising
nodes (i.e. nodes with the biggest value of the expected
reward) and exploration of other nodes, which might not
have yet revealed their true potential.
Expansion. If the leaf that has been reached does not
represent a final state, the tree is expanded by adding child
nodes to the current leaf. Usually, all possible child nodes
are added, and one of them is selected, possibly in a random
way. In the future passes MCTS will prefer child nodes not
yet visited or selected based on the tree policy (selection
phase).
Simulation. If there are no further nodes to be visited at
the current depth of the tree, the search process is simulated
based on the so-called default policy, until the final state is
reached and the value of the reward is known. The easiest
way is to use a random simulation, although some simple,
problem-specific rules may bring significant improvements.
Using them may, however, decrease the simulation speed.
During this step, no new nodes are added to the tree.
Backpropagation. The information about the received re-
ward is backpropagated through all the nodes that were vis-
ited in the given simulation run, up until the root is reached
and updated as well. Each node has to store at least infor-
mation about the number of simulations that went through
this node, and the average reward received from these sim-
ulations.
At the beginning, the search tree consists only of the
root node. The tree is then built asymmetrically, as more
promising nodes will be visited more often and new child
nodes will be added in the more promising parts of the
tree. Most researchers use a reward function, which as-
sumes values from the [0, 1] range. The goal of MCTS
is to find the decision, which maximizes the expected re-
ward. It means that in the state described by the root node,
the action leading to the root’s child node maximizing the
expected reward should be selected.
MCTS is well suited for problems in which the final state
is guaranteed to be reached in a finite number of steps.
It has several significant advantages. One of the most promi-
nent ones is that there is no need to know any function to
evaluate the intermediate states. This information is neces-
sary only in the final state (e.g. after winning the game)
and is then backpropagated through the nodes. This is un-
like in the case of alpha-beta search. Also, MCTS can be
stopped at any time and the current best solution can be
given as a result. The general MCTS is presented as Algo-
rithm 1. In the description, the term terminal node refers
to the final state of the search (such as winning the game),
and should not be confused with terminals in the Steiner
problem.
The crucial part of the MCTS algorithm is the tree pol-
icy. The most widely applied approach is based on UCB
proposed in [18] for a k-armed bandit problem. Each of
the k arms of the bandit is defined by a random variable
(interpreted as a reward), independent and identically dis-
tributed as the others, with an unknown expectation value.
The goal is to develop (based on past rewards) a policy
of selecting which bandit to play in order to maximize the
reward. There is a straight-forward similarity to the prob-
lem of choosing a child node in MCTS. In [19] it was pro-
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Algorithm 1: General MCTS
Input: root node root
Output: best child of root
while enough computational resources do
leaf = SimulateWithTreePolicy(root)
if leaf is not terminal node then
new node = Expand(lea f )
reward = SimulateWithDefaultPolicy(new node)
UpdateTreeStatistics(new node,root,reward)
else
reward = Reward(lea f )
UpdateTreeStatistics(lea f ,root,reward)
end
end
return BestChild(root)
posed to use UCB1 (a version of UCB) as the tree policy.
Combing MCTS and UCB1 used as the tree policy results
in an algorithm named Upper Confidence Bound for Trees
(UCT). In this algorithm, in the selection step of the MCTS
procedure, being in the current node, an i-th child node is
selected to maximize the UCT value given as:
UCT = ri +C
√
2lnn
ni
, (1)
where ri is the average reward received in simulations go-
ing through i-th child node, ni is the number of times i-th
child node has been visited, n is the number of simulations
going through the current (parent) node, and C is a constant
value responsible for balancing between exploration and ex-
ploitation. In the case of UCT version of MCTS, reward
value is expected to be within [0, 1]. From Eq. 1 it can be
seen, that nodes with a higher average reward are preferred.
However, their attractiveness decreases when they are vis-
ited many times (when ni increases). It means that other
nodes will be visited as well. In the special case when
ni = 0, this node is preferred before others. A significant
finding of UCT is that given enough time and resources, the
probability of selecting a suboptimal child node in the root
converges to zero at a polynomial rate, with the number of
simulations growing to infinity [19]. The UCT algorithm
(i.e. Algorithm 1 with UCB1 used in “SimulateWithTree-
Policy”) will serve as a basis for the proposed algorithm
for ESTP, as presented in Section 4.
3. Simple Heuristic for the Euclidean
Steiner Tree Problem
In this section, the most important properties of Steiner
trees is introduced and a measure of the quality of the
candidate solutions is presented. Then, a special case of the
problem for three terminal points is described. Based on its
solution, a simple heuristic and a greedy search procedure
are proposed to solve the ESTP for any number of terminals.
3.1. Basic Properties of Steiner Trees
Properties of Steiner trees have been studied for decades
by many researchers. The readers interested in the detailed
introduction are referred to [5]. Here, only the properties
essential to the proposed algorithm are presented.
Property 1. Steiner minimal tree (SMT) for a set T of
terminals has at most p−2 Steiner points. It is possible that
no Steiner point (additional point) is necessary to connect
the terminals with the minimum total length of edges. In
this case, SMT equals the minimal spanning tree (MST)
for the points in T .
Property 2. Degree property. In a Steiner tree, each
Steiner point has exactly the degree of three (i.e. it is inci-
dent with exactly three edges).
Property 3. Angle property. Any two edges (from among
three, see property 2), incident with the Steiner point, make
exactly 120◦ with each other.
Figure 1 presents a minimal spanning tree and a Steiner
tree. It can be observed that properties 1–3 are satisfied. It
should be mentioned that a given set of Steiner points that
satisfy the properties above, does not necessarily constitute
an optimal solution. Properties 1–3 are the necessary con-
ditions for a set of candidate Steiner points. It is possible
to build a Steiner tree which satisfies the three properties
and yet it is not the optimal tree.
The common criterion to compare the candidate solutions
in ESTP is to calculate the so-called Steiner ratio for each
candidate Steiner tree. The general procedure is as follows.
Having a set of terminals T and a set of candidate Steiner
points S, let P = T ∪S. Build the minimum spanning trees
for T and for P. Then, the Steiner ratio is defined as:
ρ = L(MSTP)
L(MSTT )
, (2)
where L(.) is the total sum of lengths of edges from the
corresponding tree, MSTT and MSTP are the minimal span-
ning trees for the terminals and a set of points created by
combining terminals with Steiner points, respectively. This
criterion is minimized for the solution of the considered
problem of finding the minimum Steiner tree. However,
it can be calculated for any set of points S, even points
which do not satisfy the required properties. For that rea-
son, Steiner ratio is a useful criterion that can be used in
any heuristic search algorithm.
3.2. Fermat Point
The task of finding the minimal Steiner tree was first in-
troduced by Fermat as the problem of finding a point with
a minimum distance from other three points that are given.
Later the problem has been generalized by allowing any
number of given points (terminals T ) and any number of
additional points (Steiner points S), while the task was
to interconnect all terminals, achieving the minimum to-
tal length of all edges. The original question formulated by
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Fermat can be given as follows. For a given set of three
points on the Euclidean plane, A, B, and C, find point F
(called Fermat point), such as for any other point F ′ the
condition is satisfied:
|F ′A|+ |F ′B|+ |F ′C|> |FA|+ |FB|+ |FC| . (3)
This is, in fact, ESTP for a set of three terminals, and it is
known from the property 1, that at most one Steiner point
can be present in the optimal solution. This problem can
be solved easily. Two situations are possible. If points A,
B and C form a triangle in which all internal angles are
smaller than 120◦, then the only Steiner point is located at
the Fermat point F of the triangle. The SMT is equiva-
lent to the minimum spanning tree (MST) including three
triangle points and the Fermat point. In the second case,
if there is an internal angle equal to or greater than 120◦,
the Steiner point is incident with the triangle vertex (A, B
or C) in which the two sides of the triangle meet at 120◦
degrees or more. The Steiner minimum tree (and the solu-
tion to the original Fermat problem at the same time) is the
MST spanned on the three triangle points. The procedure
of finding the Fermat point can be formulated in several
ways. One of them can be given as follows.
Given three points A, B, and C on the Euclidean plane,
if ]ABC ≥ 120◦ or ]BAC ≥ 120◦ or ]ACB ≥ 120◦, then
return B, A or C as the Fermat point, respectively. Other-
wise, select any two sides of the triangle ABC. Construct
an equilateral triangle on each of the chosen sides. Find
two lines, going through each new vertex of the constructed
triangles and their opposite vertices of the original triangle.
The Fermat point F is the point of intersection of the two
lines.
3.3. Greedy Heuristic for ESTP
It can be observed that the Steiner tree is inherently con-
nected with the procedure of building the MST. If the set
of Steiner points is given, the Steiner tree can be found by
calling one of the efficient algorithms for MST construc-
tion, such as the Prim algorithm [4]. However, this section
proposes a simple heuristic, which considers the problem
from another point of view.
The primary switch is to start the Prim algorithm with-
out having the set of Steiner points given. Instead, the
candidate Steiner points are added dynamically during the
construction of the MST. The resulting procedure can be
considered as a greedy optimization procedure. The main
idea is based on the Prim algorithm. The Prim algorithm
starts by selecting any of the given points. Then, in each
step, a new point is added to the growing tree as the one
with the minimum distance to any of the previously se-
lected points. This step is repeated as long as all of the
points are selected.
The proposed modification is as follows. The first two
points are selected as in the original Prim algorithm. How-
ever, next steps are modified. A new point p is added to
the growing MST by directly connecting it to its nearest
neighbor p′ or by connecting it through f (a Fermat point)
to two points p′ and p′′. The choice is made in a greedy
way, based on the total sum of lengths of edges in the par-
tial tree. The formal description is given as Algorithm 2.
The meaning of the correction steps is explained further
in this section. In the algorithm, |e| is the length of the
corresponding edge e.
Algorithm 2: Greedy algorithm for Steiner tree
Input: Set of points T (terminals), correct all (boolean
value)
Output: Steiner tree ST for points in T , set of Steiner
points SP
1. Set E = /0 (E is the set of edges in ST ), SP = /0
2. Select any point p from T . Set T ′ = {p} and
T = T \{p}
3. Select point p from T with the minimum distance to
the point p′ in T ′. Set T ′ = T ′∪{p} and T = T \{p}.
Add the edge (p, p′) to E.
4. Select point p from T with the minimum distance to
any point p′ in T ′.
5. Select any point p′′ from T ′, so that p′′ 6= p′ and
(p′, p′′) ∈ E.
6. Calculate Fermat point f for the three points p, p′ and
p′′.
7. if f is a valid Fermat point (i.e., not incident with p,
p′ or p′′) and
|(p, p′)|+ |(p′, p′′)|> |(p, f )|+ |(p′, f )|+ |(p′′, f )| then
remove (p′, p′′) from E,
add (p, f ), (p′, f ) and (p′′, f ) to E,
set T = T \{p}, set T ′ = T ′∪{p, f}, add f to SP,
else
add (p, p′) to E, set T = T \{p}, set T ′ = T ′∪{p}
end
8. If correct all = true, correct solution (Algorithm 3)
9. Repeat from step 4 until T 6= /0.
10. Correct solution (Algorithm 3).
11. Return ST (T ′,E) and SP
3.4. Correction Procedure
After adding a new Fermat point as a Steiner point in
Algorithm 2, some of the previously added Steiner points
may no longer satisfy angle- and degree-related conditions
required from all Steiner points. One example is presented
in Fig. 2. Steiner point F1, inserted by the algorithm, sat-
isfies the angle and degree properties, as it was calcu-
lated as the Fermat point for the three connected termi-
nals (Fig. 2, step A). After the second Steiner point F2 is
inserted (step B) as the Fermat point calculated for three
points connected thereto, F1 no longer satisfies the angle
condition. The situation is fixed using the proposed cor-
rection procedure, which is depicted in part C of Fig. 2.
Note that during the correction procedure point F2 is also
moved from its original position. The correction proce-
dure is given as Algorithm 3. The main idea is to per-
form two actions repeatedly: 1) to remove all candidate
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Algorithm 3: Correction procedure
Input: Set of points T (terminals), set of Steiner points
SP (some of them can be invalid), ε – maximum
allowed violation of angle condition for Steiner
points.
Output: SP – set of valid Steiner points (i.e., satisfying
the angle and degree conditions)
1. Let P = T ∪P and MSTP be the minimum spanning
tree for P.
2. Identify Steiner points in SP which have degrees not
equal 3 in MSTP and remove them from SP; recalculate
MSTP.
3. Repeat step 2 until no sp is removed in step 2.
4. Identify Steiner point sp in SP which violates the angle
condition the most in MSTP. If this violation is more than
ε , recalculate this point as a Fermat point of the triangle
formed by the three points connected to sp (if the Fermat
point is not valid, remove sp); recalculate MSTP.
5. If SP has been modified in step 4, go to step 2.
6. Return SP.
Steiner points which do not satisfy the degree-related con-
dition, and 2) to recalculate the coordinates of those Steiner
points which do not meet the angle-related condition (the
recalculation is done by means of calculating new Fermat
points). These two steps are repeated until no change is
necessary.
Fig. 2. Effect of the correction procedure.
A parameter correct all is introduced in Algorithm 2 to
limit the computational cost of the correction procedure.
Only when it is set to true, the correction procedure will be
called after adding each new Steiner point. Otherwise, it is
called only at the end of the algorithm, after connecting all
terminals. As revealed by tests (see Section 5), in practice,
correct all can be in most situations set to f alse without
decreasing the quality of the final solution significantly.
Algorithm 2 together with Algorithm 3 clearly constitute
a greedy search procedure, as in step 7 of Algorithm 2, al-
ways locally better (shorter) connections are selected. This
does not guarantee a global optimum. However, it can pro-
vide a feasible solution very fast. In fact, it is possible to
run Algorithm 2 starting with each possible terminal as the
starting point in this greedy procedure (point p selected in
step 2 of Algorithm 2). Then, the best solution from all
runs is chosen as the final solution. This simple greedy
heuristic can be further extended by allowing not optimal
local choices in step 7 of Algorithm 2.
4. Monte Carlo Tree Search for
Euclidean Steiner Tree Problem
Algorithm 2 shares a common drawback with all greedy
optimization algorithms. It may be trapped by local min-
ima, as the choices that are optimal locally do not always
lead to the global optimum. This section proposes two
ways to relax the greediness and allow not optimal local
choices with the hope to improve the solution.
4.1. Pure Monte Carlo Simulations for ESTP
The easiest way to relax the greediness of Algorithm 2 is
to allow a random selection of one of the two options in
step 7. The modified procedure is as follows. If the Fermat
point f is not valid, connect the new point as in the original
Prim algorithm; else, if the Fermat point is valid, randomly
select (with equal probabilities) whether the new point is
connected as in the original Prim algorithm, or through the
Fermat point. After the last terminal point is connected, the
found solution (Steiner tree and Steiner points) is remem-
bered together with its Steiner ratio. The whole procedure
is repeated for a given number of iterations. After each
iteration, it is checked whether a better solution is found.
Thus, each iteration is independent of others and can be
easily parallelized. The proposed Monte Carlo simulation
for ESTP is given as Algorithm 4. To simplify the nota-
tion, it is assumed that the set of terminals T is recovered to
its original input state at the beginning of each iteration of
the f or loop. Function RANDOM(0, 1) returns a random
value from a uniform distribution from the [0, 1) range.
4.2. Hybridization of Prim Algorithm and MCTS
The drawback of Algorithm 4 is that the path leading to the
solution (i.e. how the points were connected to the growing
tree) is neither remembered nor used in subsequent itera-
tions. In this section, it is proposed how the quality in-
formation about previous simulations can be utilized. The
presented approach can be viewed as hybridization of the
Prim algorithm and MCTS. It is important to clarify some
potential ambiguities here. In fact, there are two trees in the
proposed approach. The first one is the Steiner tree, which
is the required solution of the problem at hand. During
each iteration of Algorithm 4, a new Steiner tree is built
and evaluated. The other tree in the proposed Algorithm 5
is the MCTS tree, which is a data structure used to remem-
ber the statistics about choices from previous iterations and
to guide the search process.
To describe the proposed MCTS algorithm, one has to de-
fine the tree policy, the default policy, and the reward func-
tion, expanding the node and updating the statistics of the
node. First, let us describe the proposed MCTS algorithm
for ESTP in general. The simulation starts with only the
root node in the MCTS tree. Expansion of the root node
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Algorithm 4: Pure Monte Carlo simulation for Steiner tree
Input: Set of points T (terminals), correct all,
number o f simulations
Output: Steiner tree STbest for points in T , set of Steiner
points SPbest corresponding to STbest
1. STbest = MSTT , SPbest = /0, ρbest = 1 (Steiner ratio)
2. for i = 0 to number of simulations do
a. Set E = /0 (E is the set of edges in ST ), SP = /0
b. Select any point p ∈ T . Set T ′ = {p}, T = T \{p}
c. Select point p ∈ T with the minimum distance to
the point p′ ∈ T ′. Set T ′ = T ′∪{p} and T = T \{p}.
Add the edge (p, p′) to E
d. Select point p ∈ T with the minimum distance to
any point p′ ∈ T ′.
e. Select any point p′′ ∈ T ′, so that p′′ 6= p′ and
(p′, p′′) ∈ E.
f. Calculate Fermat point f for the three points p, p′
and p′′.
g. if f is a valid Fermat point (i.e., not incident with
p, p′ or p′′) AND RANDOM(0,1) < 0.5 then
remove (p′, p′′) from E,
add (p, f ), (p′, f ) and (p′′, f ) to E,
set T = T \{p}, set T ′ = T ′∪{p, f}, add f to SP,
else
add (p, p′) to E, set T = T \{p}, set T ′ = T ′∪{p}
end
h. if correct all = true then
correct solution (Algorithm 3)
end
i. Repeat from step 2.d until T 6= /0.
j. Correct solution (Algorithm 3).
k. ρ = L(MSTT∪SP)/L(MSTT )
l. if ρ < ρbest then
STbest = MSTT∪SP, SPbest = SP, ρbest = ρ
end
end
3. Return STbest and SPbest
is performed by selecting the first terminal as in step 2b
in Algorithm 4. Thus, the number of branches from the
root node equals the number of terminals. On all following
levels of the MCTS tree, expanding the node creates two
branches at the most, one is for direct connection of the
new terminal (as in the Prim algorithm), while the other
for connection through the newly created Steiner point. In
these cases in which the Steiner point cannot be created as
a valid Fermat point, only one branch is created. While
descending from the root, at each existing node, one of the
two possible branches is selected based on the accumulated
statistics in that node according to the common tree pol-
icy based on UCT (Eq. 1) described in Section 2. Thus,
the process is performed differently than in step 2g of Al-
gorithm 4. On the other hand, the default policy of the
proposed MCST for ESTP is done exactly as in step 2g of
Algorithm 4. It means, that when there are no statistics
available on the current level of the MCTS tree, the new
terminal is connected to the growing Steiner tree directly
Algorithm 5: UCT for Euclidean Steiner tree problem
Input: Set of points T (terminals), correct all,
number o f simulations
Output: Steiner tree STbest for points in T , set of Steiner
points SPbest
1. STbest = MSTT , SPbest = /0, ρbest = 1 (Steiner ratio of
the best Steiner tree found), root = /0
2. for i = 0 to number of simulations do
a. Set E = /0 (E is the set of edges in ST ), SP = /0
Tree policy
b. If root = /0, expand root, the number of child nodes
equals the number of terminals |T |. Each child node
is associated with one terminal.
c. Select current node as the child node of the root
maximizing its UCT value, giving priority to those
child nodes which have not been visited yet. Set
T ′ = {p} and T = T \{p}, where p is the terminal
associated with current node.
d. Repeat until current node is not a leaf in MCTS
tree: Select new node as the child node of
current node which maximizes its UCT value, giving
priority to child nodes not yet visited. Let p be the
terminal connected to the growing Steiner tree in a
way described by node new node. If new node
describes direct connection, set T ′ = T ′∪{p} and
T = T \{p}, add the edge (p, p′) to E, where p′ is the
point from T ′ closest to p (remembered in new node);
Else If new node describes connection through
Fermat point f , remove (p′, p′′) from E, add (p, f ),
(p′, f ) and (p′′, f ) to E, set T = T \{p}, set
T ′ = T ′∪{p, f}, add f to SP, where p′′ has the same
interpretation as in Algorithm 4, and is remembered
in new node together with p′. Set
current node = new node. Correct solution if
correct all is true.
Expanding
e. If current node is a leaf in MCTS tree, expand
current node as follows. Find point p in T with the
closest distance to any point p′ in T ′. Select any point
p′′ from T ′, so that p′′ 6= p′ and (p′, p′′) ∈ E. Create
two child nodes of current node in MCTS tree, one
for the direct connection of p to p′, the second for the
case when p is connected to p′ and p′′ through f
(Fermat point for points p, p′ and p′′), if f is valid.
Default policy
f. Execute steps 2d–2l from Algorithm 4 (it can
update STbest and SPbest).
Update MCTS tree statistics
g. Calculate reward value based on the Steiner ratio of
the Steiner tree that has been built during this
iteration: reward = RewardFunction(ρ)
h. Update UCT value of each node in MCTS tree that
has been visited during this iteration (according to
Eq. 1).
end
3. Return STbest and SPbest
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or through a new Steiner point, as long as there is a valid
Fermat point. The choice is made randomly with the proba-
bility of selecting either option equaling 0.5. Each iteration
ends when the last terminal is connected to the Steiner tree
being built during this iteration. The Steiner ratio is calcu-
lated, and its value can be used as the reward. However, it
needs to be converted, as the original UCT algorithm re-
quires the reward to be in the range of [0, 1]. Several possi-
ble ways of performing this conversion are described in the
next section. Having the reward in the proper form makes
it possible to use it for updating the UCT value of nodes in
the MCTS tree according to Eq. 1. The proposed MCTS
for ESTP is described more formally as Algorithm 5.
4.3. Reward Functions
The role of the reward functions proposed here is to pro-
vide a mapping from the Steiner ratios to the reward val-
ues that can be used in MCTS. In ESTP, the Steiner trees
are evaluated using the Steiner ratio ρ , while in MCTS,
there is a need to assign reward values for the leafs which
are from the range of [0, 1]. Additional steps must be taken
to satisfy this requirement. For the minimum spanning tree
for the set of terminals, the Steiner ratio equals 1. Hav-
ing any feasible solution of ESTP means that the Steiner
ratio ρ < 1. It was proved [5], that for problems in the
2D Euclidean space, the minimum possible value of ρ is
ρopt =
√
3
2 ≈ 0.866. Thus, is possible to define a mapping
from the calculated ρ to the reward value that can be used
in the UCT algorithm. The main idea is to assign high
rewards (close to 1) for solutions with ρ close to ρopt , and
low rewards (close to 0) for solutions with ρ close to 1.
Thus, it is enough to define the reward functions on the
domain [ρopt ,1] as reward(ρ) : [
√
3
2 ,1] → [0, 1]. The pro-
posed reward functions are as follows:
• rewardlinear(ρ) = 1−ρa with example value of param-
eter a = 7.45, rewardGauss(ρ) = e−
(ρopt−ρ)2
σ with ex-
ample value of parameter σ = 0.005,
• rewardsigmoidal(ρ) = 2− 21+e−β (ρ−ρopt ) with example
value of parameter β = 40,
• rewardlog(ρ) = 1− a2 ln(1 + a1(ρ −ρopt)) with ex-
ample value of parameters a1 = 1000 and a2 = 0.204,
• rewardcos(ρ) = cos
(
c(ρ−ρopt)
)
with example value
of parameter c = 11.725.
These functions differ in how they promote the decrease in
the Steiner ratio. For example, the cosine reward function
adds the reward faster for Steiner ratios close to 1 than it is
the case with the linear function. The usefulness of these
reward functions is verified, using numerical experiments,
in the next section.
5. Experimental Studies
In this section, the results of the proposed algorithms ap-
plied to problems of various sizes are presented. Randomly
generated problems, as well as problems with known op-
timal solutions from OR-Lib [15], are considered. The
Friedman test (with Shaffer post hoc tests) is used, to com-
pare the results. The testing procedure is as follows. Only
the average results for each problem of each algorithm are
considered by the Friedman test. All problems of a given
size and all algorithms are taken up at once to discover
potential differences among the average behaviors of the
algorithms. Then, if any differences are found, a set of
pair-wise post-hoc comparisons between algorithms is cal-
culated.
The Friedman test is recommended where one wants to
compare the general behavior of more than two algorithms
on several test problems. This two-step procedure is re-
garded as a better approach than performing many pair-wise
comparisons, such as the Wilcoxon test, which would in-
crease the overall probability of making at least one type I
error, which would erroneously discover differences be-
tween algorithms which, in fact, perform equally in gen-
eral. More details about the testing procedure adopted can
be found in [20]. All the tests were calculated using the
Keel software package [21].
5.1. Results for Random Problems
Preliminary tests. In regard to random problems, for each
problem size, twenty random problems are generated from
a uniform distribution on [0,1]2. Each algorithm is run ten
times on each problem. In the Friedman test, only the mean
values of Steiner ratios are compared.
In the presentation of the results the following abbreviations
are adopted:
• greedy1 – Algorithm 2 run |T |-times using each ter-
minal point as the starting point in step 2 in Algo-
rithm 2 and the parameter correct all set to true;
• greedy2 – the same as algorithm greedy1 except the
parameter correct all is set to f alse;
• MC10k, MC100k – pure Monte Carlo simulation
for Steiner tree (Algorithm 4) run with 10,000 and
100,000 iterations, respectively,
• UCT10k and UCT100k – UCT algorithm (Algo-
rithm 5) with the linear reward function run with
10,000 and 100,000 iterations, respectively.
In the preliminary tests, the algorithms have been first ap-
plied to random problems with 20, 30, 40 and 50 terminals.
The goal was to check how the ideas introduced scale with
the number of terminals. Only the linear reward function
is used and the C = 1 in Eq. 1. For the sake of space, only
the conclusions, and not the detailed results, are provided
here. For problems with 20 terminals, the p-value calcu-
lated from the Friedman test was 0.884. It means that the
test does not discover any significant differences among the
algorithms. The results of all algorithms are similar. For
problems with 30 terminals, UCT and MC algorithms with
100k iterations were ranked as best. The p-value from the
Friedman test was 0.00042, which means that significant
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differences exist in the performance of the algorithms and
Shaffer’s post hoc procedures were calculated. They discov-
ered significant differences between UCT100k and MC100k
algorithms and UCT10k and MCT10k algorithms showing
that 10k iterations are not enough for MCT and UCT algo-
rithms. However, no significant difference was discovered
between MCT100k and UCT10k, which can be interpreted
as the first sign of the advantage of UCT over MC. Ad-
ditionally, there were no significant differences discovered
between any of the greedy and the winning UCT100k and
MC100k algorithms.
Results for problems with 40 and 50 terminals showed that
the Friedman p-values keep decreasing, demonstrating that
the differences are more clear as the problems become more
difficult. The proposed UCT algorithm with 100k iterations
was always ranked as the best. However, considering Shaf-
fer post-host comparisons, significant differences between
UCT and MC algorithms are not discovered when given the
same number of iterations (10k or 100k). The important
difference between the winning UCT100k and the greedy 2
algorithm was signaled only once. On the other hand, the
greedy algorithms perform significantly better than MC10k
and UCT10k. It can be summarized that the majority of
differences discovered in the average behavior of the al-
gorithms stem from the poor performance of MC10k and
UCT10k algorithms. Another important observation is that
the greedy2 algorithm has never been significantly worse
than greedy1. Based on this, in the remaining experiments,
partial solutions found after each iteration of MC and UCT
algorithms are also not corrected, and only the final solu-
tion is corrected.
Scaling the reward function and checking the influence
of parameter C (50 terminals). There are two important
parameters for UCT that may influence the performance
of UCT, the parameter C from Eq. (1) and the reward func-
tion. C is responsible for tuning the importance of explo-
ration vs. exploitation, thus setting it correctly is crucial.
A set of 20 random problems with 50 terminals is consid-
ered here.
In this set of experiments, only the greedy1 algorithm is
considered. All UCT algorithms and the MC algorithm
were allowed to iterate over 100k iterations. The value of
C is given after the underscore, i.e. UCT C0.5 means that
the UCT algorithm with the linear reward function has been
run with C = 0.5. The algorithm abbreviated UCT in the
following results is the algorithm used in the previous set
of experiments (C = 1 and linear reward function). How-
ever, algorithms UCT C1.0, UCT C2.0, UCT C0.5 and
UCT C0.1 have been further modified by scaling the lin-
ear reward function. It has been observed that the best
solutions found had never had the Steiner ratio lower
than 0.96. The theoretical minimum for the Steiner ratio is
ρopt =
√
3
2 ≈ 0.866, it is, however, only achieved for some
special cases of regular grids of terminals. In the case of
real life problems, the Steiner ratio for a given problem
would be higher. In such cases, the reward function in-
troduced and defined over the range [ρopt ,1], does not use
the full range of the domain. The idea here is to limit the
domain of the reward function. The linear reward function
has been scaled, i.e. its domain is only [0.96, 1] and the
parameter a = 25.
The Friedman ranks presented in Table 1, and the small
p-value shows that, in fact, the setting of parameter C
has a huge impact on the performance of the proposed
UCT algorithm. The pair-wise comparisons revealed that
by setting C to a proper value, the UCT algorithm per-
forms significantly better than MC. Also, it can be ob-
served that setting C = 2 significantly decreases the perfor-
mance of the UCT algorithm. There were no significant
differences discovered between the best-performing algo-
rithms (UCT C0.5 and UCT C0.1) and the greedy algo-
rithm. However, when the numbers of best solutions found
are considered (showing the ability of the algorithms to find
best-known solutions for the problems), it can be stated that
the UCT algorithm with the proper value of C should be
preferable. The influence of the scaling of the reward func-
tion is not clear from these experiments. On the one hand,
the UCT version abbreviated simply as UCT (no scaling,
C = 1) is ranked lower than any of the modified UCTs,
except for the UCT with C = 2. On the other hand, no sig-
nificant differences between UCT and any of the modified
UCT algorithms have been discovered. To further investi-
gate this issue, additional experiments have been calculated,
as presented in the later part of this section.
Autoscaling the reward function (problems with 70 ter-
minals). In this set of experiments, 20 random problems
with 70 terminals are considered. Here we test the influ-
ence of the different reward functions introduced earlier.
The number of MC and UCT algorithm iterations exceeded
150,000. All UCT algorithms use parameter C = 0.1. Al-
gorithms abbreviated as lin, cos, Gauss, log, and sigm are
the algorithms with reward functions described in Subsec-
tion 4.3. Algorithms with suffix sc in their name are the
algorithms with the scaled versions of the functions. The
scaling procedure is more elaborate here. Instead of assum-
ing one new lower limit for the Steiner ratio, the idea is to
scale the reward functions based on the Steiner ratio of the
best-known solution for each problem separately. In prac-
tice, the greedy1 algorithm is run as the first one for a given
problem, and the Steiner ratio ρgreedy of the solution found
by this algorithm is used to calculate the new lower limit
for the domain of the reward function used in UCT algo-
rithms. In fact, ρ ′opt is calculated as ρ ′opt = 0.995 ·ρgreedy.
Then ρ ′opt is used to define the new scaled versions of the
reward functions by calculating proper parameter values.
The parameters of the scaled versions of the reward func-
tions are calculated as follows:
• a = 11−ρ ′opt for the linear function,
• σ =
−(ρ ′opt−1)2
ln0.04 for the Gaussian function,
• β = ln(1/0.98−1)ρ ′opt−1 for the sigmoidal function,
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Table 1
Friedman ranks and numbers of best solutions found for problems with 50 terminals. Entries marked in bold indicate
algorithms which performed significantly worse than the best performing one; p-value = 0.00225
Algorithm UCT C0.5 UCT C0.1 greedy 1 UCT C1.0 UCT UCT C2.0 MC
Ranking 2.6 3.35 3.9 3.9 4.25 4.6 5.4
Best solutions 9 10 3 7 9 7 3
Table 2
Friedman ranks and numbers of best solutions found for problems with 70 terminals. Entries marked in bold indicate
algorithms which performed significantly worse than the best performing one; p-value = 6 ·10−11
Algorithm lin lin sc cos Gauss log sc greedy 1 log sigm sc cos sc sigm MC Gauss sc
Ranking 2.8 3.2 3.65 4.05 5.55 7.5 7.55 7.55 8.6 9 9.2 9.35
Best solutions 7 7 7 6 3 4 2 2 3 0 1 3
• a2 = 0.96ln(1+(1−ρ ′opt)a1) ,
• a1 = 1000 for logarithm based function, c = pi2 (1−
ρ ′opt) for cosine function.
These derivations have been based on the assumptions, that
the respective reward function should have values close
to 0 and 1 at the limits of its domain.
Friedman ranks presented in Table 2 show that there are
significant differences among the algorithms with differ-
ent reward functions. Several important observations can
be made based on pair-wise comparisons. MC and greedy
algorithms are outperformed by the UCT algorithm, pro-
vided that the reward function is properly selected. UCT
with linear, linear scaled, and cosine reward functions are
significantly better than greedy and MC algorithms. UCT
with the Gaussian reward function is also significantly bet-
ter than MC. The superiority of UCT with these functions
is also visible when considering the numbers of best solu-
tions found.
On the other hand, MC and greedy algorithms are not out-
performed by all of the UCT configurations, which shows
that the proper choice of the reward function is crucial. At
this point, a simple linear function seems to be the best op-
tion. Not only does it perform best, but it is also faster to
calculate than the nonlinear functions. Surprisingly, scal-
ing is never beneficial. Even if the scaled version of UCT
is ranked higher than the original version, the difference is
never significant. To explain this, let us ask the question
about how fast a given algorithm finds the best solution in
a given run (i.e. in which iteration). The statistics over all
runs on all 20 problems with 70 terminals have been col-
lected. It was observed, that UCTs based on scaled reward
functions tend to converge prematurely, reaching the final
solution early.
All results presented thus far can be summarized as follows.
The proposed UCT algorithm depends on the proper choice
of the parameter C and the reward function. When prop-
erly set, the proposed UCT algorithm performs significantly
better than the greedy heuristic and the simple MC simu-
lation. On the other hand, when not configured correctly,
UCT may perform poorly. A good choice for C is 0.1,
and a simple linear reward function can be recommended.
The superiority of the UCT algorithm is becoming apparent
when the dificulty of the considered ESTP grows.
5.2. Results for OR-Lib Problems
In this section, it is shown that the proposed algorithm
is, in fact, able to find good quality solutions for ESTP.
A set of benchmark problems from the OR-Lib library
is used [15]. The optimal solutions for these problems
are known and can be used to assess the results achieved
by the proposed techniques. In the tests, the following
files from OR-Lib have been used: estein10, estein20,
estein30, estein40, estein50, estein60, estein70, estein80,
estein90 and estein100. Those files have been taken from
http://people.brunel.ac.uk/∼mastjjb/jeb/orlib/esteininfo.html.
Each file contains 15 problems with the number of termi-
nals corresponding to the number in the name of the file.
The greedy algorithm (greedy1), MC and several UCT
algorithms have been considered. The number of iterations
in MC and UCT algorithms has been set to 250k. For
UCT algorithms, C = 0.1. All reward functions have been
used, however, without scaling.
All UCT and MC algorithms have been run ten times for
each problem. Friedman ranks have been calculated as
previously. The results obtained by the algorithms have
been compared with the optimal solutions taken from the
OR-Lib library.
For each algorithm, and for each problem, the best result
from among ten runs is selected as the Steiner ratio ρbest .
Then, the relative error is computed as
err =
ρbest −ρopt
ρopt
·100% ,
where ρopt is the Steiner ratio of the optimal solution
for a given problem, taken from OR-Lib. For each al-
gorithm, such errors were calculated for each of the 15
problems from the group of problems of a given size.
The minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of
these relative error values have been calculated. The whole
procedure has been repeated for each file from OR-Lib,
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Table 3
Friedman ranks for problems from OR-Lib with 90 terminals; p-value = 6.4 ·10−9
Algorithm UCT linear UCT cos UCT gauss greedy 1 UCT log UCT sigm MC
Ranking 1.6 2.7333 3.2 4.2667 4.5333 5.4667 6.2
Table 4
Friedman ranks for problems from OR-Lib with 100 terminals; p-value = 1.03 ·10−6
Algorithm UCT lin UCT cos greedy1 UCT gauss UCT log UCT sigm MC
Ranking 2.1333 2.6667 3.6 3.6 4.5333 5.6667 5.8
i.e. each group of 15 problems of a given size. For the sake
of space, detailed Friedman ranks for problems with 90
and 100 terminals are only presented in Tables 3 and 4. En-
tries marked in bold indicate algorithms which performed
significantly worse than the best performing one. For prob-
lems of all sizes only the summary and conclusions are
given below.
The proposed algorithms can provide near optimal solutions
for known problems from the OR-Lib library. On average,
the best solutions found by the algorithms are never by more
than 1% worse than the optimal ones, and UCT algorithms
have shown to be able to provide the best results. Starting
with the problems with 20 terminals, in the worst cases the
best solutions found by the algorithms were never by more
than 2% worse than the optimal ones (except for 2.2% for
the greedy1 algorithm in the case of size 80 problems). In
the case of problems with ten terminals, those errors ex-
ceeded 2% (they were lower than 3%) due to the existence
of one EST problem which turned out to be difficult for all
the algorithms. For all OR-Lib problems, Friedman ranks
were consistent with the results from the previous section.
For smaller problems, the average performance is not dis-
tinguishable. When the number of terminals increases, the
UCT algorithm with a proper reward function can provide
better results on average. For problems with ten terminals,
all algorithms performed similarly, according to the Fried-
man test. For problems with 20 terminals, the Friedman
test discovered significant differences (p-value = 0.0174),
however, post-hoc procedures were not able to detect the
sources of the differences.
For bigger problems (from 30 terminals up), significant
differences were discovered. There are two sources of the
differences. First, when the number of terminals grows,
MC and greedy algorithms are consistently ranked lower
than an instance of the UCT algorithm. The differences
are not always discovered as significant, according to Shaf-
fer’s post-hoc procedures, showing that the proposed greedy
approach is also interesting on its own. It loses, however,
when the best solutions found are analyzed. The second
source of the differences among algorithms is the selec-
tion of the reward function for the UCT algorithm. The
results confirm that the choice of the reward function is
crucial and there is no clear winner. The linear reward
function is a good choice for problems with a bigger num-
ber of terminals. On the other hand, it performed worse
for smaller problems. For example, for problems with 30
terminals it performed significantly worse than UCT with
the sigmoidal reward function. The cosine function per-
formed poorly for smaller problems, on the other hand, it
provided, on average, the best solutions for problems with
100 terminals. This justifies the use of different reward
functions. However, the linear reward function proves to
be a good choice as computational costs are lower than for
other reward functions.
Due to the limitations of this publication, a more detailed
elaboration of the results is available from the author upon
request.
6. Conclusions
A novel MCTS algorithm for ESTP on a plane has been
proposed. A simple greedy heuristic has been introduced
based on the Prim algorithm and the calculation of the Fer-
mat point. It was utilized in MC simulations and the UCT-
based algorithm, the most popular version of MCTS. To the
best of the author’s knowledge, it is the first time when the
MCTS algorithm has been adapted for ESTP. Several re-
ward functions have been proposed for use with UCT. The
numerical experiments showed a high importance of the
proper selection of the reward function. The proposed UCT
algorithm can provide better results than simple MC simu-
lations and greedy algorithms tested. It was shown, based
on the benchmark problems from OR-Lib, that the proposed
algorithms could provide near optimal solutions. The fu-
ture research direction is to adapt the proposed MCTS to
problems with a higher number of dimensions.
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Abstract— The main problem of batch back propagation
(BBP) algorithm is slow training and there are several pa-
rameters need to be adjusted manually, such as learning rate.
In addition, the BBP algorithm suffers from saturation train-
ing. The objective of this study is to improve the speed up
training of the BBP algorithm and to remove the saturation
training. The training rate is the most significant parameter
for increasing the efficiency of the BBP. In this study, a new dy-
namic training rate is created to speed the training of the BBP
algorithm. The dynamic batch back propagation (DBBPLR)
algorithm is presented, which trains with adynamic training
rate. This technique was implemented with a sigmoid func-
tion. Several data sets were used as benchmarks for testing
the effects of the created dynamic training rate that we cre-
ated. All the experiments were performed on Matlab. From
the experimental results, the DBBPLR algorithm provides su-
perior performance in terms of training, faster training with
higher accuracy compared to the BBP algorithm and existing
works.
Keywords— artificial neural network (ANN), batch back prop-
agation algorithm, dynamic training rate, speed up training,
accuracy training.
1. Introduction
The batch back propagation (BBP) algorithm is commonly
used in many applications, including robotics and automa-
tion. It has been used successfully in neural network train-
ing with a multilayer feed-forward network [1], [2]. The
BP algorithm led to a tremendous breakthrough in the ap-
plication of multilayer perceptions [3]. This method has
been applied successfully in applications in many areas,
and has an efficient training algorithm for the multilayer
perception [4], [5]. Gradient descent is commonly used to
adjust the weight through a change the error training, but
it is not guaranteed to find the global minimum error, be-
cause the training is slow and converges easily to a local
minimum [6]–[8].
The main problem of the BP algorithm is slow training; it
requires a long learning time to obtain a result and there
are several parameters that need to be adjusted manually,
with highest saturation training [9], [10].
Current research on solving the slow training of the back-
propagation algorithm is focused on the adaptation of pa-
rameters like the training rate that controls the weight ad-
justment along the descent direction [11]. We have im-
proved the speed of the back propagation algorithm through
adapting the training rate [12]. A new algorithm uses the
square error function with a penalty for escaping from lo-
cal minima. The weight is updated beside the penalty and
the relationship between the training rate and penalty. The
training rate is a fixed learning rate at 0.013 and the penalty
parameter is set as 0.001. The results are compared with
(standard back propagation) SBP.
The remaining portion of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2 related work is presented. Section 3
presents proposed methods, while Section 4 shows experi-
mental results. Section 5 covers discussion to validate the
performance of the improved algorithm. Finally, Section 6
contains the conclusions.
2. Related Works
Abbas in [13] proposed a novel back propagation algorithm
of ANN NBPNN that has a self-adaptive training rate. The
experimental results show that NBPNN gave a more accu-
rate result than the BP algorithm. In [14] a specific penalty
to obtain the proportion of the norm of the weight or to
prove the boundedness of the weights in the network train-
ing process is presented. The learning rate is set by an equa-
tion to be a small constant or an adaptive series. The initial
weight is chosen in the range [−0.5,0.5]; and the training
rate is fixed to be a small constant: 0.05 or an adaptive
series. The penalty factor is set as 0.001. The results show
better convergence compared to existing work.
Authors in [15] improved the batch BPAP algorithm
through their proposed dynamic training rate with a penalty.
The structure of the algorithm is 2:2:1, using the sigmoid
as the activation function. The weight was updated in
the batch BPAP algorithm with bounded during training.
From the experimental result, BPAP reaches a global min-
imum after the 1000th iteration. [16] provides the dynamic
BP algorithm for training with a boundary. In this case,
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the weight is updated under the effect of this boundary.
The sigmoid function is used as the activation function.
The boundary helps the BP algorithm for control of the
weight update.
3. The Proposed Method
The data set is very important for verification to improve
the BBP algorithm. In this study, all data are taken from
UCI Machine Learning Repository [17].
3.1. Neural Network Model
The proposed ANN model is a three-layer neutral network
that has an input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
The input layer is considered to be {X1,X2, . . . ,Xi}, which
represents the nodes. The nodes depend on the data types
or attributes. The hidden layer is made of two layers
of four nodes. The output layer is made of one layer
with one neuron. Three biases, two of them, which is
denoted by u0j, v0k and w0r. Finally, the sigmoid function
is employed as an activation function, which is linear for
the output layer [18]. The neural network can be defined
as I, T, W, A, where I denotes the set of input nodes
and T denotes the topology of NN, which covers the
number of hidden layers and the number of neurons. The
set of weights by the activation function is as follows:
Lh – first hidden layer for neuron h, h = 1, . . . , q,
LLk – second hidden layer for neuron j, j =
1, . . . , p,
Yr – output layer for neuron r,
uih – the weight between neuron I in the put year
and neuron h in the hidden layer,
u0h – the weight of the bias for neuron j,
vhj – the weight between neuron h from hid-
den layer z and neuron j from the hidden
layer LL,
v0j – the weight of the bias for neuron j,
wjr – the weight between neuron k from the hid-
den layer LL and neuron r from the output
layer L,
w0r – the weight of the bias for neuron r from the
output layer,
∆w – the difference between the current and new
value in the next iteration,
γ – the manual of training rate,
γdmic – the dynamic training rate,
|e| – an absolute value of the error training,
BBP – batch back propagation algorithm,
DBBPLR – dynamic batch back propagation algorithm
with dynamic training rate.
3.2. Dynamic Training Rate
One way to escape the local minimum and save training
time in the BBP algorithm is by using a large value of γ
in the first training. On the contrary, a small value of γ
leads to slow training, but a smaller value of γ leads to the
BBP algorithm having a slow convergence [19], [20]. Even
a large γ is unlikely for training the BBP algorithm. The
weight update between neuron k from the output layer and
neuron j from the hidden layer is as follows:
∆wjk(t +1) = wjk(t)− γ
∂E
∂Wjk(t)
, (1)
where ∆wjk(t) is a weight change, the weight is updated for
each epoch from Eq. 1, and slow training or fast training
depends on a parameter that affects the updating of the
weight. To enhance the BBP algorithm, which is given by
the Eq. 1, to avoid the local minima and to avoid saturation
training, we created the dynamic training rate:
γdmic = sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e| , (2)
where k is an average of the activation function, in this
study is a sigmoid function.
The main idea is to keep the value of dynamic training rate
positive for every epoch, to avoid the vibration of the value
of training error e. We substitute γdmic from Eq. 2 into
Eq. 1 to obtain:
∆wjk(t +1) = wjk(t)−
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
] ∂E
∂Wjk(t)
. (3)
The weight update is automatic for every layer under the
effect of the dynamic training rate γdmic.
3.3. DBBPLR Algorithm
There are three stages of training BBP algorithm: forward
phase, backward phase and feedback phase. In the feed-
forward phase, each input unit xi receives an input signal xi
and broadcasts this signal to the next layer until the output
layer of the system. The backward pass phase is starting
when the output of the last hidden layer reaches to end step
then the start. The goal of the BBP algorithm is to get
the minimum error training between the desired output and
actual data, the all steps recorded as follows:
er =
n
∑
r=1
(tr −Yr) . (4)
The local gradient for the output derivative of the activation
function of Y is:
er = er f ′(Y−inr) f ′(Y−inr) = Y−inr(1−Y−inr) . (5)
The weight correction term, used to update wjr later is:
∆wjr = −
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δrYYj . (6)
The bias correction term, used to update w0r later is:
∆w0r = −
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δr , (7)
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sending δr to the hidden units (YYj, j = 1, . . . , p) in the
layer above we obtain:
δ−inj =
m
∑
r=1
δrwjr . (8)
The local gradient for the hidden layer (YYj):
δj = δ−inj f ′ (YY−inj) . (9)
the weight correction term, used to update vhj is:
∆vhj = −
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δjYh . (10)
The bias collection term to update v0j later:
∆v0j = −
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δj , (11)
by sending δj to the hidden unit (Lh, h = 1, . . . , a) in the
layer above we obtain:
δ−inh =
b
∑
j=1
δjvhl . (12)
The local gradient of the hidden layer Lh:
δh = δ−inh f ′(L−inh), f ′(L−inh) = L−inh (1−L−inh) . (13)
The weight correction:
∆uih = −
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δhxi , (14)
and collate the bias weight corrective term used to up-
date u0h:
∆u0h = −
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δh . (15)
In feedback phase all the layers are adjusted simultaneously.
The weight update is as follows: For each output layer
j = 0,1,2, . . . , p, r = 1, . . . , m:
wjr(t +1) = wjr(t)+
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δrLLj . (16)
For bias:
w0r(t +1) = wjr(t)+
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δr . (17)
For each hidden layer LLj , h = 0, . . . , q, j = 1, . . . , p:
vhj(t +1) = vhj(t)+
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δjYh . (18)
For bias:
v0j(t +1) = v0j(t)+
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δj . (19)
For each hidden layer Lh, i = 0, . . . , n, h = 1, . . . , q:
uih(t +1) = uih(t)+
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δhxi . (20)
For the biases:
uih(t +1) = uih(t)+
[
sec(Yr)+(1+ k)|e|
]
δh . (21)
3.4. Implementation DBBPLR Algorithm
The BBP algorithm was implemented with a fixed value of
the training rate from 0 to 1, and DBBPLR trained with the
dynamic function of the training rate. There are no theo-
ries to determine the value of the limited error or condition.
Anyway, the range of the limited error affects the training
time [21]. In [22] the stop training is set by l to 10−5. The
convergence rate is very slow. It takes 500,000 epochs.
In [23] the limited error by less than 3 ·10−4. The conver-
gence rate was very slow. It took 10,000 epochs.
0 : Read the initial weights.
1 : Read the number of neurons in the hidden layer.
2 : Read the pattern XOR 2 bit, obtain the target and
limit the error E to 10−6.
3 : Read the dynamic rate.
4 : While MSE > limited error, repeat steps 4–15.
5 : For each training pair, repeat steps 5–15.
6 : Calculate the error training using Eq. 4.
7 : Compute the error signal δk at neuron k from Eq. 5.
8 : Calculate the weight correction for each ∆wjr and
bias ∆w0r using Eq. 6 and 7.
9 : Send δk to LLj and calculate the error signal δ−inj and
the local gradient of the error signal δj using Eq. 8
and 9.
10 : Calculate the weight correction for each ∆vhj and the
bias ∆v0j using Eq. 10 and 11.
11 : Send δj to Lh and calculate the error signal δ−inh and
the local gradient of the error signal δh, using Eq. 12
and 13.
12 : For layer Lh calculate the weight correction for
each ∆uih and bias ∆u0h using Eq. 14 and 15.
13 : Update weight for each layer:
• output layer Yr using Eq. 16 and 17,
• hidden layer LLj using Eq. 18 and 19,
• hidden layer Lh using Eq. 20 and 21.
14 : Calculate the error training, time training and accu-
racy training.
15 : Test the conditional.
4. The Results
The accuracy training is measured by the following [25]:
Accuracy =
1− absolut(Ti−Oi)
UP−LW ·100 [%] ,
where UP and LW are the upper bound and lower bound of
activation function. Because the sigmoid function is used,
the UP = 1 and LW = 0.
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4.1. DBBPLR Algorithm Using XOR Problem
We run 10 experiments with DBBPLR algorithm given in
Eq. 2 in Matlab 2012a. The experimental results are shown
in Table 1.
Table 1
Average the performance of DBBPLR algorithm
with XOR
Experiments Time [s] Epoch
Accuracy
of training
Average 8.119 4426 0.9847
St. dev. 0.6614 0 1.112 ·10−16
As shown in Table 1 the back propagation algorithm en-
hances the performance of the training, and also reduces the
training time. The average time of training is t = 8.119 s
with the average epoch is 4426. The dynamic training rate
has highest effects for increasing the accuracy of the train-
ing, whereas the average of accuracy training is 0.9807, it
is close to 1. The training is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Training curve for the DBBPLR algorithm.
The weight does not change before 1500 epochs, meaning
that the DBBPLR algorithm is saturated, after which the
training curve converges quickly to obtain the minimum
error.
4.2. BBP Algorithm Using XOR
The simulation result of the BBP algorithm, given in Eq. 1
with trial or manual values for each training rate is tabulated
in Table 2. The best performance of the BBP algorithm is
achieved at γ = 0.5 when the training time is 35.7590 s.
The worst performance of the BBP algorithm is achieved
at γ = 0.034.
Meanwhile for Fig. 2 one can see that the BBP algo-
rithm has the highest saturation training because the weight
training slightly changes until 6,000 epoch and then starts
to change.
Table 2
Average the performance of BBP algorithm with XOR
γ Time [s] Epoch
0.1 193.7690 86954
0.2 215.4940 43310
0.3 103.1070 28988
0.4 91.4450 21894
0.5 35.7590 17665
0.6 57.7380 14858
0.07 330.2740 124845
0.08 311.1590 109017
0.09 212.3080 96745
0.034 646.9530 260273
Average 219.8006 80455
St. dev. 171.4614783 71506.58607
Fig. 2. Training curve of the BBP algorithm.
4.3. DBBPLR Algorithm with Balance Training Set
The balance data set is one of the best-known databases in
pattern recognition. The data set has 625 patterns, which
are used for training, and 375 patterns used for testing. Ten
experiments were performed. The experimental results are
given in Table 3.
The average training time is 11.284 s with 144 epochs.
The average of the training accuracy is 0.999, it is close to
one. This high accuracy indicates that the dynamic training
rate helps the BBP algorithm to remove saturation training,
to obtain faster training and to reach the global minimum
training of the balance training set.
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Table 3
The training performance of DBBPLR algorithm
with balance
Experiments Time [s] Epoch
Accuracy
of training
Average 11.284 144 0.999
St. dev. 0.925871 0 0
The DBBPLR algorithm has a flat spot until 600 epochs.
After 600 epochs, the training curve convergence reduces
the error training quickly. This observation means that the
formulae created help the DBBPLR algorithm to reach the
global minimum after 50 epochs.
Fig. 3. Training curve of DBBPLR algorithm with the balance
testing set.
4.4. Average the Performance of BBP Algorithm with
Balance Training
The performance was tested using 375 patterns as a form
of training. The experiments result is given in Table 4.
The average training time is in the interval 30.9480≤ t ≤
431.8660 s, with 30.9480 s as the minimum training time
and 431.8660 s as the maximum training time. The best
performance of the BBP algorithm is achieved at γ = 0.08,
whereas the average training time is 30.9480 s. The worst
performance of the BBP algorithm is achieved at γ = 0.01.
The BBP algorithm suffers the highest saturation when γ
is 0.01.
4.5. DBBPLR Algorithm With Balance Testing Set
Table 5 shows results of testing the DBBPRL algorithm
using the balance data testing set. The dynamic approach
for training rate reduces the time required for training and
Table 4
Average the performance of BBP algorithm with XOR
γ Time [s] Epoch
0.01 431.8660 1907
0.02 105.5980 964
0.33 68.8110 655
0.045 55.5870 453
0.05 44.2000 414
0.068 43.7580 324
0.07 45.6230 317
0.08 30.9480 288
0.09 34.2550 258
Average 95.627 620
St. dev. 120.767 501.87
enhances the convergence of the time training. The average
training time is 13.879 s at an average epoch of 273.
Table 5
Average the performance of DBBPLR algorithm
with balance data testing set
Experiments Time [s] Epoch
Accuracy
of training
Average 13.879 273 0.9963
St. dev. 0.570648 0 0
The training curve at approximately 10–50 epochs is
a straight line with a flat spot, which means that the weight
does not change for each epoch. In addition, the curve train-
ing begins to fall quickly.
Fig. 4. Curve training of DBBPLR algorithm with the balance
training set.
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4.6. BBP Algorithm with Balance Testing Set
The BBP algorithm was tested using 250 patterns. The re-
sults are given in Table 6.
Table 6
The performance of training of BBP algorithm
with balance testing set
γ Time [s] Epoch
0.1 448.9520 4084
0.2 213.3720 2080
0.3 181.1260 1418
0.4 68.5580 1091
0.5 54.6830 896
0.6 45.2700 768
0.7 40.7950 676
0.8 38.8610 609
0.9 71.4690 556
1 61.7610 514
Average 122.4847 1269
St. dev. 123.1680033 1043.628459
The best performance of the BBP algorithm was at γ = 0.8,
where the BBP algorithm gives fast training at the same
point. The range of the average training time is 38.8610≤
t ≤ 448.9520 s. 38.8610 is a minimum training time;
448.9520 is the maximum.
4.7. DBBPLR Algorithm with Iris Training Set
The DBBPRL algorithm, given in Eq. 2, was run 10 times
in Matlab 2012a. The experimental results are given in
Table 7.
Table 7
Average the performance of DBBPLR algorithm
with iris training set
Experiments Time [s] Epoch
Accuracy
of Training
Average 1.637 121 0.99442
St. dev. 0.832629 60.93242 0.0004069
The average training time is 1.637≈ 2 s, with 121 epochs.
The average of the accuracy training is 0.99455 the value of
accuracy is close to 1. This high accuracy indicates that the
dynamic training rate helps the back-propagation algorithm
to remove saturation training, to obtain faster training and
to reach the global minimum training. The standard devi-
ation for time training is high value.
4.8. BBP Algorithm with Iris Training Set
The algorithm was tested with trial or manual values for
each training rate. The results are shown in Table 8. The
best performance of the BP algorithm is achieved at γ = 0.5
where the training time is 25.1360 s. The worst performance
is achieved at γ = 0.08 when the training time is 191.7140 s.
Table 8
The performance of training of BBP algorithm
with iris training set
γ Time [s] Epoch
0.1 74.2100 1458
0.2 25.1360 527
0.03 46.5020 1086
0.4 37.0980 861
0.06 75.9100 1890
0.7 29.0920 708
0.07 82.1590 2057
0.08 191.7140 4826
0.09 66.0930 1680
0.034 134.4380 3398
Average 71.43136364 1849
St. dev. 49.2239 1267.7981
4.9. DBBPLR Algorithm with Iris Testing Set
The performance of a proposed dynamic algorithm was
tested using balance data from the iris data set. The data
set has 150 patterns. 90 patterns were used for training and
60 patterns for testing. The structure of the algorithm con-
sidered is 4:2:1. The results are shown in Table 9.
Table 9
Average the performance of DBBPLR algorithm
with iris testing set
Experiments Time [s] Epoch Accuracy
Average 1.894 226 0.993
St. dev. 0.973410 98.77049154 0.002761159
The average training time is 1.894 s with average 226
epochs. The average of accuracy is 0.993. It indicates
that the dynamic training rate helps the BBP algorithm
to remove saturation training, to obtain faster training
and to reach the global minimum training of the balance
training set.
4.10. BBP Algorithm with Iris Testing Set
The performance was tested with 60 patterns (Table 10,
next page). The best performance of the BBP algorithm is
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achieved at γ = 0.1 whereas the training time is 21.2480 s.
The worst performance of the BBP algorithm is achieved
at γ = 0.5 when the training time is 108.355 s.
Table 10
The performance of training of BBP algorithm
with iris testing set
γ Time [s] Epoch
0.1 21.2480 674
0.2 96.8510 3068
0.03 51.7230 1534
0.04 85.2280 1487
0.5 108.355 2069
0.06 59.7260 1826
0.07 39.7960 1157
0.08 61.0250 1776
0.09 77.9630 2217
0.034 48.6180 1499
Average 65.0533 1731
St. dev. 25.5128 612.2052
5. Discussion on Performance
of the DBBPLR Algorithm
To verify or to validate the efficiency of the proposed al-
gorithm, the performance of the improved DBBPLR algo-
rithm was compared to the BBP algorithm based on certain
criteria such as MSE, average time of training, and the num-
ber of epochs. The performance of the dynamic algorithm
has been compared to the BBP algorithm in [26], [27]. The
speed up training is calculated using the formula [28]–[30]:
Speedup = Execution time of BBP
Execution time of DBBPLR
.
The number of an epoch is considered as a criterion used
to compare the performance of the training. The compar-
ison between the DBBPLR algorithm and BBP algorithm
is presented in Table 11.
The dynamic algorithm provides superior performance over
the BBP algorithm for all data sets. The range of the
training time of the DBBPLR algorithm is 1.63686 ≤ t ≤
13.8791 s. This is a narrow interval, meaning that the
DBBPLR algorithm reaches the global minimum in a short
time and with few epochs. The range of training times of
the BBP algorithm is 65.0533 ≤ t ≤ 122.4847 s. This is
a wide interval, meaning that the BBP algorithm has a long
training time and a high level of training saturation. The
DBBPLR algorithm is ≈ 44 times faster than the BBP al-
gorithm at its maximum, and also the DBBPLR algorithm
is ≈ 8 times faster than the BBP algorithm at its minimum.
Table 11
Speed up the DBBPLR algorithm
versus BBP with various data set
Data
DBBPLR BBP
set
Average
time [s]
Average
epoch
Average
time [s]
Average
epoch
Speed
up
rate
XOR 8.119 4426 219.801 80455 27.074
Balance
11.284 144 95.627 620 8.474
training
Balance
13.879 273 122.485 1269 8.825
testing
Iris
1.637 121 71.431 1849 43.639
training
Iris
1.894 226 65.053 1731 34.351
testing
6. Conclusions
The DBBPLR algorithm gives superior training than BBP
algorithm for all data set, whereas, the DBBPLR is 44 times
faster than the BBP algorithm as maximum, and also the
DBBPLR algorithm is 8 times faster than BBP algorithm.
The dynamic training rate affected the weight for each hid-
den layer and output layer and eliminated the saturation
training in the BBP algorithm. The dynamic DBBPLR al-
gorithm provides superior performance of training, with
higher accuracy compared to the BBP algorithm.
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Abstract—Mutation testing – a fault-based technique for soft-
ware testing – is a computationally expensive approach. One
of the powerful methods to improve the performance of mu-
tation without reducing effectiveness is to employ parallel pro-
cessing, where mutants and tests are executed in parallel.
This approach reduces the total time needed to accomplish
the mutation analysis. This paper proposes three strategies
for parallel execution of mutants on multicore machines us-
ing the Parallel Computing Toolbox (PCT) with the Matlab
Distributed Computing Server. It aims to demonstrate that
the computationally intensive software testing schemes, such
as mutation, can be facilitated by using parallel processing.
The experiments were carried out on eight different Simulink
models. The results represented the efficiency of the pro-
posed approaches in terms of execution time during the testing
process.
Keywords—mutant execution, mutation testing, parallel process-
ing, software testing.
1. Introduction
Software testing is an expensive process. It typically con-
sumes more than half of the development budget [1], but
it is an effective way to estimate the reliability of software.
With the increasing expectations for software quality, de-
velopers are required to perform more effective testing on
large and complex systems.
In this context, mutation testing has been used as a fault
injection technique to measure the adequacy of test cases.
This method adopts a “fault simulation mode”. It has been
advocated as a technique for generating test cases by insert-
ing faults into an original program, and the effectiveness of
a test suite is represented by its “mutation score”. Thus,
mutation testing is used to measure the robustness of a test
suite. Though powerful, mutation testing is computation-
ally intensive, as numerous mutants need to be produced
and executed.
When a mutation is introduced to a large application, a huge
number of mutants can be generated. Despite the existing
techniques to reduce the costs of mutation analysis, the
computational time required to apply mutation testing to
large applications is still very long. The costs of mutation
testing depend mainly on the number of mutants generated,
as well as on the number of test cases. In a single sequen-
tial process, the total computational time of mutation test-
ing includes the time spent generating the mutants and the
time devoted to executing the tests against all the mutants
and the original system (which must be executed at least
once). The execution time Et is always much higher than
the generation time Gt . This is the reason why researchers
have focused their efforts on reducing Et . For example,
mutant schemata [2] make it possible to speed up execu-
tion by including all mutants in a single file. This makes it
possible to avoid continuous uploading of mutant files into
memory, and thus launching a new process to execute each
program version. Techniques such as random selection of
mutants [3], selective or constrained mutation [4]–[7], and
higher-order mutation [8] produce fewer mutants, which ex-
erts a positive influence on the total execution time. Tech-
niques such as byte-code translation [9], which remove the
compilation-related tasks, may in turn reduce the time of
processing.
In addition to the described techniques, parallel execution
attempts to decrease the overall time by distributing the
execution across different processors. This is to improve the
performance of mutation testing without compromising the
effectiveness of the process in which mutants and tests are
executed on parallel processors. This method contributes
to reducing the total time needed to perform the mutation
analysis.
The size and complexity of the system under test deter-
mine the execution expense. The larger or the more com-
plex a given application is, the more test cases are required
to achieve the adequate coverage. It takes less time, hence,
to generate mutants, but the execution time grows expo-
nentially along with the number of mutants and test cases
which, in turn, depends on the size of the application.
This paper presents a study of the parallel mutant execution
technique, which is appropriate to reduce the computational
cost of the execution phase. Three distribution strategies
are proposed to parallelize this task.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes some related work on parallel mutation testing.
Section 3 briefly introduces the Simulink environment, mu-
tation testing for Simulink models, and a process of mutant
generation and execution. In Section 4, three distribution
algorithms are proposed to parallelize the execution phase.
The experimental results are discussed in Section 5 and,
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finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work
required.
2. Related Work
In the surveys on mutation testing, such as mutation
testing cost reduction techniques, Jia and Harman [10],
Mateo and Usaola [11] identified three directions of in-
vestigation: execution of mutants (i) in single instruction,
multiple data machines (SIMD), (ii) in multiple instruction,
multiple data (MIMD) machines, and (iii) with optimized
serial algorithms.
Mathur and Krauser [12] were the first ones who performed
mutation testing on a vector processor system. They sug-
gested that vectorizable programs be created, each one in-
corporating several mutants of the same type. The authors
hoped that a vector processor could execute the unified
mutant programs and achieve a significant speed-up over
a scalar processor. The proposed strategy had not been im-
plemented yet, and the authors implied in their papers that
only scalar variable replacement (SVR) type mutants are
suitable for unification. A later paper by Krauser, Mathur,
and Rego [13] proposed an approach for the concurrent
mutant execution under SIMD machines. The authors sug-
gested a strategy for efficient execution of mutants. Mutants
of the same type are grouped together, and the groups are
handled by different processors in a SIMD system. This
strategy, however, has also not been implemented yet.
The second direction of research is based on MIMD ma-
chines. The work of Choi and Mathur [14] was the first
study about the parallel mutant execution on these ma-
chines. These authors presented the Pmothra tool that is an
adaptation of the Mothra tool [15] for the Ncube/7 Hyper-
cube machine. It was based on a mutant generator, a mutant
compiler, a mutant scheduler, several test case servers, and
mutant executors. This tool used a dynamic distribution
algorithm that executes a mutant when a node of the hyper-
cube becomes available. Another important work was also
proposed by Offutt et al. [16]. These authors presented the
HyperMothra tool, an adaptation of the Mothra tool [13],
to be executed in the Intel iPSC/2 hypercube machine with
16 processors. The HyperMothra tool was designed to gen-
erate mutants for Fortran systems with 22 mutation opera-
tors and to interpret them in parallel in the hypercube.
The last direction of research in the field of parallel muta-
tion testing concerns optimized serial algorithms. Fleysh-
gakker and Weiss [17], [18] proposed some algorithms
to reduce the number of executions and improve the effi-
ciency of the mutation testing process. Although the algo-
rithms were not implemented for parallel execution, the au-
thors indicated that their structure made them easily paral-
lelizable.
In the related works described above, all the mutation stud-
ies used programs written in Fortran. In recent years,
programming languages, networks, and processors have
evolved a great deal. Therefore, recent studies concerned
with parallel mutation have adapted the existing cost re-
duction techniques to new programming languages such as
Java. Mateo and Usaola [19] introduced Bacterio-P, which
is a parallel extension of the mutation testing tool Bac-
terio [20] using Java-RMI for communicating among the
nodes of the network. In addition, the authors presented
five distribution schemes adopting dynamic and static dis-
tributions. Among these ones, the parallel execution with
the dynamic ranking and ordering algorithm, which is
a dynamic distribution algorithm based on factoring self-
schedulling ideas [21], gave the best results. However, the
mechanisms used in the communications are not the most
adequate for high performance environments since a high
degree of latency is introduced by this technology, and Java-
RMI is much slower than MPI. To cope with this problem,
Pablo et al. [22] proposed a dynamic distributed algorithm,
known as EMINENT, to reduce the execution time asso-
ciated with the classical mutation testing scheme. Their
approach was implemented using the standard Message-
Passing Interface (MPI) library to facilitate communica-
tions in high-performance environments. In another re-
search, Saleh and Nagi [23] proposed the Hadoop Mutator
framework, which is based on the MapReduce program-
ming model to distribute and execute the mutant generation
and the testing processes. Nonetheless, this approach fol-
lows a static schema, so it is not suitable for heterogeneous
and dynamic environments.
As one may see, most studies on parallel mutation testing
are applied to programming languages. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first work on parallel mutation testing
concerning designs in the Simulink environment.
3. Mutation Testing for Simulink
Models
Simulink [24] is a block diagram environment for multi-
domain simulation and model-based design. It supports
simulation, automatic code generation, continuous test
and verification of embedded systems. Simulink provides
a graphical editor, customizable block libraries and solvers
for modeling and simulating dynamic systems. It is inte-
grated with Matlab software, enabling to incorporate Mat-
lab algorithms into models and export simulation results to
Matlab for further analysis.
Simulink has been popularly used as a high-level system
prototype or a design tool in many domains, including
aerospace, automobile, and electronic industries.
Simulink models are of the data-flow variety and consist
of three levels of granularity: whole models, subsystems,
and blocks. Models contain systems, and systems contain
other subsystems and blocks. Blocks originate from pre-
defined block libraries (covering generic functions such as
addition or logical operators, but also domains like fuzzy
logic or network communication). Blocks are connected by
lines that provide a mechanism to transfer signals across the
connections, and have their own semantics. Blocks receive
a specific number of input signals from which output sig-
nals are computed. The underlying internal representation
of Simulink models is stored as text either in a Simulink
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MDL file or an XML file in the case of newer versions of
Simulink.
Simulink plays an increasingly important role in system
engineering, while verification and validation of Simulink
models are becoming ever more vital to users [25].
This paper is concerned with mutation testing for Simulink
models that contain basic blocks in predefined libraries,
such as commonly used blocks, continuous, discrete,
logic and relational operations, math operations, sinks and
sources.
3.1. Mutation Testing for Simulink Models
Mutation testing, which is a fault-based testing technique
proposed by DeMillo et al. [26], focuses on measuring the
quality of a test set according to its ability to detect specific
faults. It works in the following way: a large number of
simple faults is introduced to a program (or a model), one
at a time. The resulting changed versions of the program
(or model) under test are called mutants. Test data are then
constructed to cause these mutants to fail. The effective-
ness of the test set is measured by the percentage of the
number of mutants killed over the total number of mutants.
Since the number of mutants that can be generated is very
large (the number is usually in the order of N2, where N
is the number of variable references in the program), many
methods have been suggested to reduce the computational
expenses of this testing technique.
In mutation testing, faults are introduced to the program
(or model) under test by using mutation operators. They
are well-defined rules to make syntactic changes in the
original program (or model). They are designed based on
the experience of the target language usage and the most
common faults. Mutation testing is usually applied to pro-
gramming languages such as C++, Java, and C#. In this
study, we apply mutation testing to Simulink designs, us-
ing a set of mutation operators proposed in [27] and shown
in Table 1.
Table 1
Mutation operators
Operator Description
VNO Variable negation operator
VCO Variable change operator
TRO Type replacement operator
CCO Constant change operator
CRO Constant replacement operator
SCO Statement change operator
SSO Statement swap operator
DCO Delay change operator
ROR Relational operator replacement
AOR Arithmetic operator replacement
ASR Arithmetic sign replacement
LOR Logical operator replacement
BRO Block removal operator
SRO Subsystem replacement operator
By applying a mutation operator to the model under test,
i.e. by inserting a single fault into the model, a faulty model
is obtained, which is called a mutant. Then, test data should
be generated to reveal the fault introduced.
A test suite is considered good if it contains tests that are
able to distinguish a large number of these mutants from the
original model. If a mutant can be distinguished from the
original model by at least one of the test cases in the test set,
the mutant is considered to be killed. Otherwise, the mutant
is alive. Sometimes the mutants cannot be killed due to the
semantic equivalence of the mutants and the original model.
These mutants are called equivalent mutants. Worse still,
determining whether a mutant is equivalent is generally
undecidable [28], and so typically the decision is left for
testers to establish manually.
The proportion between mutants killed and all non-
equivalent mutants is called the mutation score and is for-
mally defined as:
MS(P,Ts) =
K
T −E
, (1)
where P is the program under test, Ts is the test suite,
K is the number of mutants that have been killed, T is the
total number of mutants, and E is the number of equivalent
mutants.
The process of mutation testing for Simulink models con-
sists in generating mutants, executing mutants, analyzing
results and in the generation of test suites. If this pro-
cess is performed manually, it will require too much time.
Hence, we have designed and implemented a MuSimulink
tool to automate this process. The design details of this
tool are presented in [29].
3.2. Mutant Generation and Execution
This section presents, in detail, the process of generating
and executing mutants for Simulink models. As with any
automated mutation testing system, there are several impor-
tant steps that a tester must follow. Because there is a large
number of mutants generated for each model, it has been
considered impractical to compile and store each mutant
model separately. Therefore, MuSimulink has been built
as an interpretive system. Instead of creating, compiling,
and storing many separate models, the Simulink model is
translated once into an intermediate form, and each mutant
is stored in the form of a short description of the changes
required to create the mutants. In MuSimulink, these de-
scriptions are stored in records of a mutant description table
(MDT). The testing process continues until a satisfactory
mutation score is attained or is forced to stop due to time or
economic constraints. The major steps of mutation testing
are listed below and illustrated in Fig. 1.
1. Mutant Generator. The mutation testing process
begins with the construction of mutants, which are
automatically created through mutation operators.
First of all, the original model O is submitted, an-
alyzed, and parsed to create an intermediate form
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Fig. 1. MuSimulink mutation testing process.
ready for interpretation. One or more mutation oper-
ators will be selected to be applied to O. The testers
typically use all mutation operators available. Based
on the mutation operator specification, each of the se-
lected operators is applied to O to produce the MDT
that describes the M set of O mutants.
2. Test data generator. A set of test cases T is submit-
ted. Each test case within T contains values for the
input variables of O. T can be created manually by
testers or generated automatically by the MuSimulink
test data generator.
3. Mutation analysis. This task is to execute the model
under test and its mutants against test cases. The goal
is to determine how many mutants are killed by the
tests. The results are then analyzed, and the mutation
score is calculated to measure the mutation adequacy
of the test suite.
The original model O is interpreted once for each test case
in T by the MuSimulink tool. A set of expected outputs
O(T ) is produced. The expected outputs of O can be ex-
amined at any point of time during the testing process to
determine whether O is performed on T correctly. If any
output is incorrect, a fault has been found, and the model
must be fixed before the process restarts from step 1. If
the output is correct, that test case is executed against each
alive mutant within the set of mutants M. M is interpreted
by MuSimulink using the input values for each test case
in T . This produces a set of mutant outputs M(T ) that
has at most |M| · |T | elements. Since mutants are not exe-
cuted against new test cases after being killed, this set of
mutant outputs will not be usually very large. In practice,
T is usually small compared to M. Note that a typical test
case will kill a large number of mutants, so the number
of executions is usually much lower than |M| · |T |. After
that, each element of M(T ) is compared with the element
of O(T ) generated from the same test data. If they are not
the same, the mutant is killed. If, after output comparison,
some mutants remain alive, either the test data in T are not
adequate or the mutant is equivalent to O, and it can never
be killed.
The results of testing are analyzed and, if necessary, fur-
ther testing may be performed. If all mutants are killed
(or reach the specified mutation score threshold), and all
mutation operators have been applied to the original model
O, then no further testing is necessary. If one or more non-
equivalent mutants remain alive, then additional test cases
should be added to T , and appropriate steps of the process
should be repeated. If, as a result of testing, faults in O
are uncovered, then O must be modified, and the testing
process will be repeated as well. Existing test cases can
usually be reused for the subsequent testing phases.
After all test cases have been executed against all mutants
generated, each remaining mutant falls into one of two cat-
egories. The first one is composed of mutants that are
functionally equivalent to the original model. The equiva-
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lent mutant always yields the same output as the original
model, so no test case can kill it. The second category
consists of mutants that are killable, but the test set is in-
sufficient to kill them. In this case, new test cases need
to be added, and the process reiterates until the test set
is strong enough to kill all mutants or until the specified
mutation score threshold can be reached.
Steps are presented above to expose the inherent paral-
lelism in mutation testing. The most computationally ex-
pensive parts of the mutation process are the execution of
the original model, the mutant execution, the output com-
parison, and the test data generation. The mutant execu-
tion, which is performed once for each mutant and each
test case, is considered to be an internal loop. The internal
loop includes the interpretation of a mutant on a test case,
the comparison of the mutant output with the output of the
original model, and, if they differ, the killing of the mutant.
The internal loop (shown in lines 11–23 of Algorithm 1,
lines 14–29 of Algorithm 2, lines 16–31 of Algorithm 3) is
by far the most computationally expensive part of mutation
testing, and therefore it is the target of our parallelization
efforts.
Algorithm 1. Mutant distribution strategy using the parfor
paradigm
1: Read test data file T
2: Start N workers in Matlab
3: for each test case t in T do
4: Execute original model O on t to produce ∆(O,t)
5: if (abnormal termination O) then
6: Send “error” message, close workers and finish
7: else
8: Record expected output ∆(O,t)
9: end if
10: Send t and expected output ∆(O,t) to workers
11: for parallel each alive mutant m in M do
12: Send the mutant information m to the worker
13: Modify original model O to produce mutant model O′
14: Interpret O′ on t to produce ∆(O′,t)
15: if abnormal termination O′ then
16: Mark m as killed
17: else if ∆(O′,t) 6= ∆(O,t) then
18: Mark m as killed
19: else
20: Mutant m remains alive
21: end if
22: Update the killed mutant counter
23: end for parallel
24: end for
25: Close all workers
26: Write execution outputs to a result file
4. Solutions Parallel to Mutant
Execution
In a survey of parallel Matlab technologies [30], nearly
27 technologies were discovered. Many of them are de-
funct, while many others are currently under development,
with a large user base and an active developer base. This
Algorithm 2. The alternate-order mutant distribution strat-
egy using Matlab’s SPMD paradigm
1: Read test data file T
2: Start N workers in Matlab
3: for each test case t in T do
4: Execute original model O on t to produce ∆(O,t)
5: if (abnormal termination O) then
6: Send “error” message, close workers and finish
7: else
8: Record expected output ∆(O,t)
9: end if
10: Send t and expected output ∆(O,t) to workers
11: spmd in M
12: k← 0
13: i← N · k + labindex
14: while i≤ |M| do
15: if mutant M(i) alive then
16: Send infor. of mutant M(i) to worker labindex
17: Modify original model O to produce mutant O′
18: Interpret O′ on t to produce ∆(O′,t)
19: if abnormal termination O′ then
20: Mark M(i) as killed
21: else if ∆(O′,t) 6= ∆(O,t) then
22: Mark M(i) as killed
23: else
24: Mutant M(i) remains alive
25: end if
26: end if
27: k← k +1
28: i← N · k + labindex
29: end while
30: Update the killed mutant counter
31: end spmd
32: end for
33: Close all workers
34: Write execution outputs to a result file
paper uses the parallel computing toolbox (PCT) with the
Matlab distributed computing server (MDCS), which is
a novel technology.
While the core Matlab software itself supports multi-
threading, the PCT offers operations to run the Matlab
code on multicore systems and clusters. The PCT pro-
vides functions for the parallel for-loop execution, cre-
ation/manipulation of distributed arrays, as well as message
passing functions for implementing fine-grained parallel al-
gorithms.
The MDCS enables to scale parallel algorithms to larger
cluster sizes. The MDCS consists of the Matlab worker
processes that run on the cluster and is responsible for par-
allel code execution and process control. Figure 2 illustrates
the PCT and MDCS architecture.
The PCT also allows users to run up to 12 Matlab labs
or workers on a single machine. This enables interactive
development and debugging of parallel codes from a desk-
top. After parallel codes have been developed, they can
be scaled up too much larger number of workers or labs
in conjunction with the MDCS. Thus, the PCT addresses
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Algorithm 3. The random-order mutant distribution strate-
gy using Matlab’s SPMD paradigm
1: Read test data file T
2: Start N workers in Matlab
3: for each test case t in T do
4: Execute original model O on t to produce ∆(O,t)
5: if (abnormal termination O) then
6: Send “error” message, close workers and finish
7: else
8: Record expected output ∆(O,t)
9: end if
10: Send test case t and expected output ∆(O,t) to workers
11: Get a list of alive mutants L from M
12: Randomly reorder list L
13: spmd in L
14: k← 0
15: i← N · k + labindex
16: while i≤ |L | do
17: if mutant L (i) alive then
18: Send infor. of mutant L (i) to worker labindex
19: Modify original model O to produce mutant O′
20: Interpret O′ on t to produce ∆(O′,t)
21: if abnormal termination O′ then
22: Mark L (i) as killed
23: else if ∆(O′,t) 6= ∆(O,t) then
24: Mark L (i) as killed
25: else
26: Mutant L (i) remains alive
27: end if
28: end if
29: k← k +1
30: i← N · k + labindex
31: end while
32: Update killed mutants on M
33: end spmd
34: end for
35: Close all workers
36: Write execution outputs to a result file
the challenge of getting codes to work well in a multicore
system by enabling to select the programming paradigm
that is most suitable for applications. The paper employs
Fig. 2. The parallel computing toolbox and the Matlab distributed
computing server.
two most basic parts of these paradigms: parallel for-loops
and Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) blocks.
4.1. Work Distribution Strategies
Parallel algorithms can be divided into two categories: task-
parallel and data-parallel. Task-parallel algorithms take ad-
vantage of the fact that multiple processors can work on
the same problem without communicating with each other.
These algorithms can be used when the computations in
a large loop are independent from each other and can be per-
formed in any order without affecting the results. In such
cases, multiple processors can analyze the subsets of the
data simultaneously, without the need for inter-processor
communication. Data-parallel algorithms typically involve
some inter-processor communication. In such algorithms,
the data are typically too large to be analyzed on a sin-
gle processor. Therefore, parallel computing paradigms are
used to distribute the data across processors, and each pro-
cessor works on a smaller chunk of the same data. In
such cases, there may be some communications required
between different processors that involve the exchange of
data to address boundary conditions. Based on how the
data are distributed, each processor needs a small amount
of data from its neighbor to complete the computations.
Since the size of T (the set of test cases) is usually small
compared to the size of M (the set of mutants), our work
uses the task-parallel approach. Parallelizing the mutant ex-
ecution on multi-processor machines has been implemented
by supplying each worker/lab with all test cases and a subset
of mutants. The mutation testing using the parallel mech-
anism for mutants is a natural way to divide up the work
because it does not necessarily guarantee an even distribu-
tion of work among workers/labs. Some mutants which are
easily killed by a test case in the early stage of the mutant
execution process will not be executed against most of the
remaining test cases in the test set. On the other hand,
equivalent mutants must be executed against all test cases,
since they are not killed by any test case. Therefore, there
is a wide volatility in the amount of execution time required
for individual mutants. To achieve maximal speed-up, we
should distribute mutants to workers/labs such that each
worker/lab performs the same amount of execution. It is
unfortunate that we have no way to know in advance how
much execution time will be required for a mutant, or how
many test cases need to be run against it. The optimum
distribution of mutants, thus, cannot be determined.
The parallel mutation algorithm has two execution phases:
original model execution and mutant execution. In the orig-
inal model execution phase, workers/labs are not used, and
only the host processor (Matlab client) computes and saves
the expected outputs from the original model. In the mutant
mode, the client begins with sending the startup informa-
tion to the workers. For each test case, the input values
and the expected outputs are sent to the workers, then once
a worker interprets all its mutants on the test case, a counter
of remaining alive mutants is sent back. If all the mutants
within all the workers are killed (or mutation score reaches
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a predetermined threshold value), then the algorithm takes
an early exit and does not send more test cases to the work-
ers. Otherwise, the next test case is sent. When all the test
cases have been processed, the workers send the updated
MDTs back to the client. There is recurring communica-
tion between the client and the workers. The client sends
the test case information which includes the outputs of the
original model and a list of elements referenced in the orig-
inal model, and the workers send back the number of alive
mutants.
Three dynamic distribution strategies are described below
that attempt to balance the amount of work done by the
workers. The distribution strategies are shown in Algo-
rithms 1–3, where test data file T and mutant description
table M are the inputs, while the output is the Alive/Killed
list of mutants. In all algorithms, test data are delivered to
workers sequentially by an outer loop (line 3 for all), while
the inner iterations (line 11 in Algorithm 1, line 14 in Al-
gorithm 2, and line 16 in Algorithm 3) take responsibility
for executing mutants in parallel.
Algorithm 1 presents the first mutant distribution strategy
using the Matlab parfor paradigm which divides the MDT
list between the workers. Alive mutants are interpreted
on each test case by the workers, and the process is re-
ferred to as internal loop iteration (lines 12–22 in Algo-
rithm 1). The parfor statement is very simple to use due to
the fact that it is based on the automatic data management,
but the parfor iterations are executed in an unknown order.
Thus, the effective distribution of mutants cannot be de-
termined.
Algorithms 2 and 3 present two dynamic distribution strate-
gies using Matlab’s SPMD paradigm. For each test case,
the first worker gets the first mutant in the MDT list, the
second worker gets the next mutant, and so on. Dead mu-
tants in the MDT list are not distributed to the workers. If
there are N workers, the first N mutants will be assigned
to the workers at a time. Then, the second N mutants will
be assigned to the workers in the next iteration, and so
on. Thus, if labindex is the index number of each worker,
worker labindex gets mutants at position N · k + labindex
in the MDT list (where k is from 0 to |M|/N in turn,
|M| is the number of mutants). These two strategies dis-
tribute approximately the same number of mutants to each
worker.
The second strategy, in Algorithm 2, is the distribution of
MDTs in an alternate order of a list of all mutants. How-
ever, not all executions will take the same time because
each mutant usually takes a different amount of time to
run, so presumably, some processors will finish before oth-
ers, and the total process time will be the time taken by
the slowest processor. To avoid a large number of “hard
to kill” mutants running on a worker, the third distribu-
tion strategy assigns each worker approximately the same
number of mutants in a random order of the list of alive
mutants. For each new test case, the MDT list will first be
randomly reordered before alive mutants are delivered to
the workers, and the parallel process is performed on this
randomly reordered list (lines 11–12 of Algorithm 3).
5. Experimentation
5.1. Parallel Mutation Testing on a Single Multicore
Machine
Three proposed distribution strategies were implemented
in the MuSimulink tool [29], and experiments in this sub-
section were carried out on a single computer which uses
the Intel Xeon E5520 2.27 GHz CPU with 8 GB RAM,
and runs the Windows Server 2008 operating system. This
computer has two processors with four cores each. Thus,
to use all the cores, eight workers were run. For the distri-
bution algorithms, a configuration parameter which needs
to be established is the number of workers. In experi-
ments, the MDT is generated for the models using muta-
tion operators introduced in our previous work [27]. Each
model under test was given 100 test cases generated ran-
domly using MuSimulink’s automatic test data generator.
The original model is executed on the client, while the
mutant ones are executed in parallel on eight workers us-
ing the different work distribution strategies (using parfor
paradigm, alternate-order using SPMD, and random-order
using SPMD).
The time of the execution phase within the mutation pro-
cess is shown in Table 2, which describes the average
time of ten runs per second for each model with regard
to each distribution algorithm. The use of parallel strate-
gies helps us reduce the execution time by up to 89.23%
(from 4752.54 s down to 511.9 s).
Figure 3 is a chart that shows the speed-up achieved by
MuSimulink using eight workers. Speedup for N work-
ers is defined as the division between the serial execution
time on one worker and the parallel execution time on N
workers. Speed-up indicates by how much the execution
time has been reduced. It may be seen from both Fig. 2
and Table 2 that the work distribution strategy 1 (using the
Fig. 3. Speed-up achieved using eight workers.
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Table 2
The total execution time for each model with each distribution strategy
Model name Mutant Killed MS
Time [s]
Serial
Using parfor Alternate-order Random-order
paradigm using SPMD using SPMD
CheckInputs 154 130 83.77 2303.20 278.5 306.6 311.04
Quadratic v1 161 129 90.43 636.94 173.2 221.37 220.18
Quadratic v2 140 89 63.57 976.52 210.7 259.62 240.32
RandMdl v2 188 138 73.40 1141.18 201.2 230.07 217.22
SimpSw 92 85 92.39 263.16 153.2 170.69 167.56
SmokeDetector 321 160 49.84 2685.83 353.3 418.08 385.11
Tiny 144 120 83.33 490.74 190.3 234.63 229.13
CalcStartProgress 458 183 39.96 4752.54 511.9 661.69 501.13
parfor paradigm) results in a much better speed-up than
strategy 2 (alternate-order using SPMD), and strategy 3
(random-order using SPMD) is also marginally better than
strategy 2 in general.
In the second distribution strategy, each worker receives
the mutants located once at the fixed position in the list
of mutants, before executing. Therefore, it is more likely
a certain worker will always be available if all its mutants
are killed soon. This situation causes an imbalance among
workers in which some cores are overworked with hard-
to-kill mutants, and so the second strategy has rendered
the worst performance in comparison with the others. This
drawback is partially overcome in the third strategy due to
the random redistribution of alive mutants before delivering
them to workers to execute with new test case. Hence, the
execution time of the third strategy is shorter than that of
the second one.
The second and third strategies can reduce the communi-
cation between workers and host, and the network traffic
will be minimal because each worker receives fixed groups
once, before starting the process of executing mutants for
each test case. However, mutant model interpretation and
execution times are much longer than the communication
time. Meanwhile, the second and third algorithms use fixed
groups of mutants, so not all executions will take the same
amount of time. In such a case, some workers will finish
before others and become available when they get many
easy-to-kill mutants. This is the disadvantage of strate-
gies 2 and 3 using the SPDM mechanism, while strategy 1
using parfor does not face this problem. In the first distri-
bution strategy, the executions are split into smaller pieces,
called tasks. The tasks are delivered to parallel workers
several times until all the groups are delivered. In other
words, the tasks are sent to the parallel workers on de-
mand. The parfor mechanism has a smart scheduler that
sends tasks to the free workers. When a worker finishes
its executions, it receives a new task with its size depend-
ing on the number of remaining executions in the mutation
process [31]. Hence, when the remaining unexecuted mu-
tants are few, the task size is small. The loop of sending
and executing mutants on the test case finishes if all tasks
have been sent and run. The smart scheduler contributes
to the reduction of the free time of a worker, as well as to
the increase in the speed of mutant execution, so execution
time of the strategy 1 is significantly reduced, in general
terms, compared to that of the second and third strategies.
Nonetheless, there are some rare exceptions such as the
CalcStartProgress model, when the third strategy is better
than the first one. As may be seen from the result of this
model, the mutation score is low – it means that a lot of
alive mutants exist, and these mutants are executed on all
test cases in the test set. In this case, it is more likely that
the number of hard-to-kill mutants on each worker is quite
equal in both strategy 1 and strategy 3. Meanwhile, the first
distribution strategy has to spend more time on communi-
cation, so the execution time in the strategy 1 is slightly
longer.
In practice, a complex Simulink model with few mutants
might run longer compared to a simple one with many mu-
tants. This is shown in the Serial column of Table 2, where
CheckInputs model with only 154 mutants shows the serial
execution time being more than twice as long as that of
RandMdl v2 model with 188 mutants. The same applies
also to the parallel mutant execution time. In general, the
execution time will increase along with the growth of com-
plexity of the models under test.
It would be more helpful if we could show how the dis-
tribution and communication times contribute to the to-
tal execution time. However, parallel computing toolbox is
a high-level application programming interface (API), so
we may only identify the total execution time, and there
is no way to get the communication time between the host
and workers. In the future work, therefore, we need to
use other low-level APIs to ameliorate and further analyze
the effect of communication time on the total mutant exe-
cution time.
5.2. Parallel Mutation Testing on Many Machines
The first experiment was conducted by parallelizing on only
one multicore computer. To prove for the effectiveness of
parallel programming with Matlab, we scaled up the distri-
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bution strategy using parfor to much larger number of work-
ers in the different environments using the MDCS. This
ex- periment was performed in two environments with dif-
ferent characteristics, one of them being a homogeneous
system (four computers with the same processor, mem-
ory and operating system) and the other a heterogeneous
system (two computers with the different processors and
memories), which are called DCS A and DCS B, respec-
tively. The DCS A environment is made up of four homo-
geneous computers (with 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad CPU
Q6600 and 2 GB memory, running the Windows 7), which
are configured for running four workers on each computer.
The DCS B environment is made up of two heterogeneous
computers, including one computer (CPU Intel Xeon E5520
2.27 GHz and 8 GB RAM) running eight workers and one
computer (AMD Operon Dual-Core 2.27 GHz, 4 GB mem-
ory, running the Windows Server 2008 operating system)
running four workers.
Table 3
The total time in seconds for each model on two different
environments using MDCS
Model DCS A DCS B
CheckInputs 74.99 189.35
Quadratic v1 119.48 129.51
Quadratic v2 133.21 148.67
RandMdl v2 125.76 132.23
SimpSw 112.45 117.59
SmokeDetector 187.88 221.21
Tiny 126.87 173.48
CalcStartProgress 340.67 437.72
A drawback of PCT is that it can only get use of the max-
imum of 12 workers on a multicore machine. Hence, the
purpose of this experiment is to show that parallel muta-
tion testing can be executed on many machines with homo-
geneous and heterogeneous configurations by running the
Matlab Distributed Computing Server. This ability is useful
to execute mutation testing for large Simulink models.
As shown in Table 3, the parfor mechanism on the ho-
mogeneous combination of many machines (DCS A) with
16 workers takes much less time compared with that using
8 workers on a single multicore machine with the same
configuration as shown in Table 2. It is also noted that the
parallel execution for small models with a few mutants is
less efficient than that for large models, because, in such
cases, the communication cost is higher than the execution
cost.
The goal of this subsection is too prove that mutation test-
ing can be scaled up to many computers by running it on
MDCS. Results in Table 3 have not yet concluded that the
shorter execution time for the DCS A configuration results
from its homogeneity, or that it has more workers, as the
number of workers in two different environments is not
equal. The influence of the configuration type on the mu-
tation execution time is out of scope of this paper, and it
will be figured out more carefully in the future studies.
6. Conclusion
Parallel execution helps reduce the computational cost,
which is one of the biggest problems in mutation testing,
and increase the efficiency without compromising the ef-
fectiveness. Three different strategies were implemented by
distributing different subsets of mutants to the workers, and
an experimental comparison of these three distribution al-
gorithms was conducted. The experimental results demon-
strated that the distribution strategy of mutants using the
parfor scheme is the best one.
As discussed above, the parallel execution is only useful for
large models with a large number of mutants, so mutation
testing should be done on sequential machines when models
are small and moved to parallel machines only if the size
of models requires much execution time.
Another problem is that the communication overhead is
fairly high because the client broadcasts one test case at
a time to all workers, and some small models do not re-
quire much time for mutant interpretation. To decrease the
communication cost in all cases, test cases could be sent to
the workers in blocks, since few large messages (n test cases
at a time) are processed more efficiently than many small
messages (one test case at a time) on multicore machines.
This offers a great potential to improve the performance of
MuSimulink in the future work.
Moreover, workers often sit idle waiting for the slowest
node to finish executing mutants. If nodes are allowed to
request work from the host rather than wait for the host to
send the next test case, then the idle time could be signif-
icantly reduced. This demand-driven strategy may restrict
overhead to the time necessary for communicating test case
information.
Finally, mutants are assigned to processors before they are
interpreted, and there is no way to redistribute mutants dur-
ing interpretation if one or more processors become over-
worked. With dynamic load balancing, mutants can be
reassigned during interpretation so that each processor per-
forms approximately the same amount of work. In the
future work, the study will be extended to validate this di-
rection.
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Abstract—This paper presents novel mechanisms that effec-
tively detect password file thefts and at the same time prevent
uncovering passwords. The proposed mechanism uses delay
between consecutive keystrokes of the password characters.
In presented case, a user should not only enter his password
correctly during the sign-up process, but also needs to in-
troduce relatively large time gaps between certain password
characters. The proposed novel approaches disguise stored
passwords by adding a suffix value that helps in detecting
password file theft at the first sign-in attempt by an adversary
who steals and cracks the hashed password file. Any attempt
to login using a real password without adding the time delays
in the correct positions may considered as an impersonation
attack, i.e. the password file has been stolen and cracked.
Keywords—access control, intrusion detection systems, network
security, password protection.
1. Introduction
The wide spread of communication methods, especially
through the Internet expedites various computational tasks
and facilitates data sharing amongst people and organiza-
tions. Several methods were proposed in the literature to
enhance data security and protect privacy. Customers’ pass-
words are amongst the most important data to secure. Ac-
cording to what was recorded in the last few years about
password file thefts, obtaining the maximum level of pro-
tection to secure password files and detecting password
file thefts is still a major challenge in the digital system
world [1].
As textual passwords are still widely used as an authen-
tication mechanism and they are unlikely to disappear in
the near future [2], [3], passwords should be selected and
saved carefully. Many password file theft incidences were
reported recently [4], [5], and big companies have been ex-
posed to password database theft such as Yahoo, Hotmail,
Social Security Administration [1]. This urges security
community to develop methods to increase the immunity
of passwords and effectively detects the theft of password
files. Moreover, timely discovering the theft of password
files is a very important issue. Storing passwords properly
is a key issue in protecting them.
This paper proposes adding an extra level of security that
puts the adversary at risk of being detected at the first login
attempt. This helps companies to deny any access from ad-
versary who is trying to impersonate users and access the
system as a legitimate user. The proposed mechanisms are
built on the password hardening technique that was pre-
sented in [6] and [7]. This password hardening technique
depends mainly on the way users perform the sign-up step.
When a user leaves relatively large time gaps between cer-
tain consecutive password characters, an adopted keying
pattern is created and associated with the password. It al-
lows to both harden the password and detect password file
thefts.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the common password file structures. Section 3
reviews the related work. In Section 4, the idea of pass-
word pattern is explained. Section 5 shows the proposed
approaches for detecting password file theft. Finally, re-
search conclusions and suggestions for further studies are
discussed in Section 6.
2. Password File Structure
Password-based authentication systems require password
files or tables to organize users’ login information. In this
critical file, which should be kept secret, users’ IDs are
stored in plaintext. However, the passwords are stored ac-
cording to the security policy adopted by the used system.
Three types of security policies exist:
• Plain text – some servers store passwords as a plain-
text. In this case, security depends entirely on the
password file secrecy (i.e. protecting the file from
being stolen). Once the authentication server is com-
promised and the password file is stolen, the adver-
sary can impersonate users and logs in using the cor-
rect passwords.
• Hashed passwords – hash function (or algorithm) is
a function that can be used to transform the input
data into a fixed size output (hash value) regardless
the input size. This function is a one-way function
because it is easy to get the result for any given input
but it is very difficult or impossible to get the input
backward given the result and the function. Many
hash functions exist and some have many versions
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such as: SHA1, SHA256, SHA512, MD2, MD4
and MD5. In this type of security policy, the re-
sult of hashing the original password H(P) is stored
in the password file. Unfortunately, this way is not
sufficient against brute force and dictionary attacks.
In case the list of hashed passwords is stolen, the
attacker can apply oﬄine brute-force attack to find
a password with a hash value equivalent to the value
stored in the stolen list. Later on, the adversary can
impersonate the user and logs in using the correct
password.
• Hash + salt – salt is a random data that is appended
to the password before passing it to the hash function
H(p||s). Salt is used to increase the amount of crack-
ing time by increasing the size of passwords space.
In addition, it is used to overcome the fact that many
user’s accounts have the same password and so their
hash values. Despite this enhancement, passwords
are still under leakage by attackers.
3. Literature Review
Several techniques are proposed in the literature to either
harden the cracking process or to discover the theft as soon
as possible.
Injection “deceive” in password-based systems is a general
trend that aims to hide the correct passwords and to enable
fast discovery of password file thefts. For example, some
approaches suggest to insert fake accounts in the passwords
file or insert extra fake password files [8], [9], any use to
those accounts or files indicates an intrusion [10]. More
about those approaches are given next.
3.1. Kamouflage
Kamouflage is proposed as an architecture for building
theft-resistant password managers [11]. It aims to protect
local password database (e.g., stored on a laptop or a cell
phone) by adding a list of statistically indistinguishable de-
coy passwords to hide the real list. Decoy sets are generated
using certain rules based on the correct passwords. In case
the attacker decrypts passwords, it is difficult for attack-
ers to distinguish between the correct password set and the
decoy sets.
3.2. Honeywords
Honeywords are sets of decoy passwords that are added to
each user accounts to deceive the adversary [10]. Honey-
words, which are similar to user-selected passwords, are
stored in hashed form along with the correct password, i.e.
the structure of the password file is altered by adding a list
of candidate passwords for each user rather than a single
password for each account. In this case, the adversary faces
a list of candidate passwords for each user and this makes
the process of distinguishing between honeywords and the
correct user’s password harder for the adversary who steals
and compromises a password file. Consequently, using any
of these honeywords to login will generate an alarm to the
system administrator. This alarm implies that the passwords
file was stolen and cracked and an illegal login attempt is
recorded.
The honeywords system requires an extra secure server
called honeychecker to store the indexes of correct pass-
words. The server is connected to the main server through
a dedicated line. This server aims to improve the overall
security by separating the information related to users’ au-
thentication process. During the login process, if the en-
tered password is not in the list associated with the user
then the login failed. If a match is found, then the in-
dex of this match is sent to the honeychecker for verifica-
tion. If the index is correct, then the user is authenticated.
Otherwise, the honeychecker will raise a silent alarm to the
system administrator and return false to the main server to
deny the login.
To ensure the effectiveness of the honeywords approach,
honeywords should be generated in a manner that makes ev-
ery sweetword (sweetwords list is a set of all honeywords
plus the correct password) to seem strongly as a candi-
date password. This makes it difficult for the adversary to
guess the correct password. In addition, if a wrong pass-
word is used, a password alarm can be raised by the system.
Different methods to generate honeywords can be found
in [10]. Some of these methods can be done without users’
intervention while others require user intervention (i.e. by
modifying the sign-up interface). More methods can be
found in [12], [13].
An enhancement that was presented in [14] aims to in-
crease the effectiveness of the honeywords system and to
overcome more active attack scenarios by adding phone
number as an extra information field for each user in the
honeychecker database. Honeychecker uses phone number
to communicate with the user in special cases such as pass-
word change or many invalid sign-in operations.
3.3. Paired Distance Protocol
The article in [13] proposed a new honeywords system
based on paired distance protocol (PDP) with less storage
overhead. In PDP, the user chooses a random string (RS)
that will be appended to the password during registration.
A distance chain – which is derived from RS – is used
to replace the honeywords for each user account. Distance
chain is a set of paired distances (separated by “–”) between
every two consecutive elements of RS. This distance is cal-
culated using a secret honey circular list (hcl) that holds
the keyboard letters and digits spread in random order (see
Fig. 1). As an example, the distance chain for the random
string f a5 is (20–22), i.e. the number of elements that is
traversed in clockwise between f and a in hcl is 20 and the
number traversed in clockwise between a and 5 is 22.
The password file contains the username, the hashed pass-
word and the distance chain for the RS. The honeychecker
is still needed to store the username and the first character
of the RS. During login, if the user submits an incorrect
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Fig. 1. Random order for 36 letters and digits in honey circular
list.
password, then the system will reject the user login directly.
If the password is correct, then the system will calculate the
distance chain from the given RS and compare it with the
stored distance chain in the password file. If no matches
are found, then the login will be denied. If the derived dis-
tance chain gets matched with a stored one, then the system
will match the first character in the given RS with the char-
acter stored in the honeychecker. If a match is found then
the login is permitted. The success of PDP is associated
with the high randomness in choosing RS. PDP provides
security against multi-system attacks and DoS.
3.4. Two Password Files Model
The paper in [12] proposed a new system that simulates
the honeywords system. However, the difference is that
the proposed mechanism stores the user’s authentication
information in two password files F1 and F2 that are located
in the main server.
• F1 is a two-column table. The first column is a list of
all usernames sorted in an alphabetical order. A list
of indexes that are randomly selected from the first
column in F2 is stored in the second column beside
each user. One of these indexes is the index of the
correct password. The correct index is paired with
the username and delivered to honeychecker.
• F2 is a two-column table. The first column is just
an index column and the second column is the hash
value of each account’s password. Some of these ac-
counts are decoy user accounts (or honeypots). They
are created by the administrator during system ini-
tialization.
During user login, the system authenticates the user as fol-
lows:
1. The system goes through F2 in order to find the index
of the given password.
2. If this index is not in the corresponding list of this
user in F1 then the login fails directly.
3. Otherwise, the system checks if the returned account
is a honeypot account. If yes, the system will raise
an intrusion alarm.
4. If this account is not a honeypot account, then the
returned index is sent to the honeychecker to check
if it is the correct index. If no, the honeychecker will
again raises an intrusion alarm.
3.5. ErsatzPasswords
ErsatzPasswords scheme is another solution provided in [4]
to control the problem of password file theft and detect the
leakage attempts. The proposed scheme uses a machine-
dependent function (HDF) at the authentication server to
harden the off-site password discovery. Adding this hard-
ware supports the software system and makes the cracking
process impossible without accessing the target machine
physically. Moreover, a single password file identical to
the traditional password file exists and no additional server
is needed. Whenever the attacker attempts to crack the
password file oﬄine, he/she uncovers ersatzpasswords, i.e.
fake passwords, which will raise an alarm in case of their
use. The following steps are used during sign-up operation:
1. Each user presents his username, password p and
ersatzpassword p∗.
2. Calculate the salt s∗ = HDF(p)⊕ p∗.
3. Calculate B = H(HDF(p)⊕ s∗||s∗).
4. B and the associated username are stored only in the
password file.
During the login process, if the presented password is cor-
rect and B is equal to the stored value then the user is
successfully authenticated. If the presented password was
the ersatzpassword p∗ (i.e. the password file was stolen and
the hash values were inverted), then the result of H(p∗||s∗)
will be equal to the stored B and consequently an alarm
will be raised. Finally, if there is no match, then this can
be treated as an error login.
3.6. PolyPasswordHasher
PolyPasswordHasher is a software only solution proposed
in [5] that reduces the possibility of cracking user’s pass-
words by making them interrelate. The basic idea in this
mechanism is to XOR a secret share with a salted pass-
word hash at the account creation time, where Shamir secret
sharing [15] method is used to create the shares. The result
of XORing is stored in a password file given that neither the
share nor the salted password hash exists on the disk. To
specify which share was used, an extra field called the share
number is added to the password file. This scheme prevents
the adversary from validating the hash value for password,
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and the attacker cannot gain any information from compro-
mising the password file because the share and the password
hash value are not stored on the disk. However, if the ad-
versary reached the arbitrary memory on the server then he
can steal the secret.
3.7. Synergetic Authentication
The study in [16] proposed Synergetic Authentication
(SAuth) protocol. A user can be authenticated by a site
if and only if true credentials are used at that site and an-
other vouching site voted for authenticating that user. For
example, let user A has an account on the system S and
also has an account on the system V. The login request of
A to access S will not be accepted unless the system V
sends vouching message to system S ensure the truth of A
information. So, if an adversary compromised the database
of the system S and tries to impersonate the user A his try
will fail. The adversary must compromise both systems S
and V simultaneously to success in this attack.
The design of SAuth system provides a mechanism that can
detect the activities that seem irregular. If the vouching
system received several user authentication requests ended
with fail, this could be considered as an attempt to imper-
sonate a certain user(s). The major limitation to this mech-
anism is when users have the habit of password reusing. To
alleviate this risk, decoy passwords are proposed. The other
limitation is the need for synchronizing between different
services.
4. Hardening Passwords by Adding
Delays between Keystrokes
Text passwords are common, easy and reliable authen-
tication method. To ensure the desired goal of access pro-
tection, the creation of passwords and how they are stored
need to be managed carefully. Several research papers were
dedicated to harden passwords and make them stronger.
Some of these methods verify not just the knowledge of the
password, but also verify other credentials such as: the pos-
session of a specific token, the current GPS location of the
user [17], the fingerprints [18], the signature or something
individuals can be characterized with such as keystroke dy-
namics biometrics [19], [20].
In this paper, a modified version of the method that was pro-
posed in [6] to strengthen passwords is adapted and used in
detecting passwords file theft. In Mansour’s method, users
need to type their passwords in certain rhythms during the
sign-up process. During sign-up, the user is required to
enter his password twice. The password is accepted only
if the two trials return the same keying pattern. Otherwise,
the user is instructed to repeat entering the password twice
again. For a successful login, a user needs to key password
with the same sign-up rhythm. A strong password is for-
mulated based on classifying the delay times between con-
secutive password characters into either slow or fast based
on a certain threshold value. The exact delay time values
are not critical since the keying rhythm is classified into
fast and slow regardless the exact delay times.
In the modified version and in order to simplify the reg-
istration process, the user is deliberately declaring the lo-
cation(s) of large delay. The users are instructed to enter
their passwords normally without leaving large delays and
then select – for example by mouse – the large-delay loca-
tion(s). A special sign-up interface is designed and some
components (such as check boxes) to specify the delay po-
sitions are added. At sign-in, the login is accepted only if
the user enters the correct password with large delay in the
specified position(s). The user should leave a delay time
at the selected position(s) that exceeds normal typing. As
an illustration, if a user specifies a delay after the third
character, then the system will not allow the user accessing
the system unless he/she types in the correct password and
leave relatively large time delay after the third character.
Any accidental waiting time during typing password will
be considered as a large delay and will lead to reject the
login if this delay is in the wrong position. For more details
refer to [7].
It should be clear that this approach of password hardening
is different from password hardening based on keystroke
dynamics. Authentication systems based on keystroke dy-
namic capture normal typing behaviors of users using long
training session(s). In these systems, the users are authen-
ticated only if they write the correct password using their
way of writing (i.e. rhythm) [21]. In proposed system,
users predefined the keystroke pattern rather than using his
human patterns. Consequently, proposed system does not
require training or analyzing the keying behaviors of users.
In addition to hardening textual passwords, the above idea
is extended to detect a possible password file theft. The
next section shows how the adopted keying pattern data
can be used to detect password file theft.
5. Password File Theft Detection
According to what was recorded in the last few years about
password file thefts, obtaining the maximum level of pro-
tection to secure password files and detecting any violation
over the password file is still a challenge in the digital sys-
tem world [1]. In this section, three novel password file
theft detection mechanisms are presented. The first two
mechanisms require an auxiliary secure server, while the
third one uses login server only.
5.1. Preliminaries
The following notations are defined for the i-th user: ui is
the username, pi j is a honeyword number j that belongs to
user i. The honeywords plus the correct password p′i forms
what we call sweetwords. k is the number of sweetwords,
ci is the index of the correct password for user i, and dpi
is the delay pattern. The delay pattern is a sorted comma-
separated list of all positions where user i should leave
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large delay. For example, if the large delays come after the
fourth, the second and the seventh character, then the delay
pattern is <2,4,7>. Finally, the delaylist is a list of time
delays between every two successive password characters.
In proposed system, two types of servers can be used: lo-
gin server and auxiliary server (or honeychecker). The lo-
gin server maintains the password file while the auxiliary
server maintains the authentication file, which stores data
related to the correct passwords. We assume that a ded-
icated line for communication between honeychecker and
the login server is used. In addition, both types of servers
are able to raise an alarm if a password file disclosure is
detected.
5.2. Honeychecker Server-based Mechanisms
In the first mechanism a traditional password file structure
is used to store usernames and the hash value of correct
passwords. The honeychecker server stores users’ names
and their associated delay patterns dp.
In case the password file was hacked and cracked, the sys-
tem makes it more difficult for the adversary to access the
system since the password has to be keyed in a certain pat-
tern given that this pattern does not exist in the login server.
With every accessing attempt, if the entered password was
correct, its keying pattern user-dp is extracted and sent to
the honeychecker server. If the pattern is correct, then it is
considered a successful attempt, otherwise it is considered
a possible password file theft, see Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 . Login and user authentication algorithm for
the first mechanism
u← read the entered username
(p, delaylist) ← read the entered password and record
the delays between each successive character.
search the password file for the user u
if u is not stored in the password file then
return login-fail
else
p’← get the correct password from password file
end if
if p 6= p′ then
return login-fail
else
user-dp ← extract-the-delays (delaylist)
send u and user-dp to the honeychecker
stored-dp ← get the stored delay pattern for this user
from honeychecker
if user-dp = stored-dp then
return login-succeed
else
raises a theft alarm
end if
end if
To extract the delay pattern from the collected delaylist,
a detailed algorithm is given in [7]. It sorts the list of de-
lays in an ascending order a long with the original po-
sition of each delay value. Then it computes the differ-
ence between every two-successive delay in the sorted list
and returns the location of the maximum difference. All
elements appear after this location is considered the user
delay pattern.
This mechanism is characterized by its simplicity and ef-
fectiveness since neither extra storage space is needed to
store honeywords nor extra effort is needed to design these
words.
If the password was only correct, we cannot be sure that
this case is a theft of password file since a legitimate user
can enter his password without its correct pattern for var-
ious reasons such as fatigue and forget cases (false posi-
tive). However, when the system raises an alarm for possi-
ble file theft, the administrator needs to take further actions
to check the current situation.
To further protect passwords in case of password file theft,
the next mechanism augments honeywords with correct
password in the password file.
The second mechanism uses password file with honey-
words. With this mechanism, each user account in the
password file is associated with a list of honeywords as
shown in Table 1. Note that, the sweetwords are stored
in the password file without any information related to the
keystroke latencies.
Table 1
Passwords file structure stored in login server
based on honeywords system
Username Sweetwords
u1 {p11, p12, p13, p′14, . . . , p1k}
u2
{
p21, p22, p23, p24, . . . , p′2k
}
. . . . . .
un {pn1, p′n2, pn3, pn4, . . . , pnk}
The honeychecker (auxiliary secure server) is required in
the authentication process. In addition to the username
and the delay pattern dp a new column is added in the au-
thentication file to store the index ci of the correct password
p′i in the list of sweetwords (see Table 2).
Table 2
The authentication file structure stored in honeychecker
Username Index (ci) Delay pattern (dpi)
u1 c1 dp1
...
...
...
alice 3 3,6
...
...
...
un cn dpn
As any normal login process, the user enters his creden-
tial information, i.e. username and password. The system
captures username u, password p and the keystroke laten-
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cies between every two successive characters. Firstly, the
system checks whether the entered password p is in the
sweetwords list. If p does not exist then the login is de-
nied. Otherwise, the index of this sweetword (call it y) is
sent to the honeychecker paired with the username u and the
users’ delay pattern that was extracted from delaylist. The
honeychecker checks whether y matches the stored index c
for this user. If no match is found then the honeychecker
raises a theft alarm, else the honeychecker checks for the
correctness of the delay pattern. If the password p is en-
tered correctly (i.e. with relatively large time gap in the
specific positions), the honeychecker returns a message to
accept the login, otherwise a theft alarm is raised. This
process is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 . Login and user authentication algorithm for
second mechanism
u← read the entered username
(p, delaylist) ← read the entered password and record
the delays between each successive character.
search the password file for the user u
if u is not stored in the password file then
return login-fail
else
sweetwords ← get the list of sweetwords from login
server
end if
if p /∈ sweetwords then
return login-fail
else
y← get the index of p in sweetwords
user-dp ← extract-the-delays (delaylist)
send u, y and user-dp to the honeychecker
(c, stored-dp) ← search the authentication file for the
user u and return the index of the correct password
and its delay pattern.
if y 6= c then
raises a theft alarm
else
if user-dp = stored-dp then
return login-succeed
else
raises a theft alarm
end if
end if
end if
According to the honeywords system presented in [10],
when the attacker gets the password file and inverts the
hashed values, any use of honeywords (wrong password)
will raise a theft alarm. However if accidentally the cor-
rect password is picked, the attacker gets in. In proposed
mechanism, a new layer of protection has been added. If
a user accidentally tries the correct password without key-
ing it according to the predefined delay pattern, the system
raises a theft alarm. Consequently, the chance for password
file theft detection is increased.
To have a more secure authentication system, the number
of sweetwords per user suggested in [10] was 20 and can
reach 1000 in some circumstances. In proposed mecha-
nism, the number of sweetwords can be much less due to
the fact that guessing the correct password does not guar-
antee successful access to the system. If the attacker was
able to guess the correct password due to the existing small
number of sweetwords, the second piece of information
(i.e. delay pattern) gives a second layer of protection. More-
over, the problem of designing honeywords become easier
for small set of sweetwords.
5.3. Login Server-based Mechanism
Some authentication systems suffered from increasing the
required storage area such as adding k−1 honeywords for
each user as in [10], or adding additional file as in [12].
The storage cost is increased as the number of users in the
system increases. Hence, storage optimization becomes an
issue. Moreover, an auxiliary server is also needed in the
authentication process. Using this server is considered an
extra storage cost. Eliminating this server may simplify the
authentication process. In this section a new mechanism
that requires no honeychecker server and no honeywords is
introduced, where each password by itself works as a pass-
word and a honeyword at the same time. The trap is in
a single password rather than a list of honeywords.
The passwords file (see Table 3) has the same structure as
in traditional passwords file. It contains two columns of
information: usernames and hashed passwords h(uasi)
where uas stands for “user authentication string”. The
user authentication string is actually a concatenation of two
parts: p′i and dpi. For example, if user i selects his pass-
word as me@me12 and the delay pattern was <2, 5, 7>,
then uasi= me@me12257.
Table 3
Password file structure
Username Password
u1 h(uas1)
u2 h(uas2)
...
...
un h(uasn)
During the login process, the user enters his credential in-
formation (username and password). The password should
be keyed in the predefined pattern. The first authentication
step checks if the entered password p is equal to uas. If yes,
raise a password file theft alarm. This step adds a security
level that aims to detect password file theft and cracking
as early as possible. If there are no penetration signs, the
system extracts the user delay pattern from the delaylist and
checks whether h(p || user-dp) = h(uas). if yes then the lo-
gin is succeeded otherwise the login is failed. This process
is shown in Algorithm 3.
This mechanism is a simple one with no extra storage over-
head; no need to k honeywords. Clearly, if the system
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has n users then no more than n authentication values are
stored. Moreover, no auxiliary server is needed. Addition-
ally, it has a normal password file structure. Such normal-
ity makes the adversary believe that the cracking results
are original passwords and this increases the possibility of
trapping him.
Algorithm 3 . Login and user authentication algorithm for
the third mechanism
u← read the entered username
(p, delaylist) ← read the entered password and record
the delays between each successive characters.
search the password file for the user (u)
if u is not stored in the password file then
return login-fail
else
h(uas)← get the stored hashed password
end if
if h(p) = h(uas) then
raises a theft alarm
else
user-dp ← extract-the-delays (delaylist)
if h(p || user-dp) = h(uas) then
return login-succeed
else
return login-fail
end if
end if
Finally, to further disguise the cracked passwords, dp can
be encoded into alphabets and inserted in a position that
depends on the average of dp. The insertion positions can
vary for different users depending on their delay patterns.
6. Conclusion
The proposed mechanisms use a new strong password that
is based on augmenting time delays between certain pass-
word characters. These delays are used in both accessing
systems and detecting password file thefts. Two of the pro-
posed methods use a honeychecker server while the third
one applies a different mechanism that does not need a hon-
eychecker server.
The three mechanisms can raise a theft alarm. Particularly,
in case of correct password and wrong delay pattern. This
can happen in two cases: the first one is when the attacker
succeeds in getting the password and tries guessing the
delay pattern, while the second case is when legitimate
users do certain mistakes in the pattern during the login
process. Many actions can be taken in these cases such
as blocking the account or sending an alarm to the genuine
user. In order to avoid raising an alarm for legitimate users,
the system can be tuned such that the system can raise
a silent alarm to the administrator for the first failed login
but after a few failed login attempts, the system can take
stronger actions.
As a future work, large scale empirical study is needed to
analyze both the effectiveness of the proposed password
hardening system and the ability of the three proposed
mechanisms in detecting password file theft.
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Abstract—The article presents the evolution of measurement
of the transit time of priority mail methodology used for postal
services quality assessment from the point of view of home and
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The paper also considers the possibility of test cost reduction
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1. Introduction
Delivery of single piece mail is a low-cost service addres-
sed to private persons or small entrepreneurs enabling them
to send paper documents or items. It is usually posted by
letterboxes or postal offices and its route is not registered.
Therefore, the service is not subject to complaint and if
an item is lost or its delivery is delayed the client cannot
receive compensation.
For many years, the quality of service has been monitored
by measuring the transit time of test items. The European
UNEX measurement system has been operating since 1994
and it tests the transit time of the cross-border priority mail.
2. The First European Standard
The European Commission emphasized the need to es-
tablish common rules for the development of community
postal services and the improvement of quality of service
(QoS) [1]. The Commission identified that the QoS mea-
surement system should include:
• independent end-to-end measurement capabilities,
• a focus on cross-border delivery service performance,
• a single, uniform and reliable system for monitor-
ing delivery service performance within the European
Union.
The Commission acknowledged that the many postal tradi-
tions and different cultures in Europe would not allow the
establishment of one common unified measurement system
for domestic mail. Therefore, the national postal systems
should have sufficient degrees of freedom to reflect local
needs and peculiarities. On the other hand, they should
fulfill a defined set of minimum requirements to satisfy the
information interests of the national regulatory authority,
postal customers as well as postal operators.
The first European standard defining the measurement
system was drafted by technical committee CEN-TC331
and published in 2002. The EN 13850 [2] defines the mea-
surement method of the transit time of end-to-end services
for single piece priority mail and first-class mail for domes-
tic and cross-border services. The standard was addressed
to EU members, i.e. to countries with big postal flows.
Standards [3] for second-class mail (EN14508) and for bulk
mail (EN14534) measurements were published with a slight
delay.
The transit time tests were based on measurements of letters
posted and received by test panel, recruited and managed
by independent research organization. The mailing should
be distributed in at list 30 contractual postal areas. The
standard does not define directly the size of the test sample
and the size of the test panel but states that they should
ensure the accuracy of 1% for domestic and 5% for cross-
border measurements.
To ensure high accuracy of the test sample, it should be
representative of the real mail. This is achieved by geo-
graphical stratification based on the following categories:
• urban – cities including their outskirts,
• rural – smaller cities and communes,
• local I – mail sent to and delivered within the same
urban city,
• local II – mail sent within and between rural parts of
the same catchment area,
• distance I – within a straight-line distance of 200 km,
• distance II – above a straight-line distance of 200 km.
The basic definitions of outskirts, urban, rural, local and
distances are described in the EN standard. The domestic
measurements may take national peculiarities into account,
by agreement with the regulatory authority. By default, as
the city is assumed to be a town above 50,000 inhabitants
but in Poland it has been assumed that urban are cities
above 10,000 inhabitants.
The sample of test items shall be representative of the real
mail for at least the 10 geographical parameters based on:
point of posting and point of delivery, for example:
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• urban – urban – distance I,
• urban – urban – distance II,
• urban – rural – distance I,
• urban – rural – distance II, etc.
The test items shall have correctly written addresses in
according to recommended template and with respect to
addressee, delivery address with postcode and for cross-
border mail the destination country. The test sample shall
represent a statistical sample of the real mail for all discrim-
inant mail characteristics. Generally, the following discrim-
inant mail characteristics should be assumed as a minimum
and shall be estimated through real mail studies:
• day of induction as day of the week,
• time of posting for urban areas (it is only important
if more than 1 collection time is published),
• all typical methods of delivery.
In real conditions, some test templates can be considered
negligible especially in domestic mail. The service delivery
at P.O. boxes is often omitted. In Poland, the test mail is
paid only by stamps, because other payment methods are
rare.
The implementation of EN 13850 was difficult, hence
the TC331 workgroup published an implementation guide
which describes all stages of preparing and starting the
measurements in detail. It should be noted that the appli-
cation of the rule has limitations, for example:
• the EN 13850 European standard may not be suitable
for the measuring of very small volumes of mail;
• a test flow cannot noticeably affect the overall mail
traffic. Usually it is assumed that test flow cannot
increase the total flow by more than 0.2%;
• the standard may not be suitable for operators with
limited coverage. Therefore, the covered geographic
area should be large enough so that it can be divided
into 30 contractual postal areas;
• this standard is not applicable for measuring the end-
to-end transit time distribution of large bulk mail-
ers’ services and hybrid mail, which require different
measurement systems and methodologies.
The standard makes it possible to conduct measurements
with or without electronic system for item tracking, and
thus to validate results. In Europe, the transit time of cross-
border letters is measured in the UNEX system [4], [5] with
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) active tags. The
gates for events registration are installed in sorting centers
in all Europe. Such a route tracking system can be used to
measure transit time for each part, but this functionality is
not covered by this standard.
Generally, the standard is used to measure the achievements
of the postal operator in the form of two annual indicators
of quality of service.
2.1. On-time Performance
The on-time performance is described as the percentage of
postal items delivered within the defined service standard
expressed in days. A report should present the level of
on-time performance accuracy achieved in the test period.
2.2. Cumulative Distribution of Delivery Days
The cumulative distribution of delivery days is a percentage
factor of mail delivered within a given period, from 1 to
10 days. All postal items delivered up to 30 days shall also
be considered in the calculations.
It should be added that the resulting indicators cannot be
used for direct comparison of achievements by other op-
erators due to different conditions, i.e. geographic areas
handled or postal flows, which can make the results incom-
parable.
3. EU Countries with Less Letter Flows
In 2004, a group of 10 new countries joined the EU. In this
group, there are also countries with relatively small popula-
tions and thus with low mail flows. An additional problem
is that the priority mail service does not enjoy great pop-
ularity. It requires reducing the random sample test mail.
The developed A1 supplement [6] temporarily solved this
problem, but in the meantime work was undertaken to de-
velop a new edition of the standard.
The A1 proposes two methods to decrease the annual test:
1. Extending the period of measurement to two or three
years. This way, the annual real mail volume can be
smaller while keeping full accuracy. The disadvan-
tage of this approach is that the results for reaching
full accuracy after 2 or 3 years should not be reported
until these years have passed. After that, the results
should continue to be reported annually on a 2- or
3-year rolling basis.
2. Case based on accuracy. The accuracy depends on
the sample size which should be as big as necessary
to meet the accuracy requirement for each measure-
ment result. If the real mail volume in a given field
of study is lower than a certain threshold and the on-
time performance is above a certain limit, then the
sample size could be decreased.
Figure 1 shows that if on-time performance is higher than
85%, then the sample size can be decreased without loss
of accuracy. The expected on-time performance can be
estimated based on previous results.
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Fig. 1. Possibility of decreasing the sample size [6].
4. The Second Edition of EN 13850
In 2006, a full revision of standard EN 13850 [7] was
started and huge modifications were planned. The aim was
to increase the flexibility of standards through better adap-
tation to a random sample of actual traffic and to widen of
application area.
The revision team published a survey asking about types
of characteristics that are monitored in the real mail stud-
ies and their impact on measurements results, which also
included questions about the type of geographical stratifi-
cation used as well as how many cells were incorporated
into the design. Results of this survey were implemented
in the revision.
4.1. Highly Discriminant Mail Characteristics
The mailing characteristics have to be reviewed at least
every three years. The list of possible criteria is given in the
standard, and all of them should be checked whether they
can be regarded as discriminant or not. The following list of
possible characteristics that can be evaluated as a minimum:
1. Mail characteristic referring to the induction/delivery
point:
• type of geographical area by: urban, rural,
• type of payment by: stamped, metered, postage
paid,
• type of induction by: mail street box, post of-
fice, collection from sender’s premises, induc-
tion in sorting centers,
• time of posting – only in the case of more than
one collection per day,
• type of delivery by: street address, P.O. box,
delivery to receivers’ premises.
2. Mail characteristics referring to the test letter itself:
• formats by at least two modes,
• weight steps by at least two modes,
• addressing method by: hand written, typed,
• weekday of induction.
One can note that the distance is no longer a discriminant
mail characteristic in the presented list. Many postal sys-
tems use only big automated sorting centers. This means
that the item sent locally and at a distance of approx.
200 km may travel on a similar route. Anyway, research
conducted in Poland showed that for domestic mail distance
has a significant impact on time performance.
4.2. Minimum Sample Size Accuracy
The revised standard gives the minimum sample size (MSS)
of exactly 9,625 items, which shall be taken for a domes-
tic measurement system. If expected performance level is
greater than 50%, the minimum sample size may be re-
duced. For example, the 90% performance level can be
taken by 3,500 items for domestic measurement system and
only 1,850 items for 95% performance level.
The minimum sample size for 50 – 97.5% performance is
given in the tables as separate values for domestic and
cross-border measurement systems. Generally, the mini-
mum sample size is estimated to ensure 1% accuracy for
domestic system and 5% for cross-border. All possibili-
ties to reduce the size of the annual test given in the A1
supplement were transferred, and even extended in second
edition of standard. The four categories of countries are
defined according to domestic and separately cross-border
mail flows. For each category, the optimal solution is pro-
posed. The example for the domestic system is:
• Category 1 – large size mail volumes, i.e. with to-
tal annual real mail volume above 500 million mail
pieces. Measurement without restriction;
• Category 2 – medium size mail volumes, i.e. with
total annual real mail volume of 200–500 million
mail pieces. Measurement for countries above J+n1
performance of 85% – fixed sample size of 4,950
and for countries below J+n performance of 85% the
bounded sample size is recommended;
1The delivery of the n-th day after posting (J).
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• Category 3 – small size mail volumes, i.e. with a to-
tal annual real mail volume of 1.5–200 million mail
pieces. Measurement for countries above J+n per-
formance of 90% – fixed sample size of 3,500 and
for countries below J+n performance of 90% the
bounded sample size is recommended;
• Category 4 – very small size flows, i.e. for all flows
with volumes below 1.5 million mail pieces per year.
Measurement: in case of domestic measurement sys-
tems, the test mail can increase the real mail volume
in the total field of study by more than 0.25%, under-
mine the neutrality of such a measurement. Broad-
ening the field of study is recommended here, for
example by including further operators.
4.3. Calculation of Accuracy
Three methods of of accuracy estimation are proposed.
Normal approximation. In most cases, the normal dis-
tribution will be an appropriate approximation of the bino-
mial distribution. This simple normal confidence interval is
symmetrical and easy to use. There are some restrictions
on the use for high performance levels when the normal
approximation can work poorly even with moderate sample
sizes.
But for domestic measurement systems with performance
levels up to 96%, the normal confidence interval can be
used. In this case, usually at least 50 delayed items are
registered by the measurement system. Annex A of the
standard explains this problem in detail.
Agresti-Coull approximation. This estimation method is
an improved method based on the normal distribution and
can be used for all sample sizes with at least 40 items,
which is easy to meet. This adapted normal distribution
confidence interval is asymmetrical and can be used without
sophisticated statistical software.
Inverse beta approximation. This improved estimation
method uses the inverse beta function. It is based on the
beta distribution, which is the continuous form of the bino-
mial distribution. The inverse beta function is implemented
in many software packages for data analysis. For example
it is part of Microsoft Excel edition 2010 or newer. The
beta distribution confidence interval is asymmetrical and
easy to use.
Geographical distribution of the panel. The panels of
senders and receivers are dispersed over a geographical re-
cruitment grid, based on postal areas served by the opera-
tors. The geographical distribution of the panel is carried
out according to random sampling on the whole of the ge-
ographical area defined in the field of study. In this range,
the standard is very flexible and describes rules for the ge-
ographical distribution of the panel both in small countries
and big ones.
For operation in bigger countries, a big panel of over
90 panelists distributed in at least in 30 areas is dedicated.
In this case, there is no important change compared to the
previous edition.
For small countries, a small panel (10 to 90 panelists) and
from 4 to 30 postal areas are proposed. The new thing
is that in this case number of postal areas is related to
the number of panelists and presented in the table. The
weekly workload of panelists should be limited to the level
of typical user.
The standard proposes a maximum load of 12 letters per
week for any domestic sender and 12 letters for any domes-
tic receiver. But the average load of receiver is restricted
to 6 letters per week during their time of participation in
the measurement period. For a business address a bigger
load is allowed – up to 24 letters per week. The weekly
workloads given above are the maximum. In many cases,
especially in countries with smaller postage flows, the ac-
tual workloads should be much lower.
4.4. Design Basic
The design of the measurement system should ensure that
the test letters are allocated as a representative sample of
all single piece priority mail in the field of study. The best
way to achieve a representative sample would be to take as
a simple random sample of real mail letters and observe
their transit time. Unfortunately given the high measure-
ment accuracy requirement such a solution is unrealistic
due to technical reasons. Instead, pre-fabricated test letters
are used for measurements and they are sent and received
by a group of selected panelists. This design approach re-
quires that the test letters that are added to the existing
real mail stream do not differ from it in each mail charac-
teristics, which have a significant influence on the transit
time result. The characteristics and modes, which are dis-
criminant, depend in practice on the detailed operation of
the dedicated postal system operator. Therefore, a factor
which is important to one operator could be not important
to others.
The standard describes how to check if a characteristic is
discriminant. The test is based on comparison of at least
two modes of the characteristic and evaluating their impact
on transit time results.
The standard is based on real mail flows and its design is
determined by a system of real mail studies which estimate
these flows. The real mail studies are performed before or
parallel to the first test measurement period. The real mail
studies make it possible to:
• consider all single piece priority flows of a given field
of study,
• collect statistics on single piece priority real mail
flows and real mail characteristics according to re-
quirements of the statistical design.
The real mail studies can be implemented either by the
postal operators themselves or by an external body, but
they have to be independently audited.
Under the standard the distribution of real mail flows cor-
responding to certain mail characteristics can be estimated
using existing logistic or management data available in the
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postal system. These alternative solutions can decrease the
cost of design and accelerate the acquisition of necessary
data. They may also ensure greater accuracy of estimation
than in real mail studies if data is collected by the operator
on regular basis.
The standard recommends that real mail studies should be
performed at least once every three years. And it is a proper
period if the postal market is stable but if postal market is
fast-changing then the period should be shorter.
4.5. Implementing Standard
An implementation guide, which was earlier a separate doc-
ument is now implemented to the standard as Annex H. It
contains a scenario which describes successive stages of im-
plementation, from the survey planning phase through its
implementation, to reporting of results and auditing. Plan-
ning and implementation phases are very time-consuming.
The preparation of the test mail survey can take 9 to 18
months. Considering together the measurement period and
time of data analysis as well as reporting, the first regular
report may be available even after 33 months.
Detailed rules related to all stages of measurements phases
and auditing process have been discussed. Furthermore,
the attached examples allow for better understanding of the
requirements of the standard. Generally, particular attention
was paid to the problems of measurements accuracy and
corrective weighing.
4.6. Measurements in Multi Operators Environment
Initially, the standard was adapted to the measurements on
the liberalized postal market, which in practice means that
it should be ready to conduct measurements in the envi-
ronment of many operators. To fulfil this condition each
panelist sender should be able to freely choose the best
postal operator for posting test letters. This option was
removed from the final draft, because no country except
Germany was interested in such a feature.
4.7. Monitoring the Cross Border Priority Mail
The high cost of services forces one to consider the pos-
sibility of replacing test letters by the monitoring of real
mail transit. This cost effective method can be based on
observation of existing components or added in a typical
posting technological process. Based on such an assump-
tion, a few testing methods were selected to make a detailed
investigation.
The first method is based on information retrieved from
sorting machines with proper software. The method seems
not expensive, except for a few countries which sort manu-
ally cross border priority mail. In addition, there are issues
with the compatibility of machines of different generations.
The second approach is based on reading the day of posting,
in the destination postal office/sorting center. The date can
be retrieved from the stamp, timestamp or franking image.
Unfortunately, franking machines and digital stamps are
not popular in some countries. In addition, the day printed
by franking machines or placed on a digital stamp, is the
accounting day of operation, which can be different than
the day of posting. Additionally, the franking machines are
not used by private senders and small businesses.
This solution does not require any additional components or
installation in the postal infrastructure, nor any additional
technological operations in the country of origin. But in
destination countries new scanners are need or the existing
ones need to be modified.
The third approach is based on passive RFID tags which
are hidden or placed inside the envelope. The solution
needs RFID scanners in the country of origin and destina-
tion to collect data. Fortunately, the cost of RFID scanning
is low, while passive RFID tags are also cheap. The big
issue is the tags secure placement on or inside the enve-
lope in a confidential way with an additional label, whereas
the efficiency of this solution can be low. Hence, the label
should act as an essential element of the letter, for exam-
ple as prepaid envelope or the postal stamp dedicated for
cross-border mail. Additionally, passive tags need to have
relatively large antennas to achieve the appropriate radio
coverage. For example, a typical passive RFID tag (com-
plies with ISO 18000-6c) for coverage above 5 m needs
antenna as big as 100 × 25 mm. Such a large component
is difficult to hide. Another problem is that some senders
may try to damage the tag. Embedding the tag on a postage
stamp can solve this, but then it remains to solve the tag
resistance to damage by timestamp hammer.
Neither of the mentioned solutions ensures end-to-end mea-
surements, forcing an addition of a correction factor related
to delay of collection and delivery. Delay of collection is
relatively easy to estimate based on detailed records from
domestic transit time. The estimation of delay of delivery
is possible only with test letters with RFID tags.
Generally, all the proposed solutions generate significant
costs for operators and do not cover all letters. The men-
tioned approaches do not ensure end-to-end measurements
which means that all of them need adding a correction fig-
ure related to delay of collection and delivery. Hence, none
of them seem to be ideal.
5. Conclusion
Postal items with correspondence are increasingly often
being replaced by electronic communication, i.e. voice
transmission or e-mail, thus decreasing the letters volume.
Therefore, the cost of measurements of quality of service
should also go down. However, the choice of the optimal
solution will require further testing.
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